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Summary

Digital technology provides a very powerful medium for musical creativity, and the way in which we interface and interact with computers has a huge bearing on our ability to realise our artistic aims. The standard input devices available for the control of digital music tools tend to afford a low quality of embodied control; they fail to realise our innate expressiveness and dexterity of motion. This thesis looks at ways of capturing more detailed and subtle motion for the control of computer music tools; it examines how this motion can be used to control music software, and evaluates musicians' experience of using these systems.

Two new musical controllers were created, based on a multiparametric paradigm where multiple, continuous, concurrent motion data streams are mapped to the control of musical parameters. The first controller, Phalanger, is a markerless video tracking system that enables the use of hand and finger motion for musical control. EchoFoam, the second system, is a malleable controller, operated through the manipulation of conductive foam. Both systems use machine learning techniques at the core of their functionality. These controllers are front ends to RECZ, a high-level mapping tool for multiparametric data streams.

The development of these systems and the evaluation of musicians' experience of their use constructs a detailed picture of multiparametric musical control. This work contributes to the developing intersection between the fields of computer music and human-computer interaction. The principal contributions are the two new musical controllers, and a set of guidelines for the design and use of multiparametric interfaces for the control of digital music. This work also acts as a case study of the application of HCI user experience evaluation methodology to musical interfaces.

The results highlight important themes concerning multiparametric musical control. These include the use of metaphor and imagery, choreography and language creation, individual differences and uncontrol. They highlight how this style of interface can fit into the creative process, and advocate a pluralistic approach to the control of digital music tools where different input devices fit different creative scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘In computer music it has been relatively difficult to provide a friendly and attractive environment for the composer, not because it is so technical, but because we have not spent a lot of time working on the human interface. We have been busy just making sound. This is starting to change.’

James A. Moorer (Roads, 1982)
1.1 Interacting With Digital Music Tools

The computer can act as an extremely powerful tool for creativity and expression. It can act as a mediator, transforming ideas into tangible forms. It can also provide worlds to explore, within which to inspire and mould ideas. Conversely, the computer can also frustrate, block, divert and misrepresent creative intentions. Ideally, technology should help to realise ideas without subverting them, and do this in a way which encourages engagement and even provides inspiration. This dichotomy is the essence of this thesis; computers supply us with a vast amount of creative potential, but how do we make the most of this valuable resource? The problem now rarely concerns the amount of computing power we have available, but concerns how we use it. The core of this issue is interaction.

Jensenius tells us that music is movement, describing how motion is a fundamental to the performance and perception of music (Jensenius, 2007). If we narrow this down to the creation of music, then perhaps it can be said that music creation is interaction. Music is produced from our engagement with tools or instruments to create sound, whether this is with a drum, a cello or a digital audio workstation. The instrument is not simply a one-way conduit for musical expression, but an element in a complex, emergent, multi-sensory conversation between player and instrument (Armstrong, 2006).

Acoustic instruments have evolved over centuries or in some cases millennia, and provide us with what many would consider to be an ideal, ground truth model of musical interaction. The player is intimately engaged with the instrument, they experience an embodied connection and sound output bears a direct correlation to physical input. New technology makes this model much more complex; creating music electronically is a relatively new concept, and distinct from the acoustic world because it allows output to be divorced from physical effort. This is an important issue, because interaction now no longer has to follow the rules of the natural world, and the instrument designer has a far greater bearing on the form of conversation that takes place between player and instrument. Digital technology emphasises this issue even further. Computer music systems can exhibit massive complexity and multi-layered abstractions, together with many options for control. The designer now has a huge freedom to create the manner in which the player will converse with the instrument, to design interaction. This gives them the potential to create wonderful, inspiring instruments, but also flawed instruments as well. Understanding the complex nature of how musicians interact with computers is the key to realising their creative potential.

Of the many issues surrounding interaction design for computer music tools, embodiment lies at the core. This is also true for the wider field of human-computer interaction (HCI), with Dourish proposing that embodiment should be the central concern for the field (Dourish, 2001). This perspective focuses on how humans are coupled with the environment, and in turn focuses on how humans should be coupled to technology. It creates an emphasis on the realisation of our innate perceptual-motor skills in interaction.

In improving the quality of embodied interaction with computers, one can look to more complex and detailed techniques for capturing motion as input, relative to the standard devices available for computer musicians. Baseline devices include the mouse and keyboard, and
conventional MIDI controllers, mainly based on scientific-style instrumentation. These devices typically afford limited interaction bandwidth, giving the user less potential to convey the subtlety and detail of natural body motion. The multiparametric approach to controller design attempts to address this issue. Multiparametric controllers use multiple, continuous and concurrent control streams as input, realising our capacity for dexterity and expressiveness of motion, and rich user actions (Djajadiningrat, Matthews, and Stienstra, 2007).

This brings us to the principal focus of this thesis, which is the use of multiparametric control for digital music tools. Hunt and Kirk began research into this field, and found the multiparametric approach to be very promising for musical control (Hunt and Kirk, 2000). Since this study, little research has been explicitly conducted in this area. This thesis looks at how the multiparametric approach can be applied to the control of digital music tools in order to improve musical experience. It looks at multiparametric controllers from a range of angles: building hardware, software mapping techniques, and most importantly, evaluating musicians' experiences of using these controllers. Through these different lenses, I attempt to contribute to a wider picture of multiparametric control that highlights its potential strengths, exposes its potential pitfalls, and informs the computer musician in how to benefit from these techniques in their own work.

1.2 Research Context

This thesis lies on the intersection between two highly multidisciplinary fields: human-computer interaction and computer music, such that it draws on a wide range of academic disciplines, but also from some very specific threads within these areas. From within HCI, it draws on research concerning the philosophy of interaction, recent developments in tangible and physical computing, the application of machine learning to interaction design, and user experience evaluation. Computer music informs elements concerning mapping techniques, sound synthesis and the nature of musical creativity. For simplicity, this research area can be defined as musician-computer interaction; it concerns the nature of interaction between musicians and machines, and the design, implementation and evaluation of technology that facilitates this.

1.3 Research Questions and Themes

The overarching research theme is to investigate how to enhance the experience of interacting with digital music tools. This thesis takes the view that improving the quality of embodied interaction is one possible answer, and that multiparametric interfaces offer a good way of capturing detailed motion for input. With this in mind, the key themes and questions are:

1. Multiparametric control of digital music tools. Multiparametric control is a relatively unexplored area in computer music in the context of controlling digital music tools. How do computer musicians feel about this novel style of interaction? Are more complex, embodied interfaces suitable for controlling music software, and if so, which software processes benefit most from multiparametric control?
2. Evaluation of new musical controllers. There is no standardised methodology for user experience evaluation for digital music interfaces. They present unique challenges that preclude the use of many conventional HCI methods, and expose deeper questions about the design and evaluation cycle when designing for creative use.1 How can current HCI methodology be adapted for this task?

These questions are will be explored through the design and evaluation of two new multiparametric controllers, with final conclusions in chapter 9.

1.4 Contributions

The principle contributions of this thesis are as follows:

- Two new multiparametric musical interfaces; one controlled by video tracked hand motion and the other controlled by manipulation of malleable foam.

- Guidelines for the design and use of multiparametric interfaces for the control of digital music tools, based on in-depth analysis of real-world use by computer musicians.

- A case study of methodology for the evaluation of player experience with new computer music controllers.

- The use of Echo State Networks (see section 6.2.2) as mapping engines for input devices.

1.5 Relevance

Within the span of time I have worked on this thesis, affordable interface technology has taken some significant leaps. At the beginning, musicians were experimenting with the Wiimote and cheap accelerometers. Now, multitouch interfaces are in common use, and the Kinect 3D camera has very recently been released. Coupled with this, we have an exponentially growing scene of hackers and experimentalists who are building their own custom musical controllers, fuelled by the availability of cheap interfaces such as the Arduino and Maple, and growing communities on the web. If would be fruitless to try and keep up with specific technology; what is more important is how we use technology to create interesting and novel musical systems. We need to understand generic principles behind applying new sensors, and we need to understand musicians’ behaviour, preferences and creative process. The work in this thesis aims to contribute to a wider picture of musical interaction, and it does this through testing technology with experienced musicians in everyday scenarios. It offers some practical techniques for designers, in the fields of hardware creation, mapping and evaluation. It is my hope that this work will be a useful resource for creators of new controllers who are interested in capturing natural and detailed motion for musical control.

---

1 Buxton (1997) points out the fundamental difficulty of designing tools for creativity: ‘... I ended up learning a lot about design for the artist, since the system that we developed was used by, and influenced by, musicians from around the world. I also discovered that in the grand scheme of things, there are three levels of design: standard spec., military spec., and artist spec. Most significantly, I learned that the third was the hardest (and most important), but if you could nail it, then everything else was easy.’
1.6 Structure

Chapter 2, examines the nature of interaction between musicians and digital music tools, the importance of embodiment, and sets out the motivations behind this thesis and specific areas of focus. In chapter 3, desirable qualities of musical instruments are explored and a design scope is proposed for new controllers. Chapter 4 explores the use of HCI evaluation methods for musical controllers. A case study of the evaluation of the Wiimote as a musical controller is presented, and evaluation methods for the studies in this thesis are proposed. The next three chapters present new multiparametric controllers and accompanying software systems. Chapter 5 presents Phalanger, a video based hand tracking system for musical control. Chapter 6 presents the design and evaluation of the EchoFoam system, a malleable foam controller. In chapter 7, the development and evaluation of the RECZ software system is explored. RECZ was designed as a multiparametric timbrespace exploration tool, which could use both Phalanger and EchoFoam as input devices. The combined results from the evaluation studies are analysed in chapter 8, and the conclusions follow in chapter 9.
1.7 Related Publications

Some parts of this thesis contain material that has already appeared in conference publications:

Chapter 4 contains material from


Formative evaluation of the EchoFoam system, from chapter 6, is described in *A Malleable Interface for Sonic Exploration*. In Proceedings of New Interfaces for Musical Expression, Sydney, 2010 (Kiefer, 2010c).

The development of the timbre space navigation system from chapter 7 is described in *Exploring Timbre Spaces with Two Multiparametric Controllers*. In Proceedings of Sound and Music Computing, Barcelona, 2010 (Kiefer, 2010b).

An overview of research progress was given in *Input devices and mapping techniques for the intuitive control of composition and editing for digital music*. In Proceedings of Tangible, Embedded, and Embodied Interaction, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2010 (Kiefer, 2010a).

1.8 Working Definitions

The concepts of intuitiveness and musicality crop up frequently in this thesis. These concepts suffer from absent, vague or conflicting definitions in the context of interaction and computer music. To avoid ambiguity, I would like to start by explaining what I understand these terms to mean, and how I arrived at this thinking. I don't claim to eclipse or improve other definitions which already exist, but instead propose working definitions that will be useful in the context of this research. Regardless, when these concepts are mentioned in this text, they refer to these definitions.

1.8.1 Musicality

Starting with a dictionary definition, musicality is curiously undefined in the Oxford Dictionary of Music, yet it is present in the more general Oxford English Dictionary (Online, 2010), as ‘The quality or character of being musical; accomplishment or aptitude in music; musical sensibility’. Perret (2004) considers musicality to be the ‘sum total of felt qualitative aspects in musical expression ... Musicality may be considered as being the capacity to draw on a wide spectrum of parameters and
qualitative aspects in musical expression, which can move and nourish the listener on a deep level.' Humans are considered to have innate musicality; this is present across all cultures, and aspects emerge early in life with minimal exposure to music (McDermott, 2008; Trehub, 2003). There are two sides to human musicality; musicality as a listener, our capacity to appreciate musical expression, and musicality as a player, our capacity to express music. From the perspective of musical interaction, the musicality of a musical interface could be considered as the degree to which the system is able to mediate musical expression.

### 1.8.2 Intuitive Interaction

The meaning of intuitive in the context of interaction has been the subject of some discussion, mainly because the term is used widely but until recently there has been no attempt at a formal definition. Raskin (1994) may have started the discourse on this topic. He proposed that intuitive in the context of interaction is almost an exact synonym of familiar, i.e. intuitive interaction makes use of our existing, transferable skills.

Bullinger, Ziegler, and Bauer (2002) explore intuitive interaction further, with the purpose of finding principles to design for intuitiveness. They suggest that intuitive interaction could be interpreted as immediate usability; this may only be achieved in the case of simple systems, but immediate usability also suggests a general goal of minimising the gap between a user’s capabilities and those required to use a system, and leveraging existing skills.

Turner (2008) proposes two ‘distinct but overlapping’ meanings of intuitiveness; intuitiveness as familiarity and intuitiveness as embodiment, the latter being more relevant for tangible systems that use a grasp and manipulate approach, where perceptual-motor skills are a key part of interaction. Exploring intuitiveness and embodiment further, Antle, Corness, and Droumeva (2009) looked at the role of embodied metaphor. They found that the use of embodied metaphors in the mappings of an interface could support intuitive interaction.

A definition of intuitive interaction is proposed by Naumann, Hurtienne, Israel, Mohs, Kindsmüller, Meyer, Hüßlein, and Research Group (2007):

‘A technical system is, in the context of a certain task, intuitively usable while the particular user is able to interact effectively, not-consciously using previous knowledge.’

Although this is a useful definition in many HCI contexts, there are reasons why this definition is not so useful for defining intuitive interaction with musical interfaces. Firstly, the definition is task oriented, whereas musical interaction, and creative interaction in general, is not necessarily so. Musical composers tend to exhibit a cycle of ideation and then evaluation (Coughlan and Johnson, 2006). While there is a wider goal of creating a piece of music, this process can be explorative, as opposed to a process of completing a set of specific tasks. The definition also talks about being able to interact effectively, and again this is not necessarily part of creative interaction. Interaction does not have to be effective for the creation of art, and a good example of this would be the practice of circuit bending (Ghazala, 2005; Collins, 2009), where electronic devices are deliberately dismantled, modified and repurposed in order to achieve sonic results unintended in the original design. A circuit-bent children’s toy may not
be something that can be used effectively, although it may certainly be artistically or musically inspiring. Studies of computer musicians show that constraints and resistances in interactive systems can provide creative inspiration to their users (Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold, 2007; Magnusson and Mendieta, 2007), as can unpredictability (Gelineck and Serafin, 2009b). So, in fact, quite opposite to the definition, ineffectiveness can play an important role in musical interaction, at least in the context of composition.

It would seem that with the nature of musical interaction being so open ended, a less specific working definition is required. Returning to Bullinger’s interpretation of intuitive interaction as immediate usability, in the context of this thesis, intuitive interaction can considered to be immediate musicality.
Chapter 2

Musicality and Digital Music Tools

‘Tubby and his crew treated the studio itself as a musical instrument.’

Greg Milner (Milner, 2009)
Chapter 2. Musicality and Digital Music Tools

2.1 Introduction

The wider motivation for this thesis is to look at ways of enhancing the experience of interaction with digital music tools for computer musicians. This chapter looks at where typical problems can occur, the factors that cause them, and outlines typical systems that experience these problems. In doing this, an area of focus is carved out, establishing where problems needs to be solved, along with the nature of these problems.

To begin this task, I will look at the musical activities of composition and performance. Conventionally, these two terms are considered to refer to separate activities, but when considered in the context of digital music, we shall see that there is much less difference between them, they are in fact part of the same process. I shall then examine the tools commonly used by computer musicians, and look at ways in which they are used. While we have instruments that are designed specifically with performance in mind, tools intended for composition and production work are rarely designed with the same considerations for interactivity, despite there being a strong performance element to their usage. I will put forward a holistic perspective of computer music tools, that considers tools aimed at composition and production to be instruments in their own right. Following on from this, we need to treat interaction design for these tools with similar considerations as for performance instruments; designing for embodied interaction is the key to this.

2.2 Interaction in Composition and Performance

Composition and performance are conventionally considered to describe two different activities, but in terms of computer music they are really integral parts of the same process. It’s necessary to clarify this now, as later it will be important to consider what a composition tool is, and what a performance tool is.

When discussing composition, its meaning must be considered in the context of the instrument or system being composed for. As an example, consider first composition without computers, and the case of composing for an orchestra. The composer is physically detached from the instruments they are composing for, and detached from performance of the music. Although one may have a good concept of what the individual instruments sound like, it may be difficult to tell exactly how they would sound together when played. Composition in this case is internalised, and interaction happens mostly between the composer and the score. When composing for a solo instrument such as the piano, the process would be quite different. With the possibility of hearing the exact outcome of the composition, and also with the ability to try out or improvise sections of the piece as they are being written, composition becomes in this case a much more interactive experience.

Looking at electronic and computer music composition, again the nature of composition is closely tied in with the medium. One important element that sets computer music apart is the additional complexity of unexpected sonic outcomes. Early composers using punched cards to program computers would have had an even more detached experience than an orchestra composer. There was no real-time audio and possibly no idea of how the program
would sound, given that they were designing the instruments as well as the sequences. A musician using a piece of modern sequencing software however has a much more interactive experience; they can preview sounds and sequences as part of the editing process, usually in real-time, and listen to a piece as it evolves. Because of the potential for unexpected sonic outcomes, computer music composition is greatly enhanced by an interactive approach; sound design is a fundamental part of the composition process. Rather than being prescriptive, it’s fundamentally an exploratory, experimental and interactive process.

It can be seen that in the context of specific mediums, the composition process can include elements of improvisation or performance. In order to understand these performatve elements more fully in the context of electronic and computer music, I would like to explore some examples where composition and performance merge.

2.2.1 Where Composition Meets Performance

Moog, in a 1967 article describing the current state of electronic music technology (Moog, 1967), emphasised the performatve elements of composition in the electronic music studio. Discussing new trends, he comments on the inefficiency of the process of tape manipulation in classical studio composition, contrasting this programmed composition with what he termed real-time performance in the control-voltage based studio. Chadabe (Chadabe, 1984) makes the composition-performance link more explicit, in what he termed Interactive Composing. He describes this process as creating an audio system that will react to input from a performance device, and then simultaneously composing and performing by interacting with the system. The audio system should not react in an entirely predictable way, creating a dialogue between itself and the musician. An in-depth account of the experience of interactive composition is given by Palacio-Quintin. She played a sensor-augmented flute (the hyper-flute) with an interactive system built in Max/MSP (Palacio-Quintin and Zadel, 2008). She comments on how users of such systems are simultaneously composers, performers and improvisers, and on how it’s difficult to separate composer and performer with these systems. Turntablism is another area where these areas combine, where DJs use the combination of turntable and mixer as an instrument. Smith comments on the role of the DJ as composer and performer: ‘The division between performer and composer is rarely an issue in DJ genres as the DJ combines both roles – composer in the selection of tracks and their restructuring via a number of compositional processes via turntables to create a new track, and performer in the performance of this process in the club environment.’ (Smith, 2000).

This scattering of examples demonstrate how the merging of performance and composition can be observed in a number of facets of electronic music. Studies of computer music composers also reveal more about this relationship.

2.2.2 Composer Studies

Bertelsen et al.’s (2007) case study of two computer music artists makes some interesting findings on the nature of interaction in the composition process. They carried out a case study of two computer music composers in Denmark, with the aim of exploring the way that computers are used in creative work. They observed that the musicians’ computers and associated
technology fulfilled a number of simultaneous roles for them, including that of composition tools and instruments for performance. During use, these roles changed rapidly, the musicians' focus shifting between the sonic output and the objects creating the sound. This focus shifts frequently so that the distinction between these roles is hard to clarify; the acts of composition and performance become indistinguishable.

Bertelsen et al. proposed that the musicians' software presented several instrument-like characteristics. The software is playable, it presents controls for manipulating sound in real-time. Further to this, the algorithms have unique sound profiles, making each one like a different instrument. The artists in the case study understood that they needed a disciplined approach to learning their software in order make the most from it creatively; like an acoustic instrument, they acknowledged that virtuosity was not easily achieved. They summarise this as follows:

‘... the software is comparable to a musical instrument since the software becomes the object of his attention and something he explores, tweaks, observes, and challenges in a continuous shift of focus between the sounding output and the instrument.’

In a study of cognitive styles in the use of software for electroacoustic composition, Eaglestone, Ford, Holdridge, and Carter (2008) collected questionnaire responses from 18 composers, revealing aspects of their work processes. Some of the composers describe how improvisation was part of their workflow, either in a fine-grained manner of improvising small elements, or with a larger scale approach of improvising longer sections and editing them down. Some revealed an emergent approach, the process taking place as an interactive dialogue between the tools and the musician, mediated through different tools or source materials.

These two studies are examples of how on a high level, composers may use performance as part of the composition process. Furthermore, in terms of low level interaction, the artefact used to create music doesn’t have to fulfil a distinct role of tool or instrument, but can fulfil both roles.

2.2.3 Composing Instruments

The act of composition in the context of electronic music also merges with the act of instrument design and creation. As Magnusson (2009) says, the difference between composer and performer is non-existent, ‘the act of composition dissolves into the act of instrument design, and often performance as well’. To give an extreme example, take the practice of livecoding (Collins, McLean, Rohrhuber, and Ward, 2003; Sorensen and Brown, 2007), where an instrument can be designed programatically in front of an audience as part of a musical performance. Livecoders often consider the programming language to be their instrument (Blackwell and Collins, 2005; Wang and Cook, 2004). This can also be seen in Chadabe's interactive composition, where the first stage of composition is to create a musical system. Both composers in Bertelsen et al.’s study talked of how configuring or building the instrument was part of the creative process. They manipulated software systems in an exploratory way, shifting focus between instrument and sonic output as part of the wider process.
2.2.4 Musical Activity

To summarise, the terms composition and performance conventionally refer to separate concepts, Bown, Eldridge, and McCormack (2009) call this the *acoustic paradigm*. However, by examining studies of users of electronic and digital music tools, and looking at real-world examples of musical practice, it can be seen that, in electronic music, composition and performance are in fact two facets of the greater whole, which is musical activity. The act of composition subsumes the acts of instrument design, improvisation and performance. Tools intended for composition or functional use, for example the turntable and mixer, can also be performed with as instruments; however, as shall be demonstrated, there are facets of interaction that may preclude this mode of use.

2.3 Modes Of Interaction

Anecdotally, composition is sometimes talked of as slow performance. In considering the nature of composition and performance, we have seen technology intended for functional or compositional use appropriated for performance. To analyse the relationship further, it’s useful to focus on modes of activity; when can musical behaviour be considered performative and when can it be considered as functional or compositional?

Magnusson suggests that digital music systems can be divided into those intended for use in *productive* or *expressive* contexts (Magnusson, 2009). A production system is generally not designed for realtime use, while an expressive system is intended for performance and realtime interaction. While there are systems that can be placed comfortably in either of these groups, many systems also exists in a grey area between the two. Take for example a typical Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) application. Interaction may be functional, for example searching for samples on a hard-drive through a series of dialog boxes. It may also be performative, for example playing a softsynth with an external MIDI controller. It may also be somewhere in between, for example switching through plugin windows and adjusting parameters while a sequence is playing. The DAW contains elements which are intended as either productive or expressive; as we have seen with Bertelsen’s study, these contexts blur in rapid use. The DAW can be seen as a gestalt collection of both types of elements such that when in use, musical activity will vary on a continuum between productive and expressive. This can also be observed beyond DAWs; activity in electronic music rarely consists of interaction with a single productive or expressive artefact, it typically takes place with a collection of artefacts from each context, or artefacts whose use entails both modes of activity.

Modes of interaction in digital music are one focus of Hunt and Kirk’s study of mapping strategies (Hunt and Kirk, 2000). They contrast two modes of thinking that, they suggest, are involved in musical interaction: *analytic* and *holistic*. Analytic thinking describes when attention is focused on decoding information towards a specific goal, with a sequential thought process. A holistic mode of thinking describes a wider, sub-lingual awareness of the environment, where many things may be perceived at once. Holistic thinking focuses on the wider situation while analytic thinking focuses on detail. Hunt and Kirk propose that one of the problems of
interaction with digital music systems is the use of choice based interaction sequences, which force the user into analytic thinking mode when holistic thinking is more suitable for musical interaction. They propose the concept of \textit{performance mode} interaction which is more suited to holistic thinking. In performance mode, the user can interact with a system in a continuous, parallel and realtime way, rather than in a non-realtime serial dialogue. This mode of interaction is closer to the way in which musicians interact with acoustic instruments. They also highlight the difference between performance and what they term \textit{fast analytical editing}, which describes analytic mode interaction being carried out fast enough to constitute a performance. They consider this to be completely different from creative performance, noting that editing can be performative in a case where the interface supports explorative, continuous modes of interaction.

Drawing these strands together, Hunt and Kirk’s holistic mode of thinking roughly aligns with Magnusson’s expressive mode of interaction. We are then left with productive mode, which can be holistic and expressive given that the correct modes of interaction are available; it may also be analytic when the interface precludes holistic interaction. In the world of digital music, an instrument will typically be a gestalt collection of elements that afford varying modes of interaction. In use, the musician can switch between these varying modes, and given that the interface supports holistic interaction, the acts of production and expression can become indistinguishable from the greater whole. Interfaces that force the user into analytic mode can preclude holistic mode interaction, though redesigning these processes to support Hunt and Kirk’s performance mode could solve this problem.

\section*{2.4 Computer Music Instrumentation}

\subsection*{2.4.1 The Analogue Studio as an Instrument}

Figure 2.1: King Tubby in his studio.©Dennis Morris www.dennismorris.com
Having established that composition and performance are elements of the same process, I would like to focus on some explicit examples of electronic music tools designed for composition and production work being used as instruments. I will begin by stepping back and looking at aspects concerning interaction in the studio-as-instrument music production aesthetic. Having looked at this, I will continue by examining how this aesthetic fits into the current digital world.

The quote from the chapter heading continues as follows:

"Tubby and his crew treated the studio itself as a musical instrument. “Everything was live,” Smart says. “All the drops and everything was done live over and over again. I’d be cutting twenty, thirty, or even forty dubs in a day. It was all improv, because we had the vibe, the feel. We didn’t even have to think about it. You would hear [the finished dub] and go ‘Whoa, I didn’t even know I did that one.’”" (Milner, 2009)

This is a classic illustration of how some artists and producers in the popular music domain, beginning in the sixties when technology opened up new possibilities, began to perform not only with their acoustic instruments but also with studio equipment. They used it as both a musical instrument and a compositional tool (Collins, 1993). This blurred the traditional boundaries between composer and performer, the process of composition changing from a prescriptive process to one of exploration and interaction with tools (Eno, 2002). This blurring was not only in terms of musical role but in terms of the way people interacted with studio technology. King Tubby (see figure 2.1) was an innovator in this respect, developing techniques for using customised studio equipment to improvise music (Veal, 2007), and spawning dub, a new genre of music and the precursor to modern remix culture (Toop, 2002). He, along with his crew, became in effect virtuosic at playing their particular collection of equipment. They created music with their machines, interacting with them intuitively and expressively, perhaps as you would with an acoustic instrument.

The music press is replete with anecdotal references to the studio as instrument aesthetic, from the late sixties until the present day (e.g. Lee, 1997). Another compelling example of this style of interaction is DJing and turntablism (Smith, 2000), where again, artists use a collection of machinery as an instrument, giving virtuoso performances (Pinch and Bijsterveld, 2003) and interacting with a level of skill, subtlety and expression you might associate with acoustic playing. Ihde suggests that this use of machinery reflects trends in modern science where the new scientific instruments are, for example, colliders and particle collectors, played by scientists. In parallel, musical instruments can now be ‘large, complex, high tech’ (Ihde, 2007).

2.4.2 The Digital Music Studio as an Instrument

Stepping into the digital world, the ‘studio-as-instrument’ aesthetic continued; while some new equipment restricted the user interface and abstracted operation, other designs continued with the scientific instrumentation paradigm of the analogue interfaces, allowing more fluid interaction in comparison. The digital studio could be portable, allowing artists to set up a collection of equipment on stage and perform with it. A prominent exponent of this practice was the group Orbital (figure 2.2). The duo used a technique of improvising arrangements with Alesis MMT-8 looping MIDI sequencers, while altering sound parameters using hard-
Figure 2.2: Orbital Live, 2010 ©Scott Sanders ssandars@iinet.net.au

ware synthesiser controls and a mixing desk (Buskin, 2006). The following interview extract illustrates their views about this performance technique (Détourn, 2001):

[But to play devil’s advocate for a moment, what can really go wrong when you’re just tweaking a few knobs, buttons and sliders?] “Fucking anything,” Phil maintains, “and if it’s a piece of piss, why isn’t everybody else doing it? If it’s so easy why aren’t there loads of Orbitals out there?” “Technically speaking,” Paul asserts, “jamming with sequencers isn’t that difficult. Although I’d like to see someone do it with the proficiency that I’ve developed over the last ten years. I know my MMT-8s inside out. I know how to punch sequences in half-way through the bar and get breakbeats to do different things. The fun of it is in the improvising. But it’s not how difficult it is - it’s about how entertaining it is. We use the same sequences every night but it’s a different arrangement. I’m not much of an instrument player. We jam with the sequencers. The thrill for me on stage is arranging everything live. I can throw the loops in and keep it going as long as I want, [blending] elements in many different ways.” “We feed off the audience” Phil expands. “We can try to whip them up into a frenzy or we can go dub stylee. We’ve got the mixing desk, different effects, all the synths up there that are having MIDI signals sent to them, and the amount of manipulation of the sounds that you can do as it’s going are amazing. It’s a big organic quagmire.” Paul delivers the final word on the matter: “You’ve got to be creative to be able to arrange the track, because if you’re not, it’s going nowhere.”

Another example of this aesthetic is the live setup of electronic music act Mouse On Mars (Kirn, 2012). The trio describe themselves as an augmented band, playing with a combination of laptop software, midi controllers, hardware synthesisers, acoustic drums and vocals. Each
musician plays on a different set of devices and instruments, and the audio signal is passed around between the three players so they can all modulate each others output. Andi Toma comments on how they improvise with this collection of music equipment:

‘... so we have the basic structure and we try to be as free as possible to play with it, I mean it’s kind of a dangerous setup so always things can go wrong but this is the good thing’

Current DJ practice also incorporates digital studio technology in a similar way, blending the mixing of tracks with other elements generated and controlled by a range of studio tools and interfaces. Lopes, Ferreira, and Pereira (2012) describe the use of multitouch controllers such as the Lemur, and the use of hybrid setups which might include analogue turntables, analogue mixers, laptops, digital sound generators and digital controllers. DJs are using tools varying from standard MIDI controllers, to more esoteric interfaces such as the Wiimote (DJ WiiJ, 2010) or ReacTable (Hansen and Alonso, 2008).

Again, these are examples of audio hardware being used with musicality. The digital devices these musicians perform with on stage tend to follow the interface design of analogue equipment; they present individual controls directly to the player, encouraging fluid interactivity. Other digital tools however do not allow the same quality of interaction, presenting a greater degree of abstraction and lesser degree of control to the user. This contributes to what Armstrong (2006) terms the disconnect, between performer and audience, and performer and instrument, referring to an increasing sense of disembodiment between musician and music. While Armstrong focuses on this disembodiment in relation to performance practice, I would like to explore this further in relation to the use of tools intended for composition and production work.

2.4.3 Disconnection

The very nature and possibilities of mappings in electronic music move the musician away from the direct musician-instrument relationship of acoustic playing. This was evident even before computer use was commonplace; Keane (1979), discussing the use of knobs and switches in the electronic music studio, describes a sense of disembodiment between composer and music, giving the example that violent or forceful sounds can be created with little physical effort. He asks: ‘does the lack of a direct relationship between the composer’s own energies, or vicariously experienced energies, and the energy of the musical result exert an influence on the effectiveness of a work in the electronic medium?’ Since this period, computers have become increasingly ubiquitous in electronic music, and interaction between musicians and sound tools has becoming increasingly abstracted. Ryan (1991) describes the problems composers were experiencing with computers in the early 1990s:

‘Certainly in computer music the problem is not lack of form, it is the immense mediating distance which confronts each composer when encountering the computer. Despite twenty years of programming for music, the territory gained seems quite small compared with the empire of musical aspiration. Many composers long to regain some sort of musical spontaneity.’
In general, recent technical innovations have tended to reduce opportunities for musical interaction (Winkler, 1998). This progressive disconnection is illustrated well by Øritsland and Burr's history of interaction styles (Øritsland and Buur, 2000; Djajadiningrat et al., 2007), discussed here in relation to musical technology. They classified modes of interaction historically, belonging to four epochs:

**Machine Cowboy, 1933-1969** This epoch is characterised by simple, geometric forms, strong forces and direct feedback. Musical examples from this era would be early recording and tone generation equipment, for example as pictured in figure 2.3.


**Analogue Professional, 1970-1979** Components are miniaturised, direct feedback mostly disappears and activation forces are reduced. Instead of interaction requiring bodily force, a single hand can now be used. Visual feedback to the user is increased, with LEDs and meters. Figure 2.4 shows an analogue synthesiser from this era, produced between 1975 and 1979.

![A Roland System 100 Analogue Synthesiser](http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roland-System100_hg.jpg)
Digital Hacker, 1980-1994 Digital electronics take over from analogue, and miniaturisation continues. The interface is separated from the functional part of machines; as LED displays become more common, control becomes more abstract and less tactile. Controls are accessed through hierarchical menu systems instead of one-to-one controls. The iconic Akai S1000 sampler (figure 2.5) is a classic example of this trend, where a relatively complex instrument is operated from an interface consisting of an LED display, 32 buttons and two rotary dials. While performance parameters can be controlled from external MIDI controllers, operation of the machine itself takes places purely through this limited interface.

Figure 2.5: An Akai S1000 Sampler

Molly, 1995 onwards Ørirtsland and Burr describe how in the world of product design, this epoch signifies a move away from square box devices towards direct control and manipulation.

Figure 2.6: Steinberg Cubase SX, Digital Audio Workstation software

There are examples where the progression in music technology does not match in time with Ørirtsland and Burr’s taxonomy, for example the recording studio pictured in figure 2.3 would contain elements that fit better into the analogue professional era. Music technology does however follow the general trend shown in the taxonomy, which demonstrates a progressive
move over time from physical and direct interfaces towards abstract and virtualised ones. The exception is in the last era: Molly. While industrial design moved away from abstraction, the design of electronic music interfaces stayed on the same course. As personal computers become increasingly capable at real-time digital signal processing, music technology moved away from the physical artefact and was virtualised (e.g. figure 2.6). The principal interface become the GUI, mouse and keyboard, along with accompanying performance controllers. The mouse, keyboard and GUI combination is particularly relevant in this chapter, from now on I shall refer to it as the PC interface.

Currently, hardware controllers to accompany the PC interface are widespread, and largely still based on the analogue era scientific instrumentation paradigm. Computer software meanwhile has become far more complex and multi-layered. This leads to an increasingly indirect mode of interaction between the user and tools; however, more recent developments in technology, DIY culture and human computer interaction are bringing physicality and directness of control back into computing.

2.4.4 Reconnection

2.4.4.1 Recent Directions in Academic Research

The NIME\(^1\) (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) (Poupyrev, Lyons, Fels, and Blaine, 2001) community is the group within academia most highly focused on issues surrounding musical interaction with computer systems. Researchers is this area are investigating new technologies and methodologies for creating expressive digital instruments, and trying to understand more fully the relationship between musicians and computers. Key issues in this field include gesture (Wanderley and Battier, 2000; Jensenius, 2007), pattern and sequence recognition (Cont, Coduys, and Henry, 2004), the use of novel sensors and actuators for creating new forms of musical interaction (Freed, 2008), the augmentation of acoustic instruments (Newton and Marshall, 2011), systematic approaches to instrument design (Ryan, 1991), the realisation of expressiveness (Arfib, Coutsour, and Kessous, 2005), collaborative music making (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009) and embodiment (Magnusson, 2009). Underpinning all of this is the subject of mapping (Pressing, 1990; Hunt, Wanderley, and Paradis, 2002), focusing on the myriad ways in which we can link the physical world to abstract digital structures and sound generation processes in order to create music. This issue is explored further in section 3.4.

NIME has grown in parallel with emerging fields such as tangible interaction, and physical computing (Igoe and O'Sullivan, 2004). Researchers are exploring the use of more direct, physical interfaces for computers, moving beyond the PC interface, and beyond the scientific tool paradigm. Ishii and Ullmer (1997) clearly set out the motivations and issues in tangible computing, proposing a ‘seamless interface between people, bits and atoms’.

A prominent example embodying the principles of NIME is the ReacTable (Jordà, Geiger, Alonso, and Kaltenbrunner, 2007; Jordà, 2009). The ReacTable allows the collaborative control of a modular synthesis system in a tabletop environment, with users interacting by moving and twisting objects on the surface and also by using fingertip control. The ReacTable acts

---

\(^1\)http://nime.org
as a controller for underlying synthesis software such as PureData or Max/MSP. This software would typically be operated with a PC interface. Introducing direct physical control into the manipulation of patches with ReacTable promotes complex, skilled, expressive and explorative use, bringing a strong performance element into interaction with the software.

2.4.4.2 Multi-touch and Mobile Technology

Multi-touch provides a more physical and potentially expressive and intuitive way of working with computers than the conventional PC interface approach. The combination of accelerometers, cameras and other sensors present in many mobile multi-touch devices creates a recipe for some compelling musical interfaces, and ample opportunities for software developers to exploit bodily interaction. Affordable multi-touch computers such as the iPhone and iPad have already had a significant impact in the world of computer music. JazzMutant’s Lemur music controller has already shown that this style of interaction is popular, and being actively used by professional musicians. Artist Richare Devine discusses his experience of using a multi-touch system for music production (JazzMutant, 2010):

‘You can't control software like you can with the Lemur; the closest is with Max/MSP but not with the same elegance and tactile interaction that is so important. I can feel the manipulation and I'm shaping the sound almost like a sculpture piece because you have such a tight connection and level of control, it's brilliant!’

This controller has since been eclipsed by the more affordable iPad series, which has seen a flood of applications created for it from both small developers and established music software houses. With other tablet systems planned for release in the near future, multi-touch’s more direct mode of interaction is having a significant impact on the way we make computer music.

2.4.4.3 DIY Music Culture

With a recent surge in DIY computer music culture, fuelled by low-cost interface boards such as the Arduino (Banzi, 2009), we are seeing some compelling new interfaces being created by hobbyists. Revolving around blogs such as Create Digital Music\(^2\) and globe-trotting events like Music Hackday\(^3\) and Handmade Music\(^4\), amateur hardware hackers are using cheap sensors and repurposed hardware to create some extremely inventive interfaces. Projects such as these expand the pool of interfaces and instruments the computer musician may draw on as part of the computer music studio, and the use of novel sensors and interaction techniques expands the performative potential beyond conventional computing paradigms.

2.5 The Body In Interaction

Having examined the trajectory of interaction style in electronic and computer music, physicality has been a recurring theme. A clear understanding of the relationship between mind,

\(^2\)http://createdigitalmusic.com
\(^3\)http://musichackday.org/
\(^4\)http://handmademusic.noisepages.com/
body and environment is at the core of understanding the nature of interaction between musicians and music technology. Interconnected research in fields such as cognitive science, philosophy of mind, artificial intelligence, robotics and situated cognition is now giving us a deeper understanding of this relationship. At the core of this research is a rejection of the Cartesian mind-body separation, and instead the adoption of a view of humans as embodied agents in the world. Mind, body and environment can no longer be considered independently; ‘knowing is inseparable from doing’ (Brown, Collins, and Duguid, 1989).

The $50 million CYC system is an often quoted example that demonstrates this inseparability. CYC is an artificial intelligence project, deeply rooted in the GOFAI (good old fashioned artificial intelligence) tradition, that attempts to symbolically encode human knowledge. One of the aims of the project was to create an artificial mind. While CYC is an excellent example of an expert system, this goal has not been reached. Clark (1997) posits that the system is fatally flawed, due to the lack of any adaptive response between CYC and the real-world environment; there is no coupling so it cannot make sense of real-world problems. Without the grounding of its representations, the knowledge encoded in the system relies on human interpretation to give it meaning (Anderson, 2003).

Clark and Chalmers (1998) proposed the idea of active externalism, which describes how we use the world as part of our cognitive processes, with mind and environment acting as a coupled system. In his book Being There, Clark (1997) describes the leaky mind, which escapes the confines of the body, using the environment for support. An example of this would be using a book mark to remember your place in a book rather than remember the page number, or using our perceptual-motor skill and the physical properties of an abacus to perform mathematical calculations rather than perform them internally. At the moment, the words and concepts that will form this sentence are spread across several nodes of an on-screen mind-map, created by mind-mapping software which I am using to spatially organise my thoughts; arguably this software is an extension of my cognitive process. Kirsh and Maglio (1994) proposed that we should distinguish between pragmatic and epistemic action. Pragmatic action happens when we deliberately change the world, for example grating a piece of cheese. Epistemic action describes when we use the world to enhance cognitive function, for example using the abacus. The concept of epistemic action and the ideas surrounding the philosophy of embodiment have provided fuel for a new way of thinking in the field of human-computer interaction.

2.5.1 Embodiment and Human-Computer Interaction

Dourish (2001) combines thinking on embodiment with HCI in his book Where The Action Is. He suggests that embodiment should be the central concern in interaction design, with current computer interfaces failing to take account of the ways humans are coupled with the world. Dourish details a history of interaction and, like Øritsland and Burr, divides this history into separate epochs:

Electrical This was the era of analogue and very early digital computers. The boundary between software and hardware was not easily delineated, and reconfiguring or programming a device required a detailed knowledge of its design.
Symbolic Programming a computer now requires less knowledge of specific hardware, and instead knowledge of more generic concepts such as registers or accumulators. Programming moves from numeric form towards higher-level forms such as assembler language or LISP, although code is still input on punched cards or similar media. Programming is the main way of interacting with a computer, and this more symbolic level of interaction is more natural and intuitive than electrical era interaction.

Textual This marks the first form of the *interactive loop* between human and computer; a dialogue forms as the computer accepts textual commands from the operator and returns textual feedback.

Graphical Many new possibilities for interaction are opened up with the move from one-dimensional text streams to two-dimensional graphics. The task of managing information is now spatial, this enables the exploitation of further aspects of natural human skills to enhance the experience of interacting with computers, including peripheral attention, pattern recognition, spatial reasoning and visual metaphors.

Through these epochs, a trajectory is clear where human-computer interaction progressively exploits more and more of our innate skills and abilities.

Dourish outlines what he sees as the next epochs of interactive computing:

Tangible and Social Approaches to Computing This reflects current trends in interaction research. He identifies three trends in tangible computing, firstly the distribution of computation across physically separate devices which may be aware of their location and other devices, for example printers. Secondly, the augmentation of everyday devices with computing power, such as toys, and lastly, the use of real-world objects to interface with computers, providing a more direct mode of interaction. Social computing focuses on applying an understanding of how humans interact with each other to improve interaction between humans and computers (for example Gill (2007) examines entrainment and tacit communication between humans, and lays the basis for a design framework for affording these qualities in human-machine interaction).

Embodied Interaction This is a new perspective on interaction that draws on commonalities between tangible and social computing, emphasising the importance of the way we interact with the everyday world. Dourish describes this as "an approach to the design and analysis of interaction that takes embodiment to be central to, even constitutive of, the whole phenomenon". He sees this paradigm as a potential solution to many of the current problems in HCI.

The influence of thinking on embodiment has become more prevalent in HCI, now with a growing research community dedicated to tangible computing centred around the TEI (Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction) conference. In the closely related world of product design, this thinking is having similar influence. Djajadiningrat et al. (2007) explored the role of movement in human-product interaction design, emphasising how the body is currently neglected, and advocating an embodied approach taking advantage of human perceptual-motor skills. They make a strong argument for a move away from interfaces with narrow bandwidth binary controls towards multiple concurrent continuous controls. Increasing the degrees of freedom of control in this manner allows more complex interaction that can exploit our natural capacity for dexterity and expressiveness of motion. This multiparametric approach will be discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2.

\[^\text{5}\text{http://www.tei-conf.org/}\]
2.5.2 Embodiment and Computer Music

Embodiment philosophy is also having an influence in the world of computer music. Armstrong (2006) outlines an *enactive approach to digital instrument design*, centred around embodied modes of interaction. He highlights the importance of embodied coupling between human and instrument, and lists five criteria of embodied activity:

1. Embodied activity is situated. It happens through the context of an agent’s interactions with the environment.
2. Embodied activity is timely. The agent must act within realtime constraints.
3. Embodied activity is multimodal. The activity occupies a large part of the agent’s sensorimotor capabilities.
4. Embodied activity is engaging. The agent is intimately involved in the task, giving rise to a sense of embodiment.
5. The sense of embodiment is an emergent phenomenon. It arises incrementally through a history of interaction between agent and activity.

Armstrong introduces the concept of the *computer-as-it-comes*, describing a generic personal computer, based on conventional HCI guidelines. The computer-as-it-comes precludes the conditions set out for embodied interaction, and this greatly reduces its potential to realise musical performance. Underpinning his approach is an emphasis on the emergent properties of interaction; he differentiates between two classes of interfaces: functional and realisational. A functional interface is task oriented, and has a finite set of possible interactions. The realisational interface is non-deterministic, allowing for the continual development of new encounters, echoing Paine’s model of conversational interaction (Paine, 2002). A realisational interface, in opposition to conventional HCI goals of interface transparency, is also present, offering resistance to the user and thereby prompting engagement. These principles guided the implementation of a new musical instrument entitled *Mr Feely*. The hardware design of Mr Feely follows the scientific instrumentation paradigm, presenting a panel of knobs, buttons and joysticks to the player. Armstrong details two patches for the instrument which demonstrate enactive performance; one demands physical effort from the player to bring a rich musical response, and one invites the player to surf a fractal wave. The design of these patches and this system is rooted in Chadabe’s concept of interactive composition, and it would seem that the emergent behaviour of the system has its root in the software design, although in performance one must consider the system holistically. The question arises as to whether these emergent properties could also be made implicit in the physical design of the controller, and what affect would this have on the quality of musical interaction? Is it possible to experience a more fine-grained form of emergence, present on a sensorimotor level? These questions will be relevant later on in this thesis.

While Armstrong believes that the computer-as-it-comes precludes the conditions of embodied interaction, Magnusson (2009) disagrees with this, stating that ‘the computer clearly allows for an embodied interaction just like the acoustic instrument’. He argues that in the case of screen based instruments, interaction can in fact be engaging, timely and situated, and depending of the software design, also emergent. The final condition, of multimodal activity,
is fulfilled by new interfaces which have been developed into ‘sophisticated musical instruments’. He gives the example of Nintendo’s Wiimote, which has been appropriated by musicians as a musical controller.

Given that both the computer-as-it-comes and Mr Feely might be classified as embodied instruments, in the analysis of embodiment in musical interaction, perhaps important factors are not only whether the conditions of embodied activity are filled but also the quality or degree of embodiment? Can we say that Mr Feely is more or less embodied than the computer-as-it-comes, and what does this actually mean in terms of musical interaction? Magnusson and Medieta’s survey of computer musicians provides evidence that embodiment is an important factor in the use of digital instruments. Their survey focused on the relation between acoustic and digital musical instruments and the body (Magnusson and Medieta, 2007). Analysis of the 209 responses showed that musicians ‘lament the lack of embodiment’ in digital instruments, although it is also noted that it is impossible to create acoustic-style embodied interaction within the digital realm because of a lack of tactile feedback characteristics.

Returning to Hunt and Kirk’s modes of musical interaction (section 2.3) with an embodiment perspective, their analytic mode interaction could be considered as lacking the condition of timely interaction. Being forced into sequential challenge response mode lacks the condition of being timely, and precludes an embodied relationship with the interface, limiting musical interaction. Their proposed performance mode solves this by making the interface continuous and parallel, allowing timely interaction. The ReacTable is an excellent example of this style of interaction, where the commonly sequential elements of a process have been made into continuous elements of interaction. Jordà comments on this (Jordà, 2009):

In RTI [realtime interaction], time passes independently of the users’ actions, and the perception of ‘instantaneity’ is not as essential as the perception of ‘continuity’, primarily in time (but often also in space, as we will later explain). In this time continuum, the user’s actions do not need to wait for each system answer; like in a real conversation, there are no fixed turns and everyone is free to say anything at any time.

ReacTable is a clear example of a more embodied approach to interaction design enhancing the musicality of a system.

It’s clear that current thinking on embodiment is causing a paradigm shift in HCI and also in turn in musician-machine interaction. Designing systems with an focus on the exploitation of human perceptual-motor skill can have a pronounced benefit on user experience.

### 2.6 A Holistic Perspective of the Computer Music Instrument

Drawing these strands together, I wish to put forward a holistic view of the computer music instrument that de-emphasises intended use by the designer (e.g. production or performance) and focuses on the interactional affordances of a system. The instrument is considered to be
a gestalt collection of elements with varying affordances, perceived as a conceptual whole by
the musician.

We first looked at the tasks musicians use their tools for, and saw that composition, im-
provisation and performance are far from separate concepts when considered in terms of com-
puter music. Instead they can been seen as overlapping facets of a greater whole, which is mu-
sical activity. A holistic perspective of the computer music instrument views all tools equally
in terms of musical activity and musicality; an artefact intended for production use such as
a sequencer should ideally afford the same musicality in interaction as an artefact oriented
towards performance.

We have also seen that the modes of interaction afforded by computer music systems
can vary on a spectrum between productive and expressive. Given the right conditions of
interaction, a set of tools can be used across these modes with musicality. However there are
properties of interfaces that may preclude musicality, such as a lack of timely interaction, or
a failure to exploit our perceptual-motor skills; in short, a lack of embodied interaction.

I would now like to map out the classes of computer music system that are the focus of this
thesis, systems in common use where musical interaction is typically impacted negatively by
interface design and lack of embodiment. I will do this by examining the quality of embodied
interaction along with the conceptual complexity of the systems.

## 2.7 Problematic Areas In Musical Interaction

Figure 2.7 shows a variety of instruments mapped out according to two key factors in computer
music interaction: embodiment and conceptual complexity.

### 2.7.1 Degree of Embodiment

We have already seen that the use of the body in interaction is key factor in the musicality of a
system. In order to establish an approximate measure of body use, we can focus on key factors
that affect this: the complexity of mapping and the degrees of freedom of motion afforded by
the system. For the complexity of mapping, at one end of the scale we have one-to-one binary
mappings such as buttons. At a higher level of complexity we might have linear scale mappings
such as sliders or key velocities. At the highest level we could place non-linear, mixed divergent
and convergent mappings, such as in acoustic instruments. Looking at freedom of motion, at
the low end of the scale we can again put binary input such as buttons. At the highest level,
we can again place acoustic style interaction, where there can be many degrees of freedom
employed in the production of sound, and where subtle changes can make both subtle and
large differences. These two factors are fairly congruous, so I would like to consider them
under the same umbrella, which is the degree of embodied interaction afforded by a system.
To be more specific, this can be defined as the degree to which the exploitation of human
perceptual-motor skill is fundamental to the working of a system.
2.7.2 Conceptual Complexity

Conceptual complexity is another key factor in interacting with a computer music system, and as with the level of embodiment, can be decomposed into several contributing themes. As has been demonstrated earlier in the history of product design, conceptual complexity is a modern issue; as technology has advanced, increasing amounts of functionality have been condensed into smaller and smaller interfaces. With this comes an increased distance between user and functionality, as increasing numbers of features are hidden behind decreasing numbers of controls. Important components of conceptual complexity are the level of abstraction in an interface, and the representational complexity of the system. A system at the low end of this scale may embody simpler functionality, such as playing percussive hits or playing notes. A system at the high end may embody a mix of high level concepts such as digital music theory, digital signal processing or computer programming.

2.7.3 Analysing the Chart

This chart does not aim to be inclusive or precise. Rather, the intention is to map out some typical computer music systems in order to establish those where musical interaction can be enhanced, and therefore where this thesis focuses. Although gestalt instruments such as studios have been discussed already, these will be ignored for now for the sake of simplicity.

Acoustic instruments lie in the top left area of the chart, the percussion instruments first
with the piano representing higher complexity than the drum. The cello sits above the piano in terms of embodiment due to the greater affordances of a bowed instrument and the greater vibrational coupling to the body. Around the central area of the graph sits the analogue synthesiser, representing scientific instrumentation paradigm interfaces in general. Here, the controls are mostly continuous and linear, or discrete buttons. These elements afford lower degrees of freedom than acoustic instruments.

The MIDI module sits at the bottom end of all the systems in terms of embodiment. An example would be the Akai S1000 sampler mentioned earlier (see figure 2.5), where a limited set of mostly binary controls govern the complex processes necessary to run a sampler. A more extreme example can be seen in Korg’s Wavestation SR, where a complex digital synthesiser engine with a large amount of parameters presents its primary interface as fourteen buttons and a two line LCD display.

At the far end of the complexity scale lie livecoding environments such as SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002), Impromptu (Sorensen, 2005) and Chuck (Wang and Cook, 2003). These systems represent the high end of conceptual complexity with their reliance on knowledge of computer programming and low level digital music theory. Their PC based text editor interfaces represent a more embodied form of interaction than the MIDI module.

The more GUI reliant systems sit above livecoding systems in terms of embodied interaction with their more prominent use of continuous input from the mouse, and also spatial and graphical elements.

More recent technological developments are represented by the multitouch sequencer and the ReacTable. Both of these interfaces improve the musical interaction limitations of PC interfaces. A multitouch system such as the iPad or iPhone affords a larger degree of freedom of motion than a mouse, and additional sensors such as accelerometers in handheld devices provide additional dimensions of control. The ReacTable creates a tangible interface for processes that would be operated with a PC interface, again allowing for a far greater freedom of motion.

Both the iPad and ReacTable interfaces provide improved versions of systems originally designed for personal computer use, and it’s this same area that I focus on with the projects in this thesis. These systems are typically fairly high on the scale of conceptual complexity, but are limited in terms of musicality in interaction. The mouse and keyboard are a bottleneck, offering limited freedom of motion and only simple discrete and continuous linear mappings. The projects presented here are new input devices designed to interface with GUI software, but offering a higher quality of embodied interaction.

2.8 Conclusion

At the onset of this chapter, I stated the aim of building a picture of computer music interaction in order to establish in a general sense where typical problems of interactivity lie, and to understand what the causes are. A holistic view of computer music interaction has been presented, where instruments can be seen as collections of tools, affording varying modes of interaction and used for a variety of musical goals. This is a view supported by case studies
of composers, and by real-world examples of electronic music practice. The importance of embodied modes of interaction has been identified in two key ways. First, the property of timely interaction is key to a successful musical interaction. Secondly and most important, the more that an interface exploits human perceptual-motor skill, the better it can act as a musical interface.

I have presented a range of typical electronic and computer music systems, and established PC interfaces as an area where interactivity problems need to be solved, due to the lack of embodied control available for the control of musical tools on these systems. Given this, the aim of the projects in this thesis will be to look at ways of increasing the level of embodied interaction with new personal computer interfaces for the control of digital music tools. The will involve the development of new hardware, as well as the development of mapping techniques to interface these new interfaces with typical computer music software systems.
Chapter 3

Design Aims

‘Being a programmer I find it more interesting to find how these machines can do things they weren’t meant to do.’

Trent Reznor (Berger and Lengvenis, 1994)
3.1 Introduction

Having set out the broad focus of this research (see figure 3.1), this chapter aims to establish global design goals for the creation of new musical interfaces within this area. By reviewing current academic research in the areas of creativity, digital instrument design and mapping techniques, design goals can be inferred to aid with the creation of new interfaces. Further to this, the philosophy behind the design process shall be explored, to help shed light on why certain design decisions were made in the projects described later. To begin with, I would like to zoom out and examine literature in the wider area of creativity research, to see how this can be applied to digital instrument design.

3.2 Designing for Creativity

3.2.1 Design Principles for Creativity Support Tools

Shneiderman, Fischer, Czerwinski, Resnick, Myers, Candy, Edmonds, Eisenberg, Giaccardi, and Hewett (2006) report from a workshop which drew together a group of leading academic experts in the field of creativity support tools. One of the key outcomes from the workshop was a set of twelve principles for designing tools for creativity. These guidelines cover the wider field, including for example tools for writing and visual art, but are equally relevant for computer music and the creation of digital music interfaces. The design principles are as follows:
2. Low threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls.
3. Support many paths and many styles.
4. Support collaboration.
5. Support open interchange.
6. Make it as simple as possible - and maybe even simpler.
7. Choose black boxes carefully.
8. Invent things that you would want to use yourself.
10. Iterate, iterate - then iterate again.
11. Design for designers.
12. Evaluate your tools.

Reflecting on their suggestions, number two in particular is emphasised in Shneiderman el al's report. A low threshold will support novices, while a high ceiling allows mastery and sophisticated use. Wide walls support a range of possible usage scenarios. As will be seen, this guideline crops up repeatedly in various forms in other literature, having particular relevance to virtuosic play in music. Overall they suggest an open approach to designing for creativity, where an interface should inspire rather than prescribe usage. This is an approach I have attempted to follow in the projects described in this thesis.

3.2.2 Flow

The concept of flow, put forward by the psychologist Csíkszentmihályi, describes an optimal state of heightened awareness when performing an activity; a state of effortless engagement, absorption and focus (Csíkszentmihályi, 1991). He describes flow experience as consisting of seven elements:

1. Clarity of goals and feedback
2. A high degree of concentration on a limited field
3. Balance between agility and challenge
4. A sensation of heightened control
5. Effortlessness of action
6. An altered perception of time
7. The melting together of actions and consciousness
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The first three elements are pre-conditions of flow, and the last four describe the subjective experience of the flow state. Chen et al. clustered these elements into three categories: antecedents, experiences and effects (Chen, Wigand, and Nilan, 1999). The antecedent stage describes the preconditions for reaching the flow state. The experience stage comprises the merging of awareness and action, and the effects stage describes the inner experience, as the activity becomes autotelic.

![Flow: Challenge vs Skill](image)

In terms of interaction, figure 3.2 illustrates flow as an optimal balance between the challenge of an activity and the skill required to carry out the activity. As skill level is increased, flow is lost if the challenge does not increase to match the skill level. Conversely, if the challenge is increased without a matching skill level increase then anxiety results and flow is lost. This relationship between skill and challenge, or between anxiety and boredom, may be explicit or implicit. For example, it is made explicit in some computer games where the challenge increases in discrete steps with each game level, to try and match the players’ growing skill and therefore preserve entertainment value. For musicians, this relationship can be more implicit; in the learning of an instrument, a player will typically attempt to play more difficult material as they become more accomplished, and may become bored with playing music below their skill level.

Flow has a strong connection with creativity and music. This is demonstrated in MacDonald et al’s empirical study of creativity in group music composition (MacDonald, Byrne, and Carlton, 2006). They found that higher levels of flow in a group of students during a composition task correlated to higher levels of creativity and higher quality compositions.

Flow is also linked with musical performance; as Armstrong says (Armstrong, 2006):

‘In short, the experience of flow, of a heightened sense of embodiment, involves an immediately palpable feeling of active presence in a world that is directly lived and experienced. Traditional though it may seem, these are qualities that I believe are central, and will remain central, to musical performance.’
His belief that flow is central to musical performance is backed up in research. Joann Marie Kirchner (2008) found that creating conditions that encourage flow experiences can help to alleviate musical performance anxieties. Musical performance has been used as a mechanism to induce flow; de Manzano, Theorell, Harmat, and Ullén (2010) used piano playing to induce flow experiences in their study of the psychophysiology of flow. A compelling account of flow as part of musical study is given by Burzik (2003), who proposes that practising in a flow state can have a positive effect on learning a musical instrument. He suggests a more playful, less goal oriented approach to practice sessions, creating conditions that encourage flow experiences.

Given the connection between musical performance and flow, it’s important that any new interface for digital music should at least be able to create the conditions for flow states, and even better, should in some way encourage these states. There are two strong themes in flow, from which some design goals can be extracted. There is the important relationship between challenge and skill level. This is also related to Shneiderman et. al’s second design principle, of low entry with a high ceiling; an instrument should be playable by a novice, providing little challenge when they have little skill. It should also be playable at virtuoso level, providing high challenge for a highly skilled player attempting difficult material. The other theme is that of timely interaction, which is a condition of embodied activity (Armstrong, 2006); non-realtime elements of an interface will interrupt a flow state.

3.3 Desirable Qualities in Musical Instruments

It has already been put forward that a high degree of embodied interaction is a very desirable quality in a good musical instrument. That is to say that a good instrument should make the most of human perceptual-motor skill in interaction. Further to this, what are other possible qualities that make a good instrument? Several studies from the NIME field make suggestions in this area (e.g. Cook, 2001; Wessel and Wright, 2001), from which more design goals can be drawn. A key text to refer to is Jordà’s PhD thesis on digital lutherie, in which he dedicates a chapter to exactly this topic (Jordà, 2005, chapter 7).

Jordà proposes a set of design guidelines, based on academic research along with his own intuitive experience of instrument design. He attempts to establish a framework for designing good musical instruments. The key points from this framework are summarised below:

Challenge and Learning Curve
A good musical instrument should achieve balance between frustration and boredom; this directly reflects the need for facilitating flow states when playing an instrument. A good instrument will also have a learning curve that allows novice users to play the instrument, while also providing enough challenge and reward for virtuoso players.

Output Diversity
Diversity reflects the range of sonic outputs a musical instrument can produce. This can be viewed at three levels: micro, mid-level and macro. Micro-diversity describes subtle, nuanced changes in sound. Mid-diversity reflects performance contrasts, or how different two different pieces played with the same instrument can sound. Macro-diversity describes the stylistic flexibility of an instrument, the flexibility and adaptability of an
instrument to play varying styles of music in different contexts. It represents the instrument’s potential to work within different musical roles and its compatibility with other instruments. The factor most important for achieving virtuosity with an instrument is micro-diversity.

Efficiency

Jordà defines this as follows:

\[
\text{MusicInstrumentEfficiency} = \frac{\text{MusicalOutputComplexity} \times \text{DiversityControl}}{\text{ControlInputComplexity}}
\]

This formula describes how an efficient instrument will have a good ratio of output complexity to control complexity; it will require less knowledge and effort to master. The diversity control term is included so that simple instruments with complex output will have a low score, for example a DAT machine where the operator just needs to press the start button.

Deep and narrow vs wide control

An acoustic instrument can be described as deep and narrow, that is to say that it enabled the musicians to control a small amount of parameters in a very nuanced way. Computer instruments have the potential of being too wide and too shallow; giving the musician limited control of a large amount of parameters. A good instrument should be well balanced in this respect.

Non-linearity

Most acoustic instruments exhibit some sort of non-linear behaviour, where the sound produced is not directly proportional to the state of the instrument at a particular instant in time, but instead depends on a history of the players actions. Jordà states that ‘If non-linearity is at first intuitively seen as a source of potential uncontrol, it can therefore also mean higher-order and more powerful control’. Non-linearity exists in a balance with the confidence a musician has in an instrument; while non-linear behaviour is essential, it should not inhibit a musician’s trust in an instrument. Non-linearity can lead to virtuosity.

Predictability

A degree of randomness means that no two performances will sound the same. As with non-linearity, randomness can inhibit the development of skill at detailed control, and needs to be balanced with determinism.

Fault Tolerance

Many acoustic instruments are tolerant towards unexpected gestures and misuse, while digital instruments are generally fault-intolerant. An instrument that encourages misuse can inspire interesting experimentation.

Confidence

A musician needs to be able to trust an instrument in order to get the most from playing it, to explore the zones of non-linearity. Confidence in an instrument means a musician can truly make music with it.

Explorability

New digital instruments are self-taught; there is no standard repertoire, and lessons are not generally available. Therefore, a degree of explorability is essential for the newcomer to be able to learn an instrument, through improvisation and experimentation. While traditional instruments are generally deep and narrow, favouring a sequential learning process, new instruments are generally wider and lend themselves to parallel exploration.
Timing
Control granularity describes the rate at which musical parameters can be modified. An acceptable granularity is every 10-20 milliseconds for the most time sensitive parameters. Latency describes the time between a control action and a sonic result, research shows that 20-30 milliseconds is generally tolerable.

Sharpness and Inertia
Musical inertia is a high-level measure of musical timing, describing the speed at which an instrument can convey natural musical changes and contrasts. Jordà suggests that a good value for this is between 250 and 1000 milliseconds.

Expressiveness
A good instrument should be expressive, in that it should be capable of letting the player convey their feelings and ideas musically. Fine-grained control is a key ingredient for expressiveness.

To expand further on Jordà’s framework, Gelineck and Serafin (2009b) shed further light on what makes a good instrument. They conducted an empirical study of the composition process of 18 electronic musicians. Their results reveal show the artists as enjoying an explorative approach to creating music; they enjoyed seeing where the process of discovery took them. The artists preferred a degree of uncontrol and unpredictability as part of the creative process. Gelineck and Serafin highlight explorability as an important quality of an instrument used for composition, and they suggest some design proposals to try and encourage this:

1. Design for unintended use.
2. Design for balance between an intuitive tool and an unpredictable tool.
3. Restrict the possibilities of the musical tool.
4. Make the tool compatible with everything else.
5. Give the tool a possibility of passing sound through it.

These proposals add further weight to several studies already discussed in this thesis. Designing for unintended use (see section 4.1), although seemingly paradoxical, could improve the quality of an instrument. This translates to designing instruments and interfaces that are open in nature; this crosses over with Jordà’s concept of tolerance, being ready for misappropriation. Creating a balance of intuitive control and unpredictability is also reflected in Jordà’s framework, in the balance of non-linearity with predictability, and the balance of randomness with determinism. The restriction of possibilities is important both on a higher level for the creative process, and on a lower level in terms of embodied interaction, or providing resistance. This is echoed in studies by Bertelsen et al. (2007), Magnusson and Mendieta (2007) and Armstrong (2006).

3.4 Capturing Embodied Interaction
To summarise this chapter so far, a design scope has been presented for forthcoming projects in this thesis, which is to create interfaces for interacting with GUIs that focus on higher
levels of embodied interaction than conventional input devices. This is to say, the interfaces will attempt to leverage human perceptual-motor skill in order to provide an improved quality of interaction with the computer.

An input device is typically a mediator from body motion to digital information. Typical GUI input devices such as the keyboard, the mouse and game controllers such as the joystick capture hand and wrist motion, finger motion and pressure. They do this with low dimensionality, and afford relatively small degrees of freedom of motion in interaction. For example, a mouse captures two continuous streams of motion information, and binary finger pressure readings from the buttons. A keyboard captures binary readings, and implicitly captures hand and finger motion as the hand moves from key to key. These interfaces both capture movement from the hand, and only exploit a small subset of the motion that the hand is capable of conveying. To leverage more of the hand's motion capabilities, or indeed any other bodily motion, an interface could be enhanced broadly in two ways: the amount of motion data which is being digitised can be increased, and the number of degrees of freedom afforded by the physical interface can be increased.

3.4.1 Degrees of Freedom of Motion

The degrees of freedom of motion afforded by an interface is tightly linked with its expressivity (Pressing, 1990). Take the example of the Theremin (Glinsky, 2005), which is considered to be a highly expressive instrument (Jordà, 2005, section 6.4.3). Like the computer mouse, it captures two continuous streams of motion data, although these parameters are operated independently, one with each hand. Unlike the mouse, the number of ways in which the body can be used to influence these two parameters is huge. The theremin is operated without physical contact, whereby the distance of the players' hands from two radio antennas controls the volume and pitch of a single oscillator. With no tangible interface, the player is free to use their hands in any way to influence the parameters. The degree of freedom of motion it affords is very large, and this has a significant effect on the expressiveness of the instrument, despite that only two parameters are being controlled. The same is true of acoustic instruments in general. Take the example of the djembe. The djembe is a drum played with the hands; the hands are used for striking and muting the drum head. Any hand shape can be used to create or modify the sound, so the number of degrees of freedom of motion is huge. Looking at the example of the violin as well, there are a multitude of possibilities for bow motion and finger motion.

In these examples, subtle changes in motion will tend to have an effect on the sound. This is not always so; some interfaces afford wide degrees of motion but they have a limited affect on the output. Let's consider some typical electronic music hardware. A slider, although outputting a single parameter, can be used virtuosically; a good example of this would be in turntablism. Due to the physical nature of the slider there are not nearly as many degrees of freedom as, for example, a hand controlling the pitch of a theremin. Subtle changes in control motion will make less difference to the outcome. Taking the example of a very unexpressive control element, a binary button, there are in fact many ways of pressing this (as can be seen at some computer music performances!) and many degrees of freedom of motion. However all
will produce exactly the same result. These example show that when considering degrees of freedom of motion, it’s more important to consider the effective degrees of freedom (EDFM), i.e. the number of possibilities of motion that can make a difference to the sonic outcome.

This concept links the physical nature of an interface with its control sensitivity. Increasing control sensitivity is one aim of the next concept to be considered in capturing embodied interaction: multiparametric control.

3.4.2 Multiparametric Control

A multiparametric approach to capturing human motion for embodied control is an approach advocated by several studies. The basis of the multiparametric approach is simple; where many interfaces afford control through a sequence of single linear motions, a better approach is to capture several or many parameters at once, all controlled through a single motion. The multiparametric paradigm has long been implicit in the NIME field (Waiswiz, 1985; Pressing, 1990; Ryan, 1991), where designers have created new instruments using multiple sensors, mapping multiple data streams to collections of synthesis parameters. In the context of this project, this approach is extended to the design of interfaces for the control of digital music software tools.

Outside of the NIME field, Djajadiningrat et al. (2007) have begun to explore this area in the context of product design, and (see also section 2.5.1) propose that capturing control streams in parallel can increase the level of control while decreasing the number of actions needed for control. This approach allows the use of more complex movements such as twisting, rotating, squeezing, pushing, thereby enabling skilled control and expressive motion. They emphasise that the aim of this approach is not to create more complex action, but to allow for more sophisticated control.

Multiparametric control creates more complex data streams than the more conventional linear approach. One of the key issues concerns how to map this data to useful actions, and this is highly context dependent. In the context of musical interaction, mappings can be divided broadly into three groups: one-to-one, divergent and convergent (Rovan, Wanderley, Dubnov, and Depalle, 1997). With one-to-one mappings, one control parameter is mapped to a single musical parameter; this is the least expressive mapping. A divergent mapping describes a single control parameter that is connected with more than one musical parameter, and a convergent mapping is the opposite to this, where two or more control parameters influence a single musical parameter. Divergent mapping may limit detailed expression, as the single parameter will control a subset of the possible combinations of the musical parameters it is connected to. Conversely, a convergent mapping may be highly expressive, offering multiple ways of influencing a single musical parameter. Controlling a parameter in this manner will involve more skill than a one-to-one mapping; it may be hard to master but may also be more rewarding to control. The mappings present in acoustic instruments are in fact a complex system of both convergent and divergent mappings, with the additions of weights and thresholds (Hunt and Kirk, 2000). These kind of complex mapping are frequently found in the real world, but rarely in computer interfaces. Hunt and Kirk proposed that multiparametric control in this manner could encourage what they describe as performance mode interaction.
(see section 2.3), and conducted a comparative study of input devices for musical control, one of which implemented this style of mapping. Their multiparametric system consisted of a combination of a computer mouse and two sliders. Different combinations of the slider positions and velocity, and mouse button state, position and velocity controlled the volume, pitch, timbre and panning of a sound, thus implementing convergent, one-to-one and divergent mappings. Users tended to be initially confused by this interface, but soon adjusted to the holistic manner of operation, focusing on whole gestures rather than individual parameters. Hunt and Kirk found that the multiparametric interface allowed spatial thinking, leveraging a natural human skill as part of the interaction in terms of embodied control. It also elicited subconscious control; users found it fun to use and felt it had long-term potential compared to the other non-multiparametric interfaces they tried. They concluded that non-linear mappings are more engaging for users, and that realtime control can be enhanced with a multiparametric approach.

3.4.3 A Convergent Model of Interaction

![Figure 3.3: A Convergent Model of Interaction](image)

It can be seen that these two factors, the effective degrees of freedom of motion and multiparametric data capture, are key factors in creating an interface that may afford a higher level of embodied control. Putting these two factors together, a convergent model emerges. This is illustrated in figure 3.3, which presents an idealised model of how motion could be captured in an embodied interface. The interface has a high EDFM, and then uses multiple inputs to capture motion data, mapping this non-linearly to musical parameters. The system gradually converges from a large number of control possibilities in the physical world, towards a much smaller number of musical parameters in the digital world. The high EDFM and large number of input parameters are properties of the physical interface. The mapping may be an inherent property of the physical interface, and may also be explicitly specified in the digital
domain. Based on the literature explored so far, an interface designed according to this model may be expressive, intuitive, and rewarding to use, but may also take time and skill to master. The efficacy of this model will be reviewed in the chapter 8.

3.5 A Design Space

At the beginning of the chapter, a design scope for new interfaces was presented that addresses the problems outlined in the previous chapter. The design scope focuses on input devices for personal computer interfaces, and ways of increasing the quality of embodied control of music software. A number of different and related design perspectives have been explored which are appropriate to this problem. From these, I would like to condense the salient features into a design space which will be used for the projects in this thesis. This design space is illustrated in figure 3.4. Examining this space in detail, there are four different types of control specified: uncontrol, intuitive control, fine-grained control and continuous control. Uncontrol is rooted in creativity and musicality; unpredictability is an important part of the creative process, and when balanced well with predictability, becomes an important part of musical interaction. Fine-grained control is also an important factor in musicality, allowing expressiveness and eventually virtuosity. Intuitive control and continuous control are both important factors in embodied interaction; intuitive control implies that an interface will build on our human perceptual-motor skills, and continuous control means that the condition of timely interaction can be fulfilled. Moving on from control, the convergent model of interaction
is an important part of the design space, a large factor for affording embodied interaction. Openness of design is also an important feature; this is the paradoxical aim of designing for unintended (mis)use. In practice, the designer can try to remove limits on potential usage scenarios, and try to build in fault tolerance. This sets up the potential for creative users to try the interface in different ways. Lastly, a low entry, high ceiling learning curve is important for setting up a path to virtuosity, and also for allowing flow states by balancing the challenge and skill needed for using an interface.

This design space will be used later in this thesis as a framework within which to place the evaluation results from the systems I have developed.

3.6 Emergence and Real-world Constraints

Having established a design space, the real-world constraints on the projects presented in this thesis must also be examined. While this design space represents an ideal to aim for, there are other pragmatic factors involved in the creation of the interfaces which must be acknowledged. These constraints have been the availability of materials, technology, facilities and software libraries. Overall, I have taken a bottom-up approach to these projects where I have tried to put together these interfaces as much as possible from proven building blocks. This has been done with the objective of trying to create working prototypes in a reasonable time-frame without getting slowed down in low-level development of software or hardware; of course low-level work has been involved, but neither of the two interfaces have been made completely from scratch, all make use of established hardware or code libraries on some level, most of which has been fine-tuned in some way to suit the project. In general, the design process has started with a wider goal in mind, along with the aims from the design space. From here, I have experimented with different hardware interfaces, and then tried a variety of software mapping techniques from different libraries, in a variety of scenarios. From these scenarios, the system has been fine-tuned to reach a state where evaluation can start. These interfaces have also been developed with a low hardware budget, which has been an inspiring constraint and also fundamental for making low-cost interfaces which can be reproduced and sent out for field evaluation. Overall, the process has been very explorative, and I wish to emphasise this because it sets the storyline over the next group of chapters. The two interfaces were created through an emergent process which was influenced and inspired not only by the higher design goals but also the environment surrounding their creation.

3.7 Summary

A design scope was established, based on the research aims outlined in the previous chapter. Following this, design guidelines from various fields have been explored, from creativity support, flow, digital lutherie and studies of computer music composers. A convergent model of interaction has been proposed, with the aim of creating interfaces which realise embodied control, and capture detailed motion. Putting this together, a design space was introduced,
based on the salient features from the design guidelines that have been explored.

The complementary process to design is evaluation. This evaluation of musical controllers presents some difficult and interesting challenges, and these are explored in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4

HCI METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING MUSICAL INTERFACES

‘If you want to penetrate the mind of an artist, you must visit him in his studio.’

Robert Schumann, 1856. (Landis, 2000)
4.1 Introduction

The conventional interaction design process involves the iterative creation of specific design goals, their implementation and then evaluation (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp, 2002). In the specific context of music, the nature of the way we interact with tools creates obstacles to the use of conventional evaluation techniques. This chapter explores the relationship between evaluation and the design of creative tools, in order to arrive at a set of research methods that will be used to evaluate, as best as possible, the work carried out in this thesis.

4.1.1 The Challenges of Evaluating Musical Controllers

There is no such thing as a perfect creative tool. This may seem an obvious statement, but it’s worth digging a little deeper into this to explore some issues which are relevant in this chapter. Take the example of Miller Puckette, creator of the software Max/MSP. Discussing the design of this system, he acknowledges that the designer cannot predict all aspects of intended use (‘Even though good software writers can themselves dream of many things, the software user can always think of something else. Although we software designers try above all else to avoid imposing restrictions or obstacles, we never succeed entirely’) (Puckette, 2002). Further to this, he attributes the early success of the software to factors that include the creative abuse of the system by its users (Puckette, 1996). In saying this, he is pointing out a fundamental paradox in the design of creative tools; real-world use will always move beyond the scope of the design, and the success of a system partly depends on this out of scope use, yet how can you design for scenarios you can’t predict?

Magnusson and Mendieta’s survey of digital musicians explores creative abuse from the player’s perspective; they found that the limitations of an instrument were a source of inspiration, and that part of their creative process was exploration of these limitations. Players liked to find the boundaries of an instrument and push against them (Magnusson and Mendieta, 2007). Bertelsen et al. (2007) encapsulate this pushing of boundaries in the concept of materiality. They describe instruments as having material resistance; this describes not just physical resistance, but also conceptual or virtual resistance in software in the form of text, interface element, metaphors and algorithmic behaviours. In their case study of two composers, they also discovered this process of pushing against limitations as part of the creative cycle. Like Magnusson and Mendiata’s respondents, the two composers found these limitations inspiring. Bertelsen et al. suggest that materiality is what makes the software an instrument, it provides embodied resistance for the musicians to play on. These two examples highlight the role of limitations and resistance in a system, and demonstrate further the creative tool design paradox.

Coming back to the original statement, that there is no perfect creative tool, these examples demonstrate that a lack of perfection is a fundamental part of a creative tool. From the players perspective, imperfection can be creatively inspiring, and the probing of limitations is part of the creative process. Designers need to acknowledge this, and also accept that their creation is going to be used in ways beyond where they can envisage. This situation creates some complex challenges for evaluation. With such open design goals, where should
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4.2 Evaluating the Wiimote

In order to experiment with different techniques and gain a deeper understanding of the evaluation process, a pilot evaluation study was carried out. This study was an evaluation of Nintendo’s Wiimote as a musical controller. The full details of this study will be presented to provide a context for later discussion.

At the time of this study in 2007, Nintendo’s Wii gaming console was enjoying considerable success; 20 million were sold worldwide, more than any of its rivals. The reason for this popularity could be partially attributed to the innovative design of its controllers, whose motion sensing capabilities introduce gestural control into gameplay. The console’s principal controller, nicknamed the Wiimote, can function independently from the Wii. It sends data wirelessly using the Bluetooth protocol, which means that ordinary computers can read its output. This output can in turn be directed to audio software, enabling the device to be employed as a musical controller.

The Wiimote has been a device of particular fascination for the electronics hacking community, and has been appropriated for all manner of HCI projects (Chung, 2008). The scale of musicians’ interest in the Wiimote can be observed from the proliferation of demo videos and community sites on the internet. The Wiimote was the first affordable and commercially available accelerometer based controller, and the style of interaction it affords struck a chord with computer musicians. People found applications for the controller which include drumming (Burkhart and Moebert, 2007), conducting (Bruegge, Teschner, Lachenmaier, Fenzl, Schmidt, and Bierbaum, 2007), DJing (DJ WiJ, 2010), synthesizer control (Buskirk, 2006) and more. This interest was reflected by computer music software developers, with Wiimote extensions available for many audio environments. Generic solutions such as GlovePIE or DarwinRemote OSC allow the conversion of Wiimote data to MIDI or OSC.

The device was in use by musicians and yet was not specifically designed for this purpose. This meant there was an opportunity to investigate the Wiimote in an attempt to gain a better understanding of its capabilities in a computer music context. To this end, and also as a vehicle for the exploration of evaluation techniques, a study of the Wiimote as a music controller was carried out. Human-computer interaction methodologies provided the basis for conducting the study. As well as wider HCI literature (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, and Beale, 2004; Jacko and Sears, 2003), the design of the study drew on research into evaluating musical controllers by Wanderley and Orio (2002), and Höök, Sengers, and Andersson’s (2003) study on evaluating usability in interactive art.
4.2.1 The Wiimote

To determine how to evaluate the Wiimote, the musical possibilities afforded by its control set need to be examined. The Wiimote embodies three types of control: a three-axis accelerometer for motion sensing, an infrared camera for pointing, and various buttons. For the purposes of the study the accelerometer was the main focus, at the time a rare feature in musical controllers and arguably the most interesting feature for musicians.

4.2.1.1 The Accelerometer

The effect of gravity on an accelerometer means that it can be used to measure rotation about the Z (roll) and X (tilt) axes, though yaw cannot be measured as gravity has no bearing on the device when rotated about the Y axis (Mizell, 2003). These roll and tilt readings can be used for continuous control, with two caveats; firstly, accuracy only comes from pure rotation, additional lateral motion causes acceleration that will add noise to the data. Secondly, the output is not precisely linear, approximating instead to a slight ‘S’ shape with values bunching up in the centre.

The raw acceleration data can be interpreted in different ways. One possibility is for triggering; a peak detection algorithm can determine when a drumming-like motion has been made, and in turn trigger an event such as playing a percussion sample. Another possibility is gesture recognition, which presents several challenges. Acceleration data from the Wiimote

---

2http://carl.kenner.googlepages.com/glovepie
3http://code.google.com/p/darwiinosc/
is inherently noisy; if it is rolled or tilted then gravity affects the readings and it is difficult to remove this component to get the true acceleration value. Conversely, a rotation may look like an acceleration movement. For this reason, it is difficult to determine absolute position reliably, so gestures must be inferred somehow from the raw acceleration values. Neural networks (Bishop, 1995) are well suited to solving this sort of classification task. Having examined the basic capabilities of the Wiimote for musical control, a study was planned to test them.

4.2.2 Methodology

The field of Human Computer Interaction provides tools and methodologies for evaluating computer interfaces (Dix et al., 2004), but applying these to the specific area of computer music can be problematic (Jordà et al., 2007). HCI methodologies have evolved around a task-based paradigm and the stimulus-response interaction model of WIMP systems, as opposed to the richer and more complex interactions that occur between musicians and machines. Höök et al. (2003), discussing the relationship between HCI and installation art, suggests that art and HCI are not easily combined, and this is also true in the multi-disciplinary field of computer music.

At the time this study was run, at the end of 2007, there was limited HCI literature which focussed specifically on computer music and evaluation. Since the study there have been more contributions to the field, notably Stowell et al.’s work on discourse analysis (Stowell, Robertson, Bryan-Kinns, and Plumbley, 2009) and Gelineck and Serafin’s (2009a) evaluation of knobs and sliders. This study however, took place in the context of the research now discussed. Höök et al. (2003) examine the use of HCI in interactive art, an area which shares common ground with computer music. She describes her methodology for evaluating interaction in an installation, and examines the issue of assessing usability when artists might want to build systems for unique rather than ‘normal’ users; music shares similar characteristics with art. Poepel (2004) presents a method for evaluating instruments through the measurement of musical expressivity. This technique is based on psychology research on cues for musical expression; it evaluates players’ estimations of a controller’s capability for creating these cues. Wanderley and Orio (2002) have conducted the most comprehensive review of HCI usability methodologies which can be applied to the evaluation of musical systems. They discuss the importance of testing within well defined contexts or metaphors, and suggest some that are commonly found in computer music. They propose the use of simplistic musical tasks for evaluation, and highlight features of controllers which are most relevant in usability testing: learnability, explorability, feature controllability and timing controllability. Their research fitted best with objectives for evaluating the Wiimote, and had the largest influence on the design of the study.

4.2.3 The Study

4.2.3.1 Metaphors and Musical Tasks

Following guidelines from Wanderley and Orio, the study comprised asking participants to perform simplistic musical tasks within metaphors which were chosen to test the basic capa-
Figure 4.2: The HandSonic and the Wiimote Used in the Study

bilities of the Wiimote. The study was a comparative study, asking participants to perform these musical tasks on an additional controller other than the Wiimote. The Roland HPD-15 HandSonic, pictured in figure 4.2, was chosen for this purpose as it provided the interface elements that might typically be used for performing these equivalent tasks. The metaphors and musical tasks shall now be described, and the data collected for each:

**Triggering**
Participants were asked to trigger drum samples by making drumming-like motions with the Wiimote. They played simple patterns in time with a metronome beginning with crotchets, moving up to quavers and then any pattern they chose. They performed the same tasks using the HandSonic’s drum pads. Drum trigger events and metronome beats were logged for later analysis.

**Precise Continuous Control**
Continuous input controlled the pitch of a saw wave in 6 discrete steps. Participants were asked to move up and down through successive pitches in time to a metronome, using both the roll and tilt axes of the Wiimote and also a knob on the HandSonic. The pitch changes and metronome beats were logged.

**Expressive Continuous Control**
This task involved simultaneous control of the grain density and filter parameters of a generated sound. These parameters were mapped to the roll and tilt axes of the Wiimote, and to two knobs on the HandSonic. Participants experimented with each controller for about two minutes. The less defined nature of this and the next context would not lend themselves well to statistical analysis; no quantitative data was collected for either.

**Gesture Recognition**
A multilayer neural network was trained using back propagation to recognise 5 different

shapes, which could be drawn while holding down the B button on the Wiimote. Five rhythmic musical tracks were running simultaneously; each shape was assigned to a track and recognition of the shape muted or un-muted this track, quantised to the nearest bar. Participants were given a printout of the gestures and asked to play with the system for 3-4 minutes. There was no comparison controller in this part of the study.

4.2.3.2 Participants

There were 17 participants, with an average age of 31.2 (min: 20; max: 46). For the purpose of statistical analysis, nine were classified as musicians based on a combination of years of study and practice routine. They had either completed at least six years of training, or at least two years and were practising at least six hours per week. The musicians averaged 7.7 years of study (min: 2; max: 15) and 6.8 hours of practice per week (min: 0; max: 25). Participants also rated their Wiimote experience on a scale of zero (no experience) to five (expert); most participants had no prior Wiimote experience; wiimote-gamers were classified as having two or more for this value, giving six wiimote-gamers with an average experience of 3.2.

4.2.3.3 Method and Implementation

Each session of the study started with the participant being asked about their musical and Wiimote experience. Before each context they were given a period of practice with each controller, then afterwards they were interviewed about their experience. The order of the controllers and Wiimote axes was randomised between participants to reduce learning effect. After the first three contexts they were questioned about which controller they preferred and why, and asked to describe the advantages and disadvantages they felt the Wiimote possessed in that particular metaphor. With no comparative controller, the interview after the gesture recognition context was more open ended; participants were asked to comment on their experience and were questioned on certain aspects of the task. Having completed the tasks, they were asked some general questions about their experience.

4.2.3.4 Implementation

The software for the study was programmed using the SuperCollider audio programming environment (McCartney, 2002), which was connected to the Wiimote via DarwiinRemote OSC and to the HandSonic via MIDI. This software also recorded data logs. Participants were videoed in order to observe how they used the Wiimote and to record their answers to the interview questions. The logged data was analysed in MATLAB (as later described), and a qualitative analysis of the video interview data was conducted, identifying and coding common themes.

4.2.4 Results

4.2.4.1 Quantitative Results

Data was analysed using ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests with respect to factors of Wiimote/HandSonic, musician/non-musician and wiimote-gamer/non-wiimote-gamer as appropriate.
Table 4.1 shows the participants’ preferred controllers for the first three tasks. There was no significant overall preference for either controller.

For the triggering test, the timing of each successful trigger was logged in the crotchet and quaver tasks, and the data analysed to determine the average timing error relative to the task requirement. ANOVA tests revealed no significant difference between the Wiimote and the HandSonic, both overall and between sub-groups of musician/non-musician and wiimote-gamer/non-wiimote-gamer.

Pitch changes during the precise continuous control phase were analysed to obtain the frequency of changes and timing errors for each of the roll axis, the tilt axis and the knob on the HandSonic. There was a borderline non-significance between the number of pitch changes from the roll and tilt axes (p=0.0542), pointing towards a tendency for the tilt axis to be more accurate for control. Comparing the roll and tilt axes to the knob via individual t-tests gave highly significant differences (p<0.00001, p=0.0003 respectively), which was expected considering the stability of a knob compared to the Wiimote. No significant difference was found in timing error between the three control methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wiimote</th>
<th>HandSonic</th>
<th>Neither</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triggering</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise Cont. Ctrl</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive Cont. Ctrl</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Controller Preferences

4.2.4.2 Interview Results

The interviews were transcribed and analysed using a grounded theory approach (Strauss, 1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The results shall now be summarised, presenting the themes that emerged and the participants’ comments about them.

Triggering

The main focus was on the lack of physical feedback with the Wiimote. The absence of a real contact point made the task difficult for some; one participant solved this by drumming against their hand. Some people commented on the intuitive nature of the Wiimote during this task (it has the feeling of a virtual drum stick), and many talked about the benefits of the controllers’ portability. It was observed that some participants found difficulty in drumming faster rhythms, especially semiquaver patterns.

Precise Continuous Control

Issues emerged mainly in the areas of control, mapping, ergonomics and feedback. People commented that they found it easy to get stuck between notes, that was it difficult to judge the boundaries, and that the Wiimote was generally less steady and precise than the HandSonic’s knob. On the positive side, some liked the speed and freedom of movement compared to a knob. Several participants noticed how the control wasn’t precisely linear. Ergonomically, some people found the 360° rotation action unnatural for their wrist. Participants talked about the lack of visual feedback with the Wiimote, preferring the HandSonic where they had a viewable reference for the controller setting.

Expressive Continuous Control

Fun was a prominent theme here, some people feeling that the Wiimote was a more
enjoyable way of controlling the sound, especially as precision wasn’t required. Many participants talked about the intuitive or embodied feel of using the Wiimote in this context with comments such as ‘it’s almost like your own hand making the noise’, ‘I had to think a lot more using the HandSonic’ and ‘it’s more instrument like, less computer like’. Expressiveness and musicality was a common topic; some felt it gave more possibilities (you can explore stranger noise combinations) and more room for expression. People observed that you could control the parameters percussively, and some enjoyed the randomness the Wiimote added to the control process. In terms of control, there were comments about repeatability (it’s hard to stay in one place, which could be good or bad depending on context) and co-dependence (it’s easy to affect one parameter while changing the other). Several people said they appreciated controlling two parameters with one hand. Physical feedback was mentioned again (I prefer the hard limits of the HandSonic).

Gesture Recognition

Participants again emphasised the fun aspect of using the controller (it’s fun way of turning stuff on and off, keep fit with drum loops!). Opinions were mixed on the subjects of intuitiveness (it felt like a biological relationship between me and the music, it was strange to control with shapes, I didn’t really feel part of it) and expressiveness (didn’t feel more expressive than playing a button, making a shape feels more dramatic and connected to the music). One participant observed that this task was the most analogous to Wii gaming. In terms of gestures, several people would have preferred to make smaller more subtle gestures, and some said they would have liked some sort of continuous measurement of the gestures, rather than just binary control. One participant would have liked less arbitrary gestures that related more to the sound. People thought that this kind of application of the Wiimote would be good for performance, and would look good on stage.

General Comments

Participants were asked about what expectations, if any, they had of the Wiimote in terms of music. The majority of people said they had none, and two said they thought it would have been less responsive. When asked whether they imagined any sort of metaphors while using the Wiimote, most participants said they didn’t. Some people imagined the Wiimote as a drum stick in the first task, although this was problematic for one person (it makes you want to use it like a drum but it’s not like a drum. If you think of it as a drum stick, it’s difficult to get it to do what you want). One person thought of rolling the controller as being like turning a knob.

About whether they could imagine using the Wiimote in their own projects, several people thought it would make a better tool for performance than composition (I’d use it to make performance more of a spectacle). Guitarists talked of attaching it to their guitars for an extra dimension of control. A singer proposed using it for controlling vocal effects during performance. Other people suggested strapping it to limbs or using it for conducting.

Participants were also asked how they thought the Wiimote could be improved, either physically or functionally. A strong theme was absolute positioning, participants believing that this would make the device more useful. Another theme was virtuality, participants wanting the device to have some sort of physical feedback or visual feedback such as a laser pointer at the end. The shape of the device was an issue (it’s like a TV remote control), with suggestions for a malleable surface or a rubber grip. Someone commented on the weighting (weighting and balance is important, different sounds need different weightings). In terms of additional controls, there were suggestions that larger buttons would be better for music and that some sliders would be useful.
4.2.5 Discussion

This study was set up to explore more systematically how the Wiimote functioned as a music controller, comparing it to another type of controller both in terms of actual performance and user experience. While the statistical analysis showed no significant differences, there were some interesting themes arising from the interview data about the experience of using the Wiimote.

Two overall themes emerged from the interview data: virtuality and expression. The abstract nature of interaction with the Wiimote seemed to be the main contributor to control issues that some participants had with the device: lack of hard limits for continuous control, lack of physical feedback, lack of visual reference and lack of a concrete metaphor. One participant commented on how this abstraction made the triggering task difficult: ‘the virtual nature of the Wiimote makes it harder to keep the rhythm in my head, after a while I started to lose the meaning of what I was doing’. This virtuality is also one of the Wiimote’s strengths, giving it flexibility for use in multiple contexts and providing one of the roots of the embodied and intuitive experience some participants observed during the study.

The expressive continuous control context was the only metaphor where the Wiimote won the title of most preferred controller, and this points to where some of the Wiimote’s strengths lie for musicians. The physical nature of accelerometer control lends a natural instability to its output, and the addition of acceleration motions such as ‘flicking’ the controller add an extra and slightly unpredictable dimension to the possibilities. This manner of less precise control sits very comfortably in the context of creative or expressive sound manipulation. This is not to say that the Wiimote isn’t useful in more structured contexts. From a functional point of view, there was no overall difference in timing error between the two controllers for the time critical tasks, so the Wiimote was just as capable as the HandSonic for timed accuracy at the resolutions measured (quarter and eighth notes).

4.2.6 Summary

The potential musical applications of the Wiimote were examined, and its usability was evaluated in what was believed to be some of the core contexts of its use. This evaluation shed light on some of the problems that might occur when employing the device, and on situations, such as expressive control, where the controller may yield more creative potential. The Wiimote is relatively cheap and easily connectable to home computers, making it widely accessible to musicians. The results show it can add interesting and novel dimensions to musical control, provided that some limitations are accounted for.

4.2.7 Reflecting on the Wiimote Study

Having presented the implementation and results of the Wiimote evaluation, it is also useful to reflect more generally on the structuring of the study and the efficacy of the HCI evaluation. Was it useful to carry out the Wiimote usability study with the methods chosen? Where were the gaps in the results and how could the methodology be improved to narrow these gaps?

Focusing on the data, the most interesting and useful results came from analysis of the
interview data. The interviews confirmed some expected results about the controller but more usefully brought up some unexpected issues that some people found with certain tasks, and some surprising suggestions about how the controller could be used. This is the kind of data that shows the benefits of conducting a usability study, the kind of data that is difficult to determine purely by intuition alone and that is best collected from the observations of a larger group of people. From the remaining results, the quantitative results provided objective backup to certain elements of the interview results, some useful data about the functional side of the controller, and insight into global trends of the participants. However, the conclusions reached from these results alone seemed to be a limited measure of the device compared to the subtlety and detail of the participants’ observations.

Did the study result in a complete answer in relation to the research question, how useful is the Wiimote as a musical controller? It’s difficult to answer this objectively, but it can be observed that the results showed a detailed and intimate understanding of the controller in a musical context.

There are two areas where the picture painted by the Wiimote study is incomplete. First, the very nature of running a laboratory based study means that the study did not evaluate real-world usage. It evaluated very specific features of the controller in a controlled environment, and this in turn elicited more general reactions to the controller from the participants. While the lab-based study has the advantages of controlling experimental variables, it is very far removed from how an instrument is used in reality, and this must colour the results. The other missing element was any objective measurement of the participants’ experience in the moment of using the controller. More interesting results came from post-task interviews, but there is no data about experience in the moment while using the device, something that would seem important for a musical evaluation. This gap in the results is partly due to lack of technology and partly due to a lack of standardised methodology. How can musicians self-report their experience while they are using a musical controller without disrupting the experience itself? Are there post-task evaluation techniques that can give a more accurate and objective analysis of a musical experience than an interview? More recent research in HCI is starting to address similar issues and can point to possibilities.

4.3 Evaluation Methodology

4.3.1 From Usability to User Experience

Kaye, Boehner, Laaksolahti, and Staahl (2007), in 2007, described a growing trend in HCI research towards experience focused rather than task focused HCI. With this trend comes the requirement for new evaluation techniques to respond to the new kinds of data being gathered. This trend is a response to the evolving ways in which technology is utilised as computing becomes increasingly embedded in daily life, a shift in focus away from productivity environments (Mandryk, 2005), and from evaluation of efficiency to evaluation of affective qualities (Fallman and Waterworth, 2005). As HCI is increasingly involved in other ‘highly interactive’ fields of computing such as gaming, the requirement for evaluating user experience becomes
stronger. This new trend is known as the ‘third paradigm’, and researchers have started to tackle some of the challenges presented by this approach. Some of these techniques will now be explored, starting with physiological measurement.

### 4.3.2 Physiological Measurements

For highly interactive tasks such as playing a musical controller, a non-interactive data gathering mechanism is essential to gain realtime data, so the measurement of physiological data (Fairclough, 2008) may be a promising technique for yielding realtime readings without interrupting the users’ attention. Several studies have focused on this area. The AMUSE system (Chateau and Mersiol, 2005) is designed to collect and synchronise multiple sources of physiological data to measure a user’s instantaneous reaction while they interact with a computer system. This data might include eye gaze, speech, gestures and physiological readings such as EMG, ECG, EEG, skin conductance and pulse. Mandryk (2005) examines the issues associated with the evaluation of affect using these physiological measures; how to calibrate the sensors and how to correlate multi-point sensor data streams with single point subjective data. Both studies acknowledge that physiological readings are more valuable when combined with qualitative data. Practically, these techniques are not simple to apply. Numerous factors, both personal and environmental, may influence readings, and care needs to be taken to obtain true measurements (Mandryk, 2008). Furthermore, readings vary from individual to individual and from day to day, making global comparisons difficult. Mandryk’s work is based in the field of computer gaming (Mandryk, Inkpen, and Calverta, 2006), where this research is becoming more widely applied. Game designers are evaluating player experience in order to find out where their games fall short in terms of excitement and challenge, and biometric measurements can help to pinpoint these areas (Hazlett, 2007; Mirza-Babaei and McAllister, 2010a,b). Although there are similarities in interaction between gaming and music, the application of these techniques for computer music evaluation may prove problematic, and as yet little work has been done in this area. A major stumbling point could be the difficulty in separating out the player’s affective reaction to the instrument from the player’s affective reaction to the music they are playing. With the lack of research into the specific application of these techniques to computer music interface evaluation, these physiological approaches have not been attempted for the studies described in this thesis.

### 4.3.3 Real-world Musical Interaction - Evaluation In The Wild

To understand the importance of evaluating real-world usage, we need to step back a little and examine how musical interaction takes place. Looking closely, it becomes clear that to obtain a full picture of a controller in use, research must take place outside the lab, and must also take place over enough time for the musicians to become familiar with and skilled with an instrument. As we have seen earlier, creative use of an instrument can involve usage outside the designers intentions or expectations. These kind of scenarios emerge with natural usage, as the player becomes acquainted with a new system, finding its affordances, resistances and limitations. Musical interaction in itself is explorative, involving an emerging relationship between player and instrument that evolves over time. This is particularly the case with
computer music systems, which are rarely learnt with a teacher, but more commonly picked up through exploration and improvisation by the player (Jordà, 2005). It’s this process of exploration which leads to insights into the instrument and creative ideas for its use, and this is highlighted in several studies of electronic music composers. Studies by Bertelsen et al. (2007) and by Gelineck and Serafin (2009b) both observe how probing an instrument is part of the creative process. Gelineck and Serafin comment that ‘Participants seem to prefer working in a free exploratory mode early on in the compositional process. They explore new ideas by trying to break boundaries, interact with musical tools differently than intended’.

Many aspects of musical interaction are only meaningful in specific social contexts, for example public performances, studio work, rehearsals, informal collaborations, tuition sessions and more. Each of these scenarios exposes a different facet of interaction between player and instrument. Considering public performance as an example, important aspects of an instrument being tested will include repeatability, reliability and durability. In a different context, for example informal group improvisation, the explorability and shared interface elements may have greater importance; in solo practice sessions, aspects of learnability will be tested.

To obtain a true picture of musical interaction when evaluating a musical system, typical use needs to be allowed to take place. This is something that needs to evolve over time as the player discovers and tests the instrument, and it’s socially situated, something that you can’t replicate in a laboratory study. To this end, in order to fully evaluate a musical controller, a significant part of the evaluation should take place in the field, and therefore field studies were used as one part of the evaluation strategy for the studies in this thesis. This view is echoed in the wider field of creativity research. Shneiderman et al.’s (2006) guidelines for evaluating creativity support tools state that .

‘Although controlled experimentation has long been seen as the leading approach to rigorous research in many areas of psychology and HCI, there was little sympathy for such methods in our workshop discussions. Controlled studies in laboratory conditions with standard or “toy” problems over a few hours were seen as inadequate to capture the strategy changes, new possibilities, and learning effects with powerful software tools, as they are applied to complex problems. More sympathy was expressed for in-depth longitudinal case studies and ethnographic field study methods to capture the rich texture of activity among creative individuals or groups.’

Having mentioned this importance of situated interaction in social contexts, at this point it is necessary to clarify the scope of this work with regards to social and collaborative music making. While there is some compelling research in the NIME field that explores musical interaction through the lens of collaborative music making (Bryan-Kinns and Hamilton, 2009; Jordà et al., 2007) and group audience participation (Sheridan and Bryan-Kinns, 2008), it is not the intention of this thesis to explicitly explore this area. In consistency with the theme of interfaces for digital music tools, the controllers were designed principally for solo use, and it was left to the field evaluations to see in which social contexts, if any, they would be used in.
4.3.3.1 Data Collection

Given that observing real-world usage is an important part of evaluating an instrument, what is a good way to collect real-world data? The requirements of observing musical activity present a set of constraints to the researcher. First, the typical nature of creative activity rules out participant observation in the field, which would be both impractical and interruptive. Musical activity is also not limited to a single location, so this rules out the use of situated observation equipment. This means that the data must be collected by the participants themselves; they must record their own experience. The method of recording data cannot interrupt the experience of using an instrument, so this data collection method will either reflect the participant's experience after the event, or will consist of some kind of recording initiated by the participant. Musical experience is multi-faceted, so useful data could be in the form of any media e.g. audio, video or text. Given these restrictions, in the field studies described in this thesis, participants were asked to collect data in a freeform way which would suit whatever their creative activity was. The data could take the form of a diary, which could be filled out after studio sessions, or media recordings, such as videos of the participant playing the instrument or sound recordings. The participants were also interviewed at the end of the period of the field study. At this final interview, media that had been collected by them was examined together with the researcher. In the same way that video is used with stimulated recall debriefing (Bentley, Johnston, and von Baggo, 2003), these artefacts helped the participants to connect with the memory of their experiences of using the controller more intimately.

4.3.4 Combining Research Methods

Having professed the value of field studies for evaluating musical systems, it must not be forgotten that controlled lab-based studies can also be extremely useful. This is especially true in the early stages of development of a system where quick feedback is needed and potential areas of improvement need to be identified. These early studies are known as formative evaluation (Preece et al., 2002). The projects presented in this thesis have all taken a combined approach, of early formative evaluation of a system followed by field evaluation.

The formative evaluations have followed the template of the Wiimote study; the participants have been asked to perform specific tasks with the controllers in a laboratory-based setting, and have been interviewed to obtain their responses. A decision was made to focus on qualitative interview data rather than quantitative measurements. As demonstrated in the Wiimote study, this can give far more detailed and subtle information about a controller than statistics can. Further to this, at the formative stage of evaluation the design is still open and being explored conceptually rather than functionally. More value can potentially be obtained by opening up the field of enquiry with semi-structured interviews, rather than narrowing it by testing specific features whose importance in the wider picture is as yet unknown. Another factor in collecting qualitative data has been the scale of experimentation; to obtain enough data to be useful for statistical analysis, a relatively large number of participants is required such as in the Wiimote study. At a formative stage, conducting a large study is not always practical or desirable, and it can be more useful to obtain feedback quickly in a small study. This is not to discount quantitative methods in the evaluation of computer music systems,
but in the context of this thesis, qualitative data has been more appropriate.

Overall, the combination of these methods complement each other well. A lab-based formative evaluation can outline issues that need to be dealt with before a field study is carried out, and a field study covers areas impossible to include in a lab-based study, and can compensate for the methodological shortcomings of a controlled study. Combining the results helps to give a more complete picture of the controller than either type of study can independently.

Field studies have rarely been carried out within the area of computer music controllers, so one of the contributions of this thesis is to describe and evaluate the use of this methodology.

4.3.5 Data Analysis

Both formative and field studies collect data in the form of transcribed interviews, while field studies also collect other types of media appropriate to the experience of the participant. To analyse this collected data, a grounded theory approach was followed. Grounded theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1998; Strauss, 1987) is particularly appropriate because its primary purpose is discovery (Strauss and Corbin, 1998), which is well matched to exploring the reaction of musicians to new controllers and new styles of interaction. Grounded theory also fits in well with field studies because it can include multiple types of data in the same analysis, allowing for the combination of video, audio, and different text sources.

4.3.5.1 Grounded Theory

Grounded theory is a style of analysis, developed originally for social science studies in the late 1960s by Glasser and Strauss (Glasser and Strauss, 1967). It provides guidelines rather than rules for the systematic analysis of data in order to generate a theory and test it. Where most research methods work by testing a preconceived hypothesis, grounded theory works by generating a hypothesis. This is achieved through the triad of data collection, coding and memoing. Coding describes the conceptual labelling and organisation of data, and memoing describes the writing of an analysis of data, which can take place on a microscopic level. The researcher develops an intimate relationship with the data, and is aware of themselves as an instrument in the process of the analysis. While this may pose problems with objectivity, Strauss and Corbin believe that 'the researcher's [interpretation] will not be the only possible interpretation of the data, but will be plausible, useful and allow its own further interpretations'. The aim of grounded theory is to identify process and mechanisms surrounding a phenomena, contributing to the wider picture rather than defining it.

Grounded theory has been successfully used for analysis in a number of art related studies, for example Eaglestone’s survey of electroacoustic composers (Eaglestone et al., 2008), and Mace and Ward’s study of the creative process in art making. Mace and Ward appreciated the emergent nature of grounded theory analysis in relation to the subject of their investigation:

‘Given the incomplete state of knowledge concerning what actually happens during the development of a work of art, we believe it is appropriate to let the artist’s relatively unstructured descriptions of what he or she did inform us, albeit by the application of a systematic method, as to the creative process.’ (Mace and Ward, 2002)
Grounded theory has also been used for evaluation of interactive art; Hohl interviewed visitors to his *Radiomap* installation in order to get a better understanding of their experience. He gives his reflections on methodology:

‘Although time consuming, it has been very rewarding to develop a Grounded Theory of our participant’s experience. By applying this qualitative method, we have gained a much better understanding of the manner in which participants perceive the interaction with the application in their own voices. This gave us detailed insight into the process of interaction itself, a knowledge resulting in unexpected findings we could not have determined by observation or interviews alone.’ (Hohl, 2009)

This very much echoes my own reflections on the qualitative analysis in the Wiimote study; the detailed analysis involved in grounded theory can provide subtle and detailed insights into participants’ experience, and is an extremely useful tool for the evaluation of musical interaction.

### 4.3.5.2 Grounded Theory Process

There are two schools of grounded theory, that diverged as the two original developers of the technique published their own separate texts. Investigations by Kendall (1999) and Heath and Cowley (2004) both conclude their is no correct answer as to which approach to follow; both have their own specific strengths and weaknesses, and both represent the same core process. In this thesis, Strauss and Corbin’s approach has been followed (Strauss and Corbin, 1998).

To illustrate the application of grounded theory in this thesis, the process of analysis will now be outlined. The majority of data was collected from interviews, which were recorded as audio. After interview sessions, memos were written with initial reactions to the participants responses. After the completion of a set of interviews, these were transcribed to text and collected with any other data. This data was analysed in detail, and memos were written on each section. The data was then coded, using the SuperCollider text editor, where codes could quickly be left as programatic comments. Once coding was complete, a script was run to extract all the codes from the text and place them in a mindmap using Freemind; this mindmapping software was a valuable tool for organising and analysing this data. With the codes collected together, similar codes were rationalised into single codes, with reference back to the data. Following this, the codes were grouped together into categories. The next stage was axial coding; this involved referring back to the data for each category and finding subcategories. These subcategories were linked together, creating a model of how the data was interrelated. Finally, this model was used to generate theories. Theories were based on stronger, saturated categories in the data, where there was enough discussion across participants to create a balanced and clear view of a topic. Weaker, unsaturated categories from the earlier studies were followed up and added to where possible in interviews in the later studies.

---

5The SuperCollider editor provides a hotkey combination to insert comments quickly between /* and */ symbols. It can also highlight comments so they stand out within the text, making the coding easy to read.
4.4 Summary

At the start of this chapter, some fundamental paradoxes of designing for creative tools were laid out: the need to design for unexpected use, and the importance of limitations and imperfections. This in turn affects the requirements for evaluating creative tools, and the manner in which they should be evaluated. Following this, an evaluation of the Wiimote as a musical controller was presented, as a case study testing HCI methodology. This study emphasised the importance of evaluating user experience over usability, and showed the strengths of collecting qualitative data for this purpose. The Wiimote study also demonstrated some of the shortcomings of lab-based evaluations, and it was proposed that real-world field evaluations could compensate for these, revealing insights into natural use of a controller and reflecting genuine creativity rather than use in contrived scenarios. As a mechanism for evaluating qualitative data from these studies, grounded theory was proposed as a solution; this technique has shown promise in other studies of creative technology, and is well matched to the aims of building an emergent picture of a tool’s use. Putting this together, an evaluation plan was put forward, where new musical controllers are evaluated in a laboratory setting, which paves the way for a further field study, all using grounded theory for data analysis. These techniques were used for the evaluation of the two new musical controllers presented in this thesis, and their efficacy will be reflected on in the conclusions (see section 8.2).

This marks the end of the background and motivation in this thesis, and signals the start of the practical work, the creation of interfaces that address the problems laid out in chapter ??.

Two systems are presented, both of which focus on interpreting hand motion for the control of digital music tools. The first system is Phalanger, a computer vision based hand tracking system.
Chapter 5

Phalanger: A Hand Tracking Interface

‘In the front seat of Minister Srinivas’s car, Shaheen Badoor Khan slips his ‘hoek behind his ear. Taxiways, planes, airbridges, baggage trains merge with the interface of his office system. ... A flick of the finger yeses that report on Bharat’s combat readiness problem, nos that press release on further water restrictions, latters that video conference request from N.K.Jivanjee. His hands move like the mudras of a graceful Kathak dancer. A curl of the finger; Shaheen Badoor Khan summons the notebook out of thin air. Keep me advised of developments re: Sarkhand Roundabout, he writes on the side of an Air Bengal airbus in virtual Hindi.’

Ian McDonald (MacDonald, 2004)
5.1 About Phalanger

The use of hand movement for musical control has strong potential for enhancing musicality in interaction. Hand movement is natural and direct, giving the potential for easy learnability in a well designed system. It can also convey subtle, complex and fluid movement, with a huge potential for expressiveness and virtuosity in interaction. The motivation behind this project was to explore how hand motion could be tracked and used for musical control. Phalanger\(^1\) takes a computer vision and machine learning approach to hand tracking and mapping, enabling markerless hand tracking and continuous control of musical parameters from changing hand geometry. It is also trainable, allowing the user to teach it to respond to customised sets of hand positions, thereby creating their own language of control and their own customised instruments. This chapter describes the design challenges behind building this system, the choice of hardware and implementation of software, and finally two evaluation studies. These were a formative laboratory based study, which laid the ground for a further field study. To begin with, research related to this project will be explored.

5.1.1 Related Work

Many musical computer vision based projects have focused on large scale bodily gestures, for example iMaestro (Ng and Nesi, 2008) and EyesWeb (Camurri, Coletta, Varni, and Ghisio, 2007). This project however focuses on smaller scale hand motion, aiming to track detailed and subtle movements. A range of systems have been devised for finger and hand tracking using a variety of sensors and accessories. Some of these systems use markers or wearables, for example Wang and Popović (2009) use a colour patterned glove. Phalanger belongs to the group of systems that track the hand on its own, with no accessories or wearables. These systems tend to employ a combination of computer vision analysis algorithms and machine learning techniques to extract information from a video source and translate it into control data. Zhou, Xie, and Fang’s (2007) Visual Mouse employs the Scale-invariant Feature Transform algorithm along with Principal Component Analysis to detect and track fingertips. Oka, Sato, and Koike (2002) use an infrared camera to track fingertips and fingertip gestures using a heuristic algorithm along with Hidden Markov Models. Premaratne and Nguyen (2007) use moment invariants as input to a neural network to recognise hand positions for control of consumer electronics devices. A more advanced system has been built by Agarwal, Izadi, Chandraker, and Blake (2007), who use stereo cameras along with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to detect fingertip location and to distinguish between touch and hover positions. In a musical context, Burns and Wanderley (2006) have used the Circular Hough Transform to track a guitarist’s fingers over frets. Also, Oliver (2010) provides a good example of computer vision hand tracking for musical performance. Phalanger combines features from these systems by focusing on broader scale hand motion together with more detailed finger motion, along with hand pose recognition.

\(^1\)The name is an inexcusable pun, referring to the phalanges, the bones that form our fingers
5.1.2 Implementation

The main challenge of a hand tracking system such as this is in how to detect and track the subtleties of movement in a robust and reliable way. Along with addressing this challenge, Phalanger had some more practical design aims. One aim was to design a system which would work without wearables such as markers or sensors on the hand, which can be inconvenient and may impede motion. Another aim was to design a system which would work on lower cost and accessible hardware, thereby increasing the potential for use of the system and also increasing the possibilities for evaluating it. Phalanger was developed using the openFrameworks\(^2\) C++ library, chosen for its range of add-on libraries, cross-platform portability and speed, which is essential for computer vision processing. It also uses the openCV\(^3\) computer vision library, along with Fann\(^4\) and libSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) for machine learning. The reference system here is a MacBook Pro 2.2GHz laptop. For the video source, good results were achieved with both a Sony DCR-TRV80E firewire camcorder and a low cost (£25) Sony PS3Eye USB camera at 320x240 resolution. Processing occurs in three phases (see figure 5.1); firstly background segmentation, then frame analysis and finally hand position recognition.

With regard to software architecture, the hand tracking code is built as a library which can be integrated within a host application.

5.1.2.1 Background Segmentation

The background segmentation process uses skin colour detection to separate the hand from the background. A neural network technique was chosen here so that the system would be dynamically configurable for each user’s particular camera, room lighting and skin tone. Phalanger takes snapshots of the room without the user, and then of the front and back of the user’s hand; these images are used as training examples for a back propagation network. Following from Mohamed, Weng, Jiang, and Ipson (2008), the pixel values are converted from RGB to the YCbCr colour space; in this way the luminance value (Y) can be discarded, leaving the chrominance values as neural network inputs. This makes the algorithm more robust to lighting changes, and allows for a smaller network. The network architecture was determined experimentally, and consists of two input neurons, four hidden neurons with linear transfer functions and one output neuron with a sigmoid transfer function. In use, the trained network

\(^2\)http://www.openframeworks.cc/
\(^3\)http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
\(^4\)http://leenissen.dk/fann/
Figure 5.2: Frame Analysis in Phalanger
is run on every pixel of video data, separating the skin from the background as in figure 5.2.

5.1.2.2 Frame Analysis

The next stage analyses the video data with computer vision techniques implemented within
the OpenCV library. There are an extensive selection of algorithms available for image feature
analysis (Forsyth and Ponce, 2003), the following were chosen with the aim of arriving at a
feature vector describing the hand which could be passed to a machine learning process. The
machine learning algorithm that was used for this stage of processing required a fixed number
of inputs, so it was also a requirement that this feature vector was of a fixed size. This was
an interesting implementation challenge as the chosen computer vision algorithms output
variable size data sets.

The process works as follows (the openCV functions used are shown in italics):

1. Grayscale output from the skin detector is smoothed out at the edges with erosion
   (cvErode) and dilation (cvDilate).

2. A blob and contour detection algorithm (cvFindContours) locates the rectangle enclosing
   the hand and detects the shape of the hand. The system makes the assumption that the
   largest blob on the screen is a hand and tracks this.

3. The hand contour is simplified to an approximation with a reduced number of data
   points (cvApproxPoly).

4. The simplified contour is used to find the convex hull of the hand (cvConvexHull2).

5. Convexity defects are derived from the convex hull (cvConvexityDefects).

6. The approximated contour and convexity defects are sorted in relation to their distance
   from the hand blob’s centroid to obtain the six farthest points on the contour and the
   four nearest defects.
Table 5.1: Outputs of the Frame Analysis Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 furthest contour points from the centroid (normalised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 closest hull defects to the centroid (normalised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angles between the far points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angles between the near points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first 6 Hu moments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the centroid (normalised)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height:width ratio of the hand blob rectangle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Finally, the contour is analysed to find the first 6 Hu moment invariants (*cvHuMoments*) (Hu, 1962).

Outputs from this process, summarised in table 5.1, are used both as inputs to the hand position recognition process and as tracking data for individual points on the hand. Figure 5.2 shows an example of an analysed frame. The white circle in the middle of the hand represents the centroid. The yellow circles on the finger tips and on the heel of the hand are points on the contour of the hand which are furthest away from the centroid. The blue circles are convexity defects taken from the convex hull.

### 5.1.2.3 Hand Position Detection

The hand position detection process is centered around a SVM, which observes the inputs from the frame analysis and attempts to predict the shape of the hand. Phalanger uses lib-SVM’s *C_SVC* type SVM, with a radial basis function kernel configured with \( C=2 \) and \( \gamma=0.2 \). SVM workflow is similar to that of neural networks in that there is a training phase preceding a simulation phase. To create the training data, the system records feature vectors, over a number of frames, of the hand in one or more positions which represent a particular class. The number of frames needed for training varies with the overall number of classes and the quality of the training data. In some cases Phalanger works reliably with 10 frames per class, but generally recording 100 or over yields better results. Under-training the system can result in undesirable jitter in the output of the SVM.

The training process is choreographed and performed by the user of the system; it’s human driven and therefore open to variability and error; the quality of training data correlates with the skill of the user at training the system. To aid the user during training, it was possible to display the realtime tracking information inferred from the video feed, and the system also showed the number of training images collected for each class of hand position. To obtain optimum reliability, a set of guidelines was developed to help create high quality training data, and these were passed on to users of the system in a later field study. The guidelines were as follows:

1. When recording data for a class, try and move your hand into all the possible positions you think will need to be in this class.
2. Make sure you don't overlap data by having the same poses in two classes. This will confuse the training process.

3. Move your hand around the camera field; there may be slightly different lighting patches or camera perspectives which you need to add into the training set.

4. Do not move your hand off camera, this will result in bad training data.

5.1.2.4 In Use

The system is embedded within a host application, which can use the combination of hand position class and streams of hand geometry data as control data, either for direct musical control or through its own abstractions. Conditional logic based on the hand pose class can allow the host to infer extra information from geometry data. For example, if it is known that the hand is in a closed fist position with the index finger extended, it can be inferred that index finger tip position is the highest point in the contour. The applications implemented for the studies below provide examples of range of usage scenarios. This prototype version of the system achieved a speed of between 14 and 18 frames per second, and could differentiate between 8 classes of hand pose.

5.1.3 Evaluation

The system was evaluated over the course of two separate studies. Initially a lab-based interview study was run (in late 2008) to obtain initial feedback about the system. After this, improvements were made to the system and a field study was undertaken (in early 2010), allowing musicians to use the system in their own environment for their own creative projects. The combined results of these studies resulted in valuable insights into both Phalanger itself, and into wider issues surrounding the use of this type of interface for digital music.

5.2 Formative Evaluation

At an early stage in the project, an informal ‘formative’ (Preece et al., 2002) evaluation seemed most appropriate, with the aim of acquiring initial feedback on which to base the next stages of development. Ten musicians (three female, seven male, aged between 18 and 30) took part in the study. They were all university students, nine of whom were studying Music Informatics. All had experience of using digital music controllers and software. They were asked to try out Phalanger in three different scenarios, giving their feedback in semi-structured interviews which broadly focused on their experience of trying out this style of interaction. Participants tried the system in three usage scenarios:

1. A Tetris like sound game (pictured in figure 5.3), where participants could knock falling blocks with their index finger to trigger different sounds depending on where the blocks landed. The blocks could also be stopped from falling by placing a finger horizontally underneath them.

2. Controlling sound with hand shape; the position of and angles between points on a path drawn around the extremities of the hand directly controlling granular synthesis parameters (pictured in figure 5.4).
Figure 5.3: Evaluation Scenario 1: A Tetris Style Sound Game

Figure 5.4: Evaluation Scenario 2: Hand Shape Mapped to Granular Synthesis
3. A sound mixing scenario (see figure 5.5) where the participants could navigate across a set of virtual sliders by moving their hand in a parallel plane to the camera, and zoom in and out by moving their hand forwards and backwards. By changing to a grabbing position, they could change the level of the sliders.

![Image](image.png)

Figure 5.5: Evaluation Scenario 3: A Virtual Mixer

In all these scenarios, users controlled the software with their hand in mid-air facing a camera pointing up from the table, their elbows resting on the table. The scenarios were designed to explore the range of ways in which the system might be used in different musical contexts, testing mappings for discrete and continuous control, and both hand and fingertip motion. The interviews were analysed using a grounded theory approach (see section 4.3.5.2).

5.2.1 Results

Responses fell broadly into four categories: control, feedback, ergonomics and learnability. In terms of control, reactions ranged from negative\(^5\) to unsure\(^6\) to positive\(^7\). Half of the interviewees felt that the system needed to be more responsive\(^8\). Precision was also an issue for some\(^9\), leading to suggestions for creative uses which suited less precise control\(^10\). There was some comment about the mapping of hand motion to sound; one interviewee described how they would prefer discrete gestures to continuous control for navi-

---

\(^5\) I keep on moving things when I don't intend to, 'it's a bit unpredictable'

\(^6\) I felt in control to a certain extent, I don't think I could quite find the direct correlation

\(^7\) 'it's got a really light kind of feel to it, I think I find it controllable'; it's easy to control'

\(^8\) 'it needs to be a bit faster somehow', 'speed of response could be better'

\(^9\) 'fine control is difficult'

\(^10\) 'I'd like to draw parametric EQ lines with hand movements whereas something like volume levels needs more precision'
gating the mixer, another participant liked the way that hand motion in the granular synthesis scenario seemed to match the way the sound changed.

As with the issue of controllability, there was a wide range of reactions about learnability. Some found the system difficult to adjust to\textsuperscript{11} while others picked it up successfully.\textsuperscript{12} This was related to issues of familiarity with a style of interaction most had not tried before.\textsuperscript{13}

There were some interesting results concerning visual feedback which again showed the range of preference between the participants. Phalanger shows the user’s hand on the screen in three variations: the hand on its own, the hand with markers from the frame analysis, and the markers on their own. All three modes were preferred by different participants, and in some cases their choice of visual feedback made a significant difference to their ability to control the software. In the granular synthesis scenario, one participant felt comfortable with the screen turned blank.

Some of the participants discussed physical feedback,\textsuperscript{14} emphasising the absence of physical resistance in the interface.

Finally, ergonomics was a strong theme. Some hand movements didn’t seem natural,\textsuperscript{15} and some people felt fatigued, their fingers, arms or shoulders tiring during use of the system.

5.2.2 Discussion

The evaluation results highlighted some areas where improvements needed to be made to the system. Responsiveness was a key issue, signalling that optimisations needed to be made to improve the frame rate of the system. The ergonomics results show that the hand position used in the evaluation could be tiring. A better solution would prove to be using an overhead camera with the hand resting on a horizontal surface. The results also show how some hand and finger movements can seem unnatural, something to be kept in mind when specifying control movements for this system. Of particular interest was the range of user reactions, some feeling instantly comfortable using the system and some finding it harder to use.

5.2.3 Summary

The initial version of Phalanger reached its initial objectives of providing a system through which users can control music software with hand motion. The evaluation explored use of the system in a range of mappings and scenarios; the results highlighted some areas which need attention, gave insights into new design features which would improve operation, and helped to build a picture of how musicians respond to this style of interaction. The next phase of development was to implement these improvements and conduct a more detailed field evaluation of the system.

\textsuperscript{11}‘sometimes I get it and then sometimes I seem to lose what I’m doing’
\textsuperscript{12}‘it’s taken me a little while to get used to it, I’m finding I can quite consistently get it to do what I want now’
\textsuperscript{13}‘the mouse is easier because I’ve used it before’, ‘this is weird, I’m used to a mixing desk’
\textsuperscript{14}‘there’s nothing to resist your movement, I don’t know when I should stop my hand’, ‘there’s nothing in terms of feedback, I’m not pushing anything’
\textsuperscript{15}‘waving your finger like this isn’t the most natural thing’, ‘I find it harder to go that way left to right’
5.3 A Field Evaluation of Phalanger

While the formative evaluation elicited some valuable insights into the prototype controller, the artificial setting and timescale of the study did not reflect real-world use. To obtain a more detailed and realistic assessment of the controller in use, a qualitative field study was carried out. This took place in the participants’ own creative setting, using the controller with their preferred software and materials, in their own time.

5.3.1 Implementation Changes

Following from the initial evaluation study results, a number of improvements were made to the system, to improve performance and user experience.

5.3.1.1 Ergonomic Improvements

Participants in the previous study complained of fatigue when using the system, set up as it was with the camera on the desk pointing up diagonally at the hand. The system was changed to work with the camera facing down on the desk, the user being able to rest their hand on the surface or suspend it in mid-air if required. To achieve this, a lightweight Sony PS3Eye camera was placed in a retort stand, giving flexible and accurate position adjustment. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the system in use like this.

Figure 5.6: Phalanger In Use With A Desk Facing Camera
5.3.1.2 Performance Improvements

The image processing was modified in several areas in order to improve speed and reliability. The skin detection algorithm was proving to be a bottleneck, so instead of running the colour detection algorithm on every single pixel, this was changed to detect the colour of one pixel in a $3 \times 3$ block, and assign this whole block the result from the single pixel. This improved performance at the expense of some resolution.

The other main change was in the hand pose detection. In the previous system, a feature vector was created from a selection of geometrical descriptors of the hand. In the new system, an image of the hand is taken from the blob surrounding it, and scaled into a $21 \times 21$ image, adding extra white space if necessary to preserve proportionality. This image is read as a 441 point feature vector, each datapoint being the greyscale value of the corresponding pixel normalised to between 0.0 and 1.0. Using a graphical feature vector instead of a geometric one made a significant improvement in the feel of using the system; jitter in the output of the SVM was reduced, therefore smoothing on the output could be reduced or removed so that the system then reacted much more quickly and accurately to changes in hand pose. With the performance improvements in place, the frame rate stays around 28-30fps in typical usage, dropping towards 25fps if the hand is moved closer to the camera.

5.3.2 Field Study Participants

Three participants took part in the study (one female, two male, aged between 20 and 40). All were musicians who were actively involved in the composition and performance of electronic music; one was a student of electronic music, one a teacher and researcher in computer music and the other a professional composer and performer. All participants were volunteers. Due to the busy schedule of participants, the study took place over varying periods, from six weeks to three months.

5.3.3 Software

The software for the study is designed to integrate with existing music applications, working as a controller for a variety of different possible sound engines. One participant used SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002) as their main software tool, so a version of the Phalanger software was created that output data as Open Sound Control (OSC) (Wright, 2005) messages, allowing it to communicate with SuperCollider. The other two participants used Ableton Live\(^\text{16}\) as their main tool, so a variation of the software was created that sent out tracking data as MIDI messages, which could be mapped to continuous parameters in Live. These versions shall now be discussed in more detail.

5.3.3.1 Common Features

Both the MIDI and OSC versions vary in the way they send out data to other applications; however for both versions the calibration and training processes are identical. To calibrate the skin recognition system, initially the user is guided through the sequence of collecting images

\(^{16}\text{http://ableton.com}\)
of the background and their hand by a series of onscreen messages. Once calibrated, the user can control the software from the menu system or through key commands. Data collection for training hand pose recognition is collected by selecting the target class and then recording hand movements in blocks of one hundred frames. Once data is collected, the SVN training process can be initiated, after which the software will track the hand and send out data to accompanying software. The menu system also facilitates access to utility functions such as saving, loading, and training set management.

5.3.3.2 The OSC Version

The OSC version communicates with any OSC compatible software, such as SuperCollider, Max/MSP, PureData and so on. It sends out the index of the current hand pose according to the training SVN, together with streams of geometric data describing the shape of the hand. The user can create algorithms and mappings in the accompanying software to process the control data in the manner of their choosing. Table 5.2 describes the OSC messages output by the software. All geometric values are normalised to between 0.0 and 1.0.

5.3.3.3 The MIDI Version

Unlike most OSC software, a MIDI client such as Ableton Live cannot react conditionally to data changes such as the hand position index, so a system was added to the software to conditionally send the tracking data as MIDI controller messages, dependent on the current hand pose. MIDI clients are also usually incapable of performing mathematical processing on the data streams so two derived parameters were output together with raw data.

The system works as follows: for each individual hand pose, the system can optionally send out any of 12 different tracking variables on individual MIDI controllers; for the first hand pose, these variables (listed in table 5.3) are sent out on controllers 0-11, for the second they are sent out on 12-23, and so on. Using a GUI (see figure 5.7), the user can configure which streams are enabled, and the range in which they are sent. The control data is sent out over an internal IAC bus, and can be mapped as required in a MIDI client. For example, if the x coordinate of the hand centroid is enabled for hand poses zero and one, then the software will send out the centroid x on controller 6 if it detects hand pose zero, and controller 18 for hand pose one. In this way, a system of interaction can be built up where, for example, the hand modulates a reverb level with the hand in position zero, and then a delay send in position one. To prevent the values jumping between hand poses, an option was added so that the system could be limited to sending out MIDI data only when the space bar was pressed.

5.3.3.4 Other Software

With both MIDI and OSC modes of interaction in place, Phalanger is capable of working in accompaniment with the majority of music software. Participants were also supplied with Macam\(^{17}\) (pictured in figure 5.8); they used this to fine-tune the camera settings for the environment within which they were using Phalanger, so that the skin recognition process could work optimally. Importantly, this software allowed the auto white-balance feature of the drivers to

\(^{17}\)http://webcam-osx.sourceforge.net/
Table 5.2: Phalanger OSC messages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSC Message Name</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/handPosition</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>The index of the current hand position, as recognised by the trained SVM. This message is sent only when this value changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/handPositionSmoothed</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>A smoothed version of the previous value, to avoid possible jitter when on the border between hand positions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/centroid</td>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the centroid of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/topmost</td>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the topmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/leftmost</td>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the leftmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/rightmost</td>
<td>x,y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the rightmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/centroidToTopAngle</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>The angle between the centroid and the topmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/area</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>The surface area of the hand (useful for pseudo-3d motion tracking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/contour</td>
<td>x₁,y₁,x₂,y₂..xₙ,yₙ</td>
<td>A list of co-ordinates describing points on a contour around the hand, sorted by angle from the centroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/phalanger/defects</td>
<td>x₁,y₁,x₂,y₂..xₙ,yₙ</td>
<td>A list of co-ordinates describing contour defect points around the hand, sorted by angle from the centroid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3: Phalanger MIDI output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>centroid x and y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the centroid of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topmost x and y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the topmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leftmost x and y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the leftmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rightmost x and y</td>
<td>The x and y values of the rightmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centroid to top angle</td>
<td>The angle between the centroid and the topmost point of the hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>The surface area of the hand (useful for pseudo-3d motion tracking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left to top distance</td>
<td>The distance between the leftmost point and topmost point; useful for tracking thumb to forefinger distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>The distance from the leftmost to the rightmost point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7: Phalanger MIDI Configuration
be disabled. Without this setting disabled, the camera would automatically adjust its gain and shutter settings with changing lighting conditions, possibly affecting the quality of skin recognition.

5.3.4 The Study

The participants were loaned the hardware for the duration of the study, which consisted of a Sony PS3Eye camera and a retort stand which acted as a variable position camera mount. To commence the study, an initial face-to-face meeting took place where the participant was set up with the hardware and software, and given a tutorial on how to use the system. In one case, the software was customised to some specific requirements for the participant’s desired configuration. The participants were supplied with a written manual for the system, and were told that they could get in contact at any time during the study with queries or problems. They were also asked to keep a record of their experience through the study, using any media they chose (such as a diary or video). After the period of evaluation, a meeting was arranged for a final interview. For two participants, this took place in person, for the other this was conducted over Skype. The interviews were semi-structured, and were recorded as audio.

The nature of use of the system during the evaluation varied considerably between participants. The participant who used the OSC version with SuperCollider was a computer music researcher, performer and instrument designer. They took an explorative approach, focusing on probing the constraints and affordances of the system, and looking at compositional aspects of use. The users of the MIDI version were both DJs, composers and live performers of electronic music. One of these users focused on performance aspects, controlling sound in Ableton Live. The other participant lacked time in their schedule and made limited use of the system, although they were still able to offer some valuable insights into its use.
5.3.5 Data Analysis

The following data was collected for analysis:

- Participant 1.
  1. A transcription of the final interview.
  2. A section of an article submitted to a journal, concerning a comparison between musical interfaces, one of which was Phalanger.

- Participant 2.
  1. A transcription of the final interview.
  2. A video of the participant performing a piece, during which Phalanger was used as a controller. A text was created listing detailed observations about the video.

- Participant 3.
  1. A transcription of the final interview.

The data was analysed with grounded theory techniques (described in section 4.3.5.2). The main concepts and categories discovered in the data are shown in figure 5.9.

5.3.6 Results

Figure 5.9 shows a summary of the categories and concepts that emerged from the analysis. These are now discussed in detail.

5.3.6.1 Concerning Phalanger

The participants had some common difficulties with using the system, both functionally and conceptually. The principle issue was with the calibration of the skin detector; Phalanger needs a reasonably constant lighting environment, both in terms of light being evenly spread across the camera area and in terms of the light not changing too much over time. There were initial problems with establishing the right environment for the system to work effectively, and with operating the training process for the skin detector. However, after becoming more accustomed to the system this became less of a problem. Participant one felt that these problems lessened their confidence in using the system, feeling that sometimes the calibration didn’t work for them. This area of calibration is tied in with creative workflow; it limited the portability of the system, making it more difficult to use spontaneously. Another potential area of difficulty was with data flow; the system constantly streams multiparametric data, and participant three found this amount of data ‘overwhelming’, being accustomed to the more conventional event-response paradigm of interaction.

The participants’ view of the function of the system varied; participant three was interested in it primarily as a compositional tool, while the others viewed it as a performance system and hadn’t considered it for use in a compositional context.

Designing and training configurations for the system was a central issue, and this shall be discussed in more detail later. Participants generally felt competent at the process of training
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the system to recognise hand poses, and this was a process that became easier over time. Overall, there seemed to be a manageable learning curve to the system. Performance with new settings required practice, as it would with any new instrument. One participant discussed how it was no problem to return to a configuration a few days later and be able to pick it up again.

All participants gave positive feedback about the system; it was enjoyable to use the hand expressively with the controller, and the novelty of the system was appreciated. Comments included ‘I found the experience of using Phalanger very interesting, inspiring and rewarding. It is a well engineered and stable system.’, ‘I love the hand control element of it.’, and ‘You got to put a lot of expression into controlling the parameters, so it’s really cool’.

Potential new features for the system were discussed. This mainly centered around forms of discretised interaction, using gestures to trigger events such as notes. One request (from participant one) was for a meta-level mapping system, which would allow fast switching of mapping configurations, enabling different settings to be used over the course of a performance.

5.3.6.2 The Physical

The physicality of using the system was a key issue. Unlike a conventional instrument, which provides tactile, material feedback, the Phalanger user makes use of proprioceptive senses to operate the controller, something not typically associated with computer use. According to one participant, this gave the controller an ethereal, disembodied feel; this invites comparison with theremin like instruments. The affordances are abstract, and more difficult to explore; you can’t explore by touch so you need to think more about how the system works. With this lack of tangibility, one participant imagined tangible metaphors when using the controller, imagining that they were pushing particles around, or using a DJ deck when using a flat open hand posture. They said they felt a close bodily connection with the music, sub-consciously tensing or relaxing their arm and hand according to the music and the parameters they were controlling. The way in which the system allowed this kind of expressiveness in control was another positive point of use.

Some discussion focused on the hand. Focusing first on the limitations of the hand, there were comments that it felt unnatural to interact only with the hand rather than the whole body, and that it would have been preferential to be able to use both hands. The biological limitations of the hand were acknowledged, the amount of different poses the hand is capable of defining the limitations of how the system can be configured. Connected with this is the user’s individual capacity for memorising hand poses, and creativity in selecting hand poses for new mappings and configurations. Participant two commented on how, during performance, they never felt confused between hand poses, and felt comfortable switching between them. In general, it was felt that the system was intuitive to use, participants commenting that it was instinctive and natural.
5.3.6.3 Interaction

The key themes in the area of interaction were language, cognitive load, and imprecision. When training the system with hand poses and designing mappings for these hand poses, you are creating a language of interaction, which is different for each new configuration. This highlights a number of issues. Firstly, creation of this language proved problematic for participant three, who felt they had difficulty imagining different hand poses to use with the system. They also felt that hand poses were not necessarily symbolic with the music; interaction felt more abstract than, for example, using a knob. This extra level of abstraction, together with the need for remembering the different shapes, added to the cognitive load of using the system. For another participant, no such problems existed; they felt that choosing hand poses felt natural and that they didn't have to think about changing hand poses when using the system.

Imprecision was something that all participants commented on; being operated with proprioceptive senses, the participants felt there was potential for error when using the system. This is a trade off with having many degrees of freedom. This potential for error, or perceived lack of security, affected participant's confidence in using the system, especially as it was a departure from their normal musical practice of using precise hardware control. However, the freedom of movement was considered a very positive attribute of the system, participant three comparing this freedom to the freedom for error in playing an acoustic instrument.

Participant two, who made a video of their performance with the system, discussed how they rarely looked at the hand while using the system, relying on audio feedback to detect if their hand had left the boundary of the camera field. This is confirmed in their video where they look at the laptop screen while using Phalanger, only occasionally looking over to the hand.

5.3.6.4 Making Music

Participants discussed when and how they made music with Phalanger, together with the creativity and musicality aspects of using the system. The system presented some barriers to creative workflow; first, there is a preparation time before the system can be used where the skin detection must be calibrated. There is also a potential for mid-session interruption if the lighting conditions change significantly. These factors, coupled with portability issues mentioned earlier, potentially affected the frequency of use.

There were two sides to the creative use of the system; creativity in the design of interaction and mappings, and then creativity in performance. The flexibility of configuration and usage allowed the emergence of a personal style of performance. Overall, one participant described the system inspiring in use, especially given its constraints. Another felt that it enhanced their creativity.

During the study, participants mainly created mappings for the continuous control of synthesis parameters, although participant three also discussed how they used discrete mappings, using a change in hand pose to trigger an event. Participant three, emphasising the transient nature of their usage of the system, discussed how they used different mappings in each session, each session prompting new ideas. Participant two, using the system for a performance, returned to the same configuration in consecutive sessions.
In terms of musicality, comparisons with the nature of musical instruments were made. Continuing the theme of transience, participant three commented that the system felt like a new instrument with each new setting; in effect training and mapping is akin to designing a new instrument. While participant two felt that the controller shared qualities with an acoustic instrument in terms of its expressive potential and potential for imprecision, participant three felt that it was more akin to an 'HCI interface' than a musical instrument.

Participant two felt that hardware controllers had limited expressive potential and that this kind of interaction allowed more expressive freedom. In their video, musically expressive motion can be observed; their hand and arm tensing with the music, and the use of expressive variations of hand poses.

5.3.7 Discussion

5.3.7.1 Scope and Limitations of the Study

While the study has resulted in some rich data, the scope and limitations of the study and results must be acknowledged, in terms of the time the participants spent with the system, and the depth of use. Two out of the three participants felt that they would have liked to spend more time with the system, but couldn't for various reasons. One participant in particular had trouble fitting the study into their schedule, although their insights into the system were still valuable not only because they did spend some time exploring it, but also because they provided the expert opinion of an experienced electronic musician. None of the participants made full use of all the features available, so the results here illustrate exploration of the basics of the controller rather than in depth use. Despite these shortcomings, the results provide a compelling picture of the controller in the wild, being used creatively by musicians and providing data well beyond the scope of a lab-based study. Bearing these factors in mind, a discussion of the results follows.

5.3.7.2 Discussion of Results

The results paint a picture of a relatively complex interface that works on three levels, requiring some level of skill in each. Firstly, there is the functional calibration stage, at which the user needs a level of competence to establish a basic level of functionality. Following this there is training and then use, each involving different kinds of creativity; firstly in defining a language of interaction, and then in using this language to interact musically. The creation of a successful language is fundamental in a system such as this, and the key issue here is establishing a meaningful connection between motion and audio output. The importance of this relationship is explored by Antle et al. (2009), who found that use of an embodied metaphor could make a system more intuitive to use. This is echoed in the evaluation results; one participant had difficulty making a symbolic connection between motion and sound when using the system, and commented on how the extra cognitive load of using a new vocabulary of gestures made the system more difficult to use. Another participant, who imagined metaphors when interacting with the system, found the system intuitive and natural. In Phalanger, this connection between motion and sound is established over a two level mapping process, first by defining gestures, and then by defining mappings between the system output and the audio
engine. The conceptual split between these two stages may contribute to some difficulties in use of the system.

Returning to the wider research theme, the results highlighted some issues surround the musicality of the interface. One participant enjoyed the potential for error in the interface, feeling it contributed to an instrument-like feel. This theme of imprecision and unpredictability is also observed in other studies of computer musicians (Bertelsen et al., 2007; Magnusson and Mendieta, 2007; Gelineck and Serafin, 2009b), and this highlights the importance of incorporating these factors into musical interaction design. Participants commented on the expressive potential of hand use; a system such as this has an inherent convergent mapping both on a physical and logical level, translating from the many degrees of freedom of hand motion into a lower dimensional set of continuous parameters. Wanderley and Depalle (2004) suggested that convergent mappings have a high potential for musical expressivity, and this is confirmed in the results. The interplay between this high degree of freedom and potential of error underpins the intangible style of interaction in Phalanger.

5.4 Summary

A system has been presented that enables musical control with hand motion, achieved by tracking the hand with a combination of computer vision and machine learning techniques. A formative, laboratory based evaluation revealed potential improvements to the system; these were implemented and the system evaluated in more depth in a qualitative field study. The results showed that hand motion tracked in this manner can be successful in creating expressive, musical interaction when there is a meaningful relationship between hand motion and sound. The creation of this relationship presented some potential difficulties, and questions remain open in the area of how to design a language of interaction, and how this relates to creative workflow, cognitive style (Eaglestone et al., 2008) and the musical practice of the user.

The Phalanger system was explored in a further study, as an interface for a timbre space exploration system. This work is presented in chapter 7. The study elicited more data about user experience with this system. Along with the formative and field study results, this gives a total of three sets of results from which to triangulate an understanding of Phalanger. These results shall be explored together in chapter 8.
Chapter 6

Echofoam: A Malleable Controller

‘It's got to the point now where my work is really about riding that knife-edge between what works and doesn't work, absolute control and no control. Disaster and delight. Life, really!’

Kaffe Matthews (Rodgers, 2010)
6.1 Introduction

The EchoFoam system is a new controller that further explores the nature of embodied control of digital music tools, following a multiparametric paradigm. While Phalanger explored freeform hand motion and intangible interaction, EchoFoam looks at different aspects of motion capture, using a tangible interface. The system follows a paradigm of manipulating malleable material in order to afford detailed and intuitive control.

Malleable interfaces are currently seeing commercial outings in the form of the SUMA\(^1\) and Blobo\(^2\) devices, both marketed as *squeezable* controllers. There has also been plenty of activity in the academic sphere. Schwesig (2008) describe the concept of Organic Interfaces, sensitive analogue devices that acknowledge the subtleties of physical interaction; they illustrate their ideas with the hypothetical Gummi device, a deformable display that responds to physical manipulation by the user, arguing that subtle physical interaction with a real-world object such as this would lead to a suspension of disbelief, a quality perhaps also desirable in a musical controller. Moving to real-world examples, Reed (2009) created a prototype digital clay, using embedded wireless sensors and computer vision to measure manipulation of the material. Sato, Mamiya, Koike, and Fukuchi (2009) also use computer vision techniques in their Photoelastic Touch system, which measures the deformation in transparent rubber objects in a tabletop interface. An example very relevant to this project is Smith et al.’s work; they created several input devices using configurations of multiple conductive foam sensors, for use as interfaces for 3D sculpting and camera control (Smith, Thomas, and Piekarski, 2008b,a). Milczynski, Hermann, Bovermann, and Ritter (2006) created the Elastable, a device that employs computer vision to measure deformation of a rubber surface in order to explore and sonify high-dimensional data sets.

Focusing on musical examples, a novel route to malleable control is taken by Hook, Taylor, Butler, Villar, and Izadi (2009). They used an array of ferromagnetic sensors to measure deformation in a ferrofluid filled bladder, in one example mapping this to synthesis parameters in Max/MSP. Chang and Ishii (2007) designed the ZStretch musical controller, a fabric device that measures deformation using resistive strain transducers sewn into lycra. Marier (2010) embedded accelerometers and force sensing resistors into a piece of sponge to create a malleable musical controller. Lastly, another musical example is Weinberg and Gan’s (2001) Squeezables. They embedded pressure sensors into several soft gel balls which were played together as a collaborative instrument. An evaluation study showed that the players valued the expressiveness of this style of interaction.

The system described here uses a malleable foam sensor, tightly coupled with reservoir computing mapping techniques, to create a device that can measure subtle physical manipulations and map them to multi-dimensional control streams. It is used in this case for the haptic exploration (Lederman and Klatzky, 1987) of sound synthesis parameter spaces. Two user studies, one lab-based and one field-based, evaluate the success of this system and highlight some interesting issues surrounding malleable control.

\(^1\)http://www.cambridgeconsultants.com/news_pr257.html
\(^2\)http://www.bloboshop.com/
6.2 EchoFoam

Considering malleable control in the context of the wider design framework, the ability to track subtle, detailed physical manipulations was a key objective, and the choice of sensors was the most important decision in achieving this. Inspired by Smith et al.’s (2008b) controllers, conductive foam was chosen as the sensor material. It is also known as Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) foam, and is commonly available as a packaging material for ESD sensitive electronics components. This foam can be appropriated as a material to create pressure sensors. In this project there is a key difference to Smith et al.’s projects; where they used multiple independent foam sensors, this project uses a single piece of foam as a continuous sensor, with multiple contacts measuring the state of deformation. In this way, both large and very subtle changes in the shape of the sensor can be detected with a relatively simple electronic circuit design, giving the sensor high potential for expressivity in control. The measurements from this kind of sensor are complex and interdependent, so the system is tightly coupled with echo state network mapping techniques to create usable control streams from the output voltages. The system was named EchoFoam.

6.2.1 Sensor Construction

Conductive foam has a key property for making a malleable sensor; its electrical resistance changes when deformed. To exploit these properties, a current can be applied to a piece of foam and the resistance measured between multiple points within it. When the foam is deformed, the resistance changes in the area of deformation and the readings change accordingly, giving a consistent and localised measurement of physical manipulation. If the resistance is monitored at a wide range of locations in the foam, each individual deformation of the foam as a whole will be identifiable by a consistent set of readings, and even very small deformations will be detected.

The sensor is constructed using low density conductive foam. 32 swg enamelled copper wire, selected for its thinness and flexibility, is tied into the foam with the enamel scraped away at the ends to make electrical contacts. One wire is used as a live contact at 5 volts, while the rest of the wires measure resistance, running to voltage dividers on a breadboard, and then into eight-channel analog multiplexer chips (type 74HC4051) controlled by an Arduino board (Banzi, 2009). A control program running on the Arduino scans the voltage from each wire with the multiplexers and sends them to a computer via USB at 115200 baud. In this configuration, 16 sensor wires were used (see figure 6.1). The wires were tied into 8 foam squares which were glued together into a cube shape. The system takes measurements from the sensor at approximately 100Hz.

A key design decision concerned how to place the wires in the foam in order to give the most useful data readings. Measuring resistance at multiple points in a single piece of foam leads to a stream of interdependent measurements. Due to the complexity of this information, the absolute position of the foam cannot be tracked through perceptually meaningful single values; instead the set of readings taken as a whole gives a consistent signature for any particular deformation. This means that the wires did not need to be placed in precise ge-
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Figure 6.1: An EchoFoam Controller

ometric positions in the foam, although it was important that they covered all parts of the sensor. With this in mind, the wires were placed at irregular points in the foam, such that as wide an area of the foam as possible was covered.

6.2.2 Mapping with Echo State Networks

Given the complexity of the values streaming from the sensor, an appropriate mapping technique was needed to extract useable control data. Rather than try to decipher this procedurally, a black box technique was chosen to deal with these complexities transparently. Echo State Networks (ESNs) proved valuable for solving this class of problem.

ESNs are a class of recurrent artificial neural network (RANN), which in turn are a special class of artificial neural network (ANN). ANNs have a unidirectional data flow, where a signal arrives at an input and propagates forward through one of more layers of neurons or nodes to reach the output. RANNs, however, have connections between nodes moving in any direction in the network, creating feedback loops in the flow of data. These feedback loops can create time delays, in effect giving a RANN short-term memory. RANNs are capable of modelling non-linear dynamical systems, making them ideal processors for temporal data streams, such as musical control data. The offer the possibility of modelling the complex web of convergent and divergent mappings observed in acoustic instruments. There are, however, practical problems with these networks; they exhibit complex behaviour relative to ANNs, so training them to perform a particular function can be difficult or unreliable. These issues were evident in the first type of RANN I trialled for mapping the sensor data, a continuous-time recurrent neural network (CTRNN) (Beer, 1995). This was trained using evolutionary techniques. From a user’s point of view, the process of evolving these networks for mapping the foam sensor data could give inconsistent results, with each iteration potentially taking a long period of time. ESNs overcome these problems; training can last seconds instead of hours, and the process of training is simple in comparison.
ESNs are a fairly recent development in neural network research, belonging under the banner of Reservoir Computing techniques (Lukosevicius and Jaeger, 2009). At the heart of the reservoir computing concept is the realisation of computational power from non-linear dynamical systems. This is not necessarily limited to neural simulation, although this approach has been very successful (Verstraeten, 2009). Verstraeten lists other media including bacteria (Jones, Stekel, Rowe, and Fernando, 2007), a bucket of water used for speech recognition (Fernando and Sojakka, 2003), and potentially even the universe (Lloyd, 2002).

Figure 6.2: An Example ESN

Figure 6.2 shows a simplified example of ESN topology. The interconnected nodes \( n_i \) are the reservoir. A set of inputs is connected to the reservoir nodes, and these nodes are connected to one or more output nodes. The network is updated recursively as follows (Verstraeten, 2009, p. 32):

\[
x[k + 1] = f(W_{\text{res}}x[k] + W_{\text{in}}u[k])
\]  

(6.1)

\( x[k] \) is the network state at the current time step, \( u[k] \) is the current input matrix, \( W_{\text{in}} \) is the matrix of input weights and \( W_{\text{res}} \) denotes the reservoir weights. \( f \) is a smoothing function, commonly either a linear mapping, \( \text{tanh} \) or the fermi function, \( f(x) = 1/(1 + \exp(-x)) \).

The key to the success of ESNs is the method of training; only the output weights are modified during this process. All other weights, in the input matrix and the reservoir matrix, are initialised with a random constant. The output layer is adjusted to exploit the dynamics of the reservoir and achieve the desired behaviour. Only one layer of weights is being trained, so training is a relatively straightforward linear problem that can be solved quickly using linear regression.

To function effectively, ESNs should possess the Echo State Property (ESP), meaning that the network has a slowly fading memory of its inputs. The presence of the ESP is dependent on the spectral radius of the network, a global scaling factor of the reservoir weights. This variable controls the richness of the dynamics and the non-linear modelling power of the network, at a trade off with its memory capacity (Butcher, Verstraeten, Schrauwen, Day, and Haycock, 2010).
6.2.3 Software Implementation

The ESN is implemented using Holzmann’s Aureservoir C++ library. A program running in the OpenFrameworks environment controls the entire process, reading sensor data from the Arduino, mapping it through the ESN and sending the output streams to a sound engine running in SuperCollider (McCartney, 2002) via Open Sound Control messages. This program also provides data stream visualisations and enables control of the training process. Figure 6.3 illustrates the overall process.

6.2.4 ESN Training

To train an ESN, a set of input data and corresponding output data needs to be created that defines how the trained network should behave. The control software facilitates the creation of training data, which is recorded in realtime; the foam is manipulated with one hand and computer number keys are held down with the other to set individual ESN outputs to zero or one. The complexity of training data required for good results is dependent on the behaviour desired of the system, and is best found through experimentation by choreographing varying sequences of inputs and corresponding outputs.

Figure 6.3: System Overview

ESNs have been used successfully in a variety of real-world applications, for example data-mining (Lin, Yang, and Song, 2008), industrial control (Qiao, 2009) and robotics (Ishu, van der Zant, Becanovic, and Ploger, 2004). They have also been applied to computer music problems. Holzmann (Holzmann, 2009) explored the use of ESNs for audio processing, using them for tube amplifier emulation and nonlinear audio prediction. In the context of processing sensor data, useful applications include sequence recognition and dimensionality reduction.
6.3 Formative Evaluation

As with Phalanger, the system was evaluated in two stages, firstly with a formative, lab based study, and then subsequently with a field study. The formative study took place in early 2010.

Haptic exploration of sound synthesis parameter spaces was chosen as a context for the first evaluation of this system. After experimentation with ESN mappings, it was found that ESNs can be trained to output an arbitrary number of continuous data streams that change consistently with the position of the foam, essentially acting as a dimensionality reduction or expansion engine. A training set to achieve this behaviour is created by moving an area of the foam while holding a single output at a high value, and then repeating this for other areas and other outputs. Between moving these areas of the foam, the foam is left to settle while all outputs are kept at a low value. Figure 6.4 shows an example of an ESN trained in this manner; the 16 input streams are converted to six output streams.

The nature of the training process means that the output of the ESN after training is arbitrary, but nevertheless consistent and potentially musically interesting. These output streams are used as control data for sound synthesis patches; as the player manipulates the foam the sound changes in accordance with its position, allowing the player to explore the sound space with touch, gesture and physical manipulation.

The evaluation comprised a set of interview sessions, lasting approximately thirty minutes each, where the participants experimented with the controller in various scenarios designed to test the affordances of the controller. The participants were interviewed about their experience, the interviews being recorded as audio for later analysis. For all the scenarios, the foam controller was set up to be mapped to six continuous control streams through an ESN. The ESN was configured with 16 input nodes, 150 linear hidden nodes and 6 linear output nodes;
the reservoir had a connectivity of 10% and a spectral radius of 0.8. It was trained with the pseudo-inverse algorithm, and the simulation ran with the SimSquare algorithm. Inputs to the ESN were mapped to between -10 and 10.

To provide a reference point, participants also tried controlling the same patches with six of the sliders on a Kenton Control Freak Studio Edition MIDI controller (figure 6.5); this represented a more conventional mode of control for sound synthesis.

6.3.1 Scenarios

The first scenario was the control of a phase modulation synthesis patch below (in SuperCollider code).

```
( SynthDef\(pmsynth,
{
  |p1=100,p2=100,p3=1,p4=100,p5=100,p6=1|
  var w = PMOsc.ar(p1, p2, p3, PMOsc.ar(p4,p5,p6)).dup;
  Out.ar(0,w);
}).add
)
```

The PMOsc unit generator implements a phase modulation oscillator pair. The three arguments are for carrier frequency, modulation frequency and modulation index.

In Phase Modulation (PM) synthesis (Cavaliere, Evangelista, and Piccialli, 1988), tones are created by modulating the phase of a sine (the carrier) with another sine wave (the modulator). It was chosen as it is commonly regarded as being highly unintuitive to program, an interesting challenge for an interface that attempts to provide intuitive control. This patch provided a large, varied and non-linear timbre space for the participants to explore. The controller was mapped to work within the range of 20Hz to 20KHz for the carrier and modulator frequencies, and 0 to 100 for the modulation index.
The second scenario was a sound mixing task, where the six output streams controlled the volume of six looped variations of a vocal sample. These samples modulated together into a continuous soundscape that shifted subtly with the variation of amplitudes.

The final scenario was a variation on the first PM synthesis patch, where the range of control was constrained such that participants were working within a subset of the much larger parameter space. This gave finer control over the sound, providing a different experience from the first PM patch. Table 6.1 shows the ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency 1</td>
<td>230.5Hz - 259.6Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Frequency 1</td>
<td>258.3Hz - 304.7Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Index 1</td>
<td>0.2 - 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency 2</td>
<td>172Hz - 4092.6Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Frequency 2</td>
<td>1374.3Hz - 1379Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Index 2</td>
<td>0.9 - 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3.2 Participants

The participants were eight university students (two female, six male, aged between 18 and 40), all with experience in computer music. When asked to rate their skill in FM synthesis on a scale of one (none) to seven (expert), they responded with an average of 3.125, in a range from 1 to 6. They were also asked to list their total years of experience using separate computer music software packages, the sum of these years averaged 12 years, in a range from 5 to 19 years. Participants had an average of 5.86 years of musical training on consecutive instruments, ranging from 0 to 31 years. All participants were unpaid volunteers.

### 6.3.3 Method

In order to avoid influencing the participants’ initial impressions of the controller, they were at first asked to begin exploring it without explanation of how it worked. After exploring scenarios one and two with both controllers, they were interviewed about their initial impressions, and the details about the workings of the system were then explained to them. They continued to try out the third scenario with both controllers and were interviewed again about their impressions of the system. Finally they completed a questionnaire on their preferences between the two devices in different contexts, and their responses to this were used as talking points for a final interview.

### 6.3.4 Results

The eight interviews were transcribed and analysed using a grounded theory approach (see section 4.3.5.2). The participants’ responses clustered around the following concepts:
Figure 6.6: The Controller In Use
Intuitiveness Participants generally perceived the foam as a natural and organic method of control (‘I think [the foam] seems more organic, more natural, maybe intuitive, biological ... You weren’t thinking about this region as much as this region, it was more about the tactile feel as opposed to looking’). Some felt a more direct connection to the sound (‘It felt I was moving the music with my hands rather than moving controllers of it’).

Learnability Participants perceived a range of learning curves, some finding the controller initially difficult to use (‘I couldn’t get my head round when I was poking about with it, what that was doing’), some finding it easier (‘you can just use it straight away, and practising with it gives a different sort of experience’, ‘manipulating sounds creatively, you can get some really interesting stuff out of that straight away, without prior planning’). Most participants seemed to become more skilled with the foam over the course of the interview, although this may have been due to initial caution about breaking the sensor. Some thought it was instantly accessible (‘I think it would be really cool for people who don’t really understand what’s going on with MIDI to just play around with the music, and maybe kids’) but would be difficult to master (‘I think you’d have to practice with it a long time to actually get the hang of it’).

Physical Manipulation The freedom of movement with foam was something that some appreciated (‘The slider is two dimensional, foam is anywhere really, you can squeeze it from any angle, any pressure. This [slider] is just up and down’, ‘you were having a lot more control over sound because you could turn and twist’). A wide range of motions were discussed, including squeezing, poking and twisting. Fingers, palms and hands were used to manipulate the foam, both single and dual handed. Some pressed the foam against the table, or squeezed one part of it while manipulating another.

High Dimensional Control It became clear in this sense that the foam was a markedly different approach to control from the sliders (‘I tried to establish the different parameters and really make them independent from each other, with foam it’s very complex anyway because it’s all entwined and there are no independent parameters, and all of a sudden it becomes a much more holistic abstract way of interacting’, ‘It’s more related to human touch than it’s related to the very limiting, one dimensional moves that you can make with the MIDI controller’). This was an issue for some (‘It’s a lot more difficult to find independent dimensions’) but not for others (‘I felt like I had the whole music in my hands’, ‘With the MIDI controller I felt like I had control over one individual parameter at any time but it was quite difficult to control the whole shape of the music’). The individual differences in preference to high dimensional control is a recurring theme, possibly relating to personality type or interaction style preferences. It is revisited in more detail in chapter 8.

Control Accuracy was an issue, in comparison to the sliders (‘You can get the levels of the sounds you like on the sliders quite easily, but it’s a bit harder to get that exact sound that you’re trying to achieve in foam’, ‘I find the foam at times a bit too coarse and a bit too crude’).

Mapping Some participants felt the foam worked better with certain types of sounds (‘I can imagine using it one handed and it being a fun extra thing to use, for more effects based things’, ‘It actually felt like you could use it musically and have some control over it if you got used to it, especially on something where you were more controlling spectral stuff as opposed to pitch’). Some enjoyed the correlation between motion and sound (‘[the foam] is interesting especially when you have these sounds where you squeeze something and you really feel that as you squeeze it the sound becomes tight and there is a correspondence between the actual physical activity of squeezing something and releasing it and also the sound became a bit tighter’, ‘It’s very satisfying to express your relationship to what you hear ... if you hear something that’s quite a hard sound you can also be hard about it in the way you touch the foam’, ‘It was kind of fun when you did properly manipulate the foam, you were crushing it and it did really go [makes crushing noise]’).
Creativity  One person felt that with the sliders, (you feel like you're operating a machine. I think [the foam] feels a bit more creative) while another felt that the precision of the sliders was more creative (You can control each little sound of the patch a bit more independently, I think it's a bit more creative in a sense). Some felt the foam was better for experimentation (It's about experimenting that you wouldn't make if you were looking for an exact sound. You're just stumbling across something, If it's more like doing weird stuff then use the foam).

Visual References  One participant requested to look at the data streams on screen as a reference, and commented on their experience (I think that what happens when you start to have a visual maybe that you become a bit more goal oriented, you are trying to move the sliders or move some sliders versus other sliders, which I didn't do before, it was purely just an internal experience, once you have a visual it becomes something else, because in a way your attention is divided). Another participant felt a visual reference would help with accuracy.

Repeatability  There were mixed reactions about repeatability with the foam (Would you find it easy to go back to the same manipulation? Yes because there's a body memory where your fingers kind of know where to go, 'It's easier to remember the way in which you twisted a piece of foam than it is to remember the positions of six different sliders, so it meant that I could, with a bit of practice, go back and forth between different settings, 'Sometimes I was trying to make the same thing happen twice but I couldn't always make that happen, 'There was one point where I had absolutely no idea how I'd made a sound and I didn't know how to get it back, 'You're not going to be able to necessarily remember that particular shape that you twisted it into to be able to use it again).

Exploration  Participants were asked which interface they preferred for exploration; some preferred the MIDI sliders (I had more control over the different parameters so I could keep the rest constant and vary the others, whereas I didn't know how to control the parameters, I couldn't isolate one with the foam, You can turn everything one by one and learn what the components are and then you build up the sound enough), while others chose the foam (It was more fun just to explore around in the sound space and it meant that I could keep playing with it and find places where it sounded interesting, 'I guess as soon as you see six faders ... I was kind of methodically going through them ... that's really working out exactly what's going on, but that isn't necessarily exploring the soundspace in an interesting way, it's a very sort of stepped, obvious way, it's a lot more interesting to be doing it with the foam. Because you get results that maybe you wouldn't have done with just moving faders up, 'It's a much more intuitive approach because even though you get an idea where things are, there's so much mapping going on that you don't have a clear image in your head of where they lie so you explore it in an intuitive way and combine them in an intuitive way ... I can play with this a lot longer because it seems like there are more combinations I can make of bringing the sounds together than what I can do with the more structural MIDI controller).

Applications  Several participants commented on the foam's potential as a collaborative tool. There were also comments about its potential as a performance tool, some negative (I'd like to have more control in performance), some positive (it fits more into the live set of music creation rather than sitting in a studio), and some from an audience perspective (It would visually be interesting, I think for performance, watching someone making motions that are in line with the human body in a sense that they are fluid is more aesthetically pleasing than seeing somebody moving a slider).

Fun  This was a prominent theme in the responses about the foam (I had much less control over what was happening but that kind of made the foam thing more fun, 'It's just always a lot more fun when you're just using your hands in a natural way, 'This one's more fun to play with, more engaging without a doubt').
6.3.5 Discussion

Having presented a summary of the results, before discussing them further it’s also necessary to consider their validity in the context of the study that was performed. One shortcoming of this short interview form of evaluation is that there’s a novelty factor that may influence the responses. Two participants also commented that they disliked the patches they were playing (I found it harder to understand how I was controlling it, maybe I just didn’t like the sounds), which may also have affected their opinion of the controller. These problems would be ironed out in a field study, which would give participants time and space to practice with and find the creative limitations of the controller on their own terms. What these results do provide is a useful set of pointers from which a picture of the controller can be built; its strengths, weaknesses, and outlines of the themes and issues that concern and influence its design.

A notable strength of the system was its intuitive feel, participants describing it as feeling natural and organic, and giving them a direct tactile connection with the sound. The controller affords a freedom of motion in interaction, and a wide ranging vocabulary of manipulations were tried during the study. An interesting aspect of this is sound-motion correspondence, where the sound being generated is perceived as correlating with the physical manipulation of the controller, for example squeezing the foam causes the sound to become compressed. While a slider that can be moved up and down may only correlate with rising or falling elements of a sound, a malleable controller with many more degrees of freedom has potential for a wider range of correlations; mappings could be designed to deliberately exploit this feature.

An obvious weakness of the controller was accuracy. There are two factors in the design of the system contributing to this; firstly there is a small instability in the output of the ESN such that the output streams oscillate slightly. This is more noticeable in some patches than others. The nature of the foam itself is the other factor; when compressed and released there’s a period of expansion where it returns to its original form, so there is inherent motion in the output. This issue of accuracy is closely tied in with the issue of repeatability, a topic on which participants gave a mixture of responses. The controller relies on a mixture of visual, tactile and proprioceptive senses for precise control, so it could be regarded as quite difficult to use accurately. It also relies on a vocabulary of gestures that are less commonly used for musical control; it’s unclear from this study how practice might improve these issues, a subsequent field study shed some light on this. The style of mappings that some participants stated a preference for follows on from these issues. They perceived the controller as being more useful for settings which required a lower degree of precision.

The high-level manner of control was a prominent issue. With the interdependent nature of the parameters, and the nature of malleable control where whole motions correspond to changes in sound, the underlying synthesis mechanism is obscured and the foam becomes an abstraction of this mechanism, the sound becoming embodied in the controller. Some participants saw this as a strength of the controller, reducing the cognitive load of engaging with the underlying mechanism and promoting a fluid style of interaction. Others found this awkward; they naturally approached the foam as they would the mixer, attempting to separate dimensions, though in an interface with a much larger freedom of control these dimensions are more numerous and less separable.
In terms of the creative potential of the controller, some felt that this was increased by its more imprecise nature, while others felt this detracted from it. (I personally feel that if I’m going to be creative I like to be a bit precise). This issue is closely tied in with the theme of the controller’s intended use in the evaluation scenarios, as a mechanism for the exploration of sound spaces. Again the controller elicited a range of responses on this topic, participants who took a more intuitive, unpredictable approach to exploration tended towards expressing a more positive reaction to the controller than those who worked in a more methodical manner. As Gelineck and Serafin (2009b) observe, musicians seem to like a tool that has ‘a life of its own’, so unpredictability and imprecision can have a useful place in the composition process.

6.4 Design Improvements

Following on from feedback in the formative evaluation, several improvements were made to the design of the controller. Feedback from a demonstration at the New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference in 2010 also contributed to these changes. These improvements solved some functional problems and also aimed to improve the experience of using the controller. The primary aim was to make the EchoFoam controller ready for evaluation ‘in the wild’.

6.4.1 Packaging

For the formative evaluation, the circuitry for the controller was connected together on a breadboard. This delicate setup needed to be changed into something robust that could survive real-world use. To help achieve this, the circuit was made into an Arduino shield (pictured in figure 6.8). This is in essence a circuit board that can plug directly in to an Arduino.
Making a PCB was outside the scope and budget of the project so the shields were constructed using stripboard with pin headers soldered in to make the connection with the Arduino. Improvements were also made to the set of wires between the foam and the circuit; instead of being taped together, they were merged into a single cable using ‘liquid tape’, avoiding loose wires. The new version of the controller is shown in figure 6.7.

6.4.2 Increasing controller responsiveness

In the prototype, the points of contact for the wires within the foam were placed arbitrarily over the area of the sensor. While this approach was successful, it could also be improved on. It was desirable for distribution of sensitivity within the foam to be more even, and also for the sensitivity to be increased globally. To achieve this, a new approach to measuring the resistance in the foam was devised, using two-way multiplexing. This approach achieves
increased sensitivity while simplifying the circuitry.

Resistance in the prototype controller was measured by sending a current through a single live wire and then measuring the resistance at 16 different contact points. The new design uses two sets of wires, one set of output wires and one set of input wires. Each set is attached to a different multiplexer, and code on the Arduino sequences measurements as follows:

```plaintext
foreach output wire outWire do
    pass a current through outWire;
    foreach input wire inWire do
        read the voltage on inWire;
    end
end
```

Figure 6.9 illustrates this process. Using multiplexing in this way, the numbers of resistance measurements taken from the foam can be increased with fewer contact points. In the prototype, \( c = m + 1 \), where \( m \) is the number of measurements and \( c \) is the number of contacts. With the new scheme, \( c = 2\sqrt{m} \), assuming equal numbers of inputs and outputs.\(^5\)

Figure 6.9: Multiplexing in the EchoFoam Controller

For the new version, a configuration of ten contacts provided twenty-five resistance measurements was chosen. This yielded 56% more measurements than the prototype. While more contacts could have been used, the number of readings needing to be processed would have slowed the whole system down too much, both at the level of reading measurements with

\(^5\)The number of measurements is equal to the number of output contacts multiplied by the number of input contacts. For example, to create 16 measurements, four input contacts and four output contacts are needed.
the Arduino, and also at the stage of processing through the ESN. Using five contacts in each set also allowed even placement of the wires; the sets of contacts were tied into separate foam squares in the four corners and the centre (see figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10: Enamelled Copper Wire Tied into a Section of the Controller

These pieces were then used as the top and bottom sections of the cube, and other pieces were glued together in between them to create the whole sensor (figure 6.11). In this version, a total of 12 pieces were used, giving a 7.5 centimetre cube.

Figure 6.12 shows the lines of measurement between contacts, with the foam in an undeformed state.

6.4.3 Foam Sensitivity Degradation

It was found that the foam loses sensitivity over time, as it is manipulated more and more by the player. This results in the voltage readings decreasing to a low level, so that the foam needs to be compressed with increasing force to achieve the same effect. To compensate for this issue, a preset potentiometer was added into the circuit (pictured next to the USB socket in figure 6.8); this could be used to make a global adjustment to the sensitivity of the controller. This was done at the level of analogue electronics rather than digitally in order to preserve a high resolution.

6.5 Field Evaluation

The next step was to undertake a field study, to further evaluate the controller. This study was carried out over the summer of 2010, when EchoFoam controllers were given out to computer musicians who used it in their own environment and reported back on their experiences. An application, entitled *EchoFoam Live Link*, was created as a tool to use the controller with Able-
Figure 6.11: The Foam Sections of the Controller, Before Being Glued Together

Figure 6.12: Lines of Measurement in an EchoFoam Cube
Figure 6.13: EchoFoam Live Link Screenshot 1

ton Live. I will start by describing this new software, before outlining the study and presenting the results.

6.5.1 Software

With the focus of this thesis on interaction with digital music tools, I wanted to see how the EchoFoam controller would fit into a typical electronic musician’s studio. It was decided to create software to accompany the controller that would integrate it into commonly used DAW software, making an entry point for the controller into musicians’ everyday work processes. There were a number of options for this, the most popular applications including Steinberg Cubase, Apple Logic and Ableton Live. Ableton Live was chosen, principally because of the integration possibilities offered by LiveAPI, an unofficial Python scripting interface that sits within Live. The compositional approach offered by the software was another factor, the software being specifically aimed towards creation of sound and music as well as production
work. This provided a wide range of potential usage scenarios for the controller.

It was decided to include features from the timbre space search system, RECZ, described in chapter 7; the evaluation study showed that this enhanced the functionality of the controller, and this study provides an ideal opportunity to further evaluate these methods. A subset of features of RECZ were chosen that were suited to use with new software.

With RECZ included, the software was designed as a tool what would connect the EchoFoam controller to continuous parameters within Ableton Live, with RECZ used as a configurable and interactive mapping engine. This would create a fairly open space of possibilities for using the controller with Live.

6.5.1.1 Implementation

![Diagram of EchoFoam Live Link Data Flow](image)

Figure 6.14: EchoFoam Live Link Data Flow

6.5.1.1.1 LiveOSC

Ableton Live has an internal Python\(^6\) scripting engine to allow third party manufacturers to tightly integrate their controllers with it. It exposes an API that allows the querying of the state of most internal elements in Live, and allows control of parameters and settings. This scripting API is not officially supported by Ableton for use by the public, however it has been opened up to developers with the LiveOSC project.\(^7\) LiveOSC is an OSC server that sits within Live, allowing third party applications to query and control the Python API features with OSC commands.

\(^6\) [http://www.python.org/](http://www.python.org/)

\(^7\) [http://livecontrol.q3f.org/ableton-liveapi/liveosc/](http://livecontrol.q3f.org/ableton-liveapi/liveosc/)
To link EchoFoam Live Link (or EFLL) to Live, a modified version of LiveOSC was created, called *LiveOSCEchoFoam*. This added in some extra low-level functionality that was missing from LiveOSC. Figure 6.14 demonstrates how these elements fit together; the controller sends data to EFLL, which then communicates with LiveOSCEchoFoam to query the available parameters and set new values for them.

### 6.5.1.1.2 Tools

The software was based on the software already put together for managing the EchoFoam controller. This was built using OpenFrameworks C++ library, and used the Aureservoir ESN library. OpenFrameworks provided an OSC interface for communication with LiveOSC. The software ran on the Apple Mac OS X platform.

#### Table 6.2: Echo State Network Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>1 .. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Nodes</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir Activation Function</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Activation Function</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Algorithm</td>
<td>Least square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Algorithm</td>
<td>Squared state updates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.5.1.1.3 Echo State Network Mapping

At the core of the mapping engine was an ESN used for dimensionality reduction, as described in section 6.3. EFLL allowed the use of between one and ten output streams, so the program had ten pre-trained ESNs ready to map the data, one for each number of output channels. These ESNs have 25 inputs, and outputs corresponding to the number of channels the ESN was created for use with. Table 6.2 shows the full configuration details.

To train these ESNs, a system was created for the systematic training of all ten networks. In a configuration mode in EFLL, configuration data was recorded of the foam being manipulated in a particular style of motion for each potential output. Data was also recorded for the controller at rest, and expanding to the resting point. This configuration data was recorded in separate pieces. When the pieces of training data had been been recorded, EFLL created custom training sets for training the ten individual ESNs and trained them in a batch process. These trained networks were then stored. When the program was running, they were all held in memory so the program could switch between them as required with no break in output.

For the study, the ESNs were pre-trained for each participant’s own controller. These networks were stored in a configuration file, installed along with their software. This freed them from the process of training, which takes some experience in itself to obtain good results.

---

---

8This separate training was necessary due to small differences between controllers. They were hand made, so there were subtle variations in contact placement, gluing and foam size.
6.5.1.2 Features

Figures 6.13 and 6.15 show screenshots of the software. As part of the study, a website was created with installation instructions and a reference manual; the content from this is reproduced in appendix B. The salient features of the software will be outlined here, for more detail please refer to the manual.

The user could control continuous parameters in Ableton Live with up to ten channels in EFLL. These parameters could be selected in varying ways, and each channel had a number of mapping options. There were also features taken from RECZ which affected channels globally.

6.5.1.2.1 Parameter Selection To select a parameter, the user armed the channel in EFLL using the GUI, and then moved the parameter in Live. This parameter would by picked up by EFLL when it moved, and would now be under the control of the EchoFoam controller. The parameters could also be selected randomly as part of an explorative process; hitting the Populate button filled the selected channels in EFLL with randomly selected parameters from the current device in Live.

6.5.1.2.2 Search Features Each channel had a modifiable working range. The user could either change this manually with the GUI, or clicking the Random button applied random ranges to the selected channels. These ranges could be scaled using the range slider, and the ranges could also be centred on the current values. This allowed exploration of the parameter space similar to the previous EchoFoam study. A Curve slider changed the mapping for random range sizes between linear and sigmoid shaped, allowing the user to change the likelihood of exploring narrower or fuller spaces.

6.5.1.2.3 User Interface Features Each channel could be enabled or disabled, allowing the user to determine whether it sent control data. This feature was implemented so that the user could freeze parameters they no longer wished to control, with as part of the search process. Each channel could be selected or not, meaning that the user could control which subset of channels could be randomised or randomly populated. This feature set allowed global control of the search process together with fine tuning should it have been required.

Most features were controllable from the keyboard as well as the mouse. A debug mode (see figure 6.15) showed graphs of the live data streaming from the controller, and the mapped data streams from the ESN that were sent out to Live.

6.5.2 Study Design

6.5.2.1 Participants

After obtaining ethics clearance, participants were advertised for on internal University of Sussex email lists, and this email was passed on by individuals to other interested people outside of the university. The email asked for Ableton Live 8 users with Apple computers who were interested in trying out the controller. The participants would get to keep the software and controller as payment for taking part in the study.
Figure 6.15: EchoFoam Live Link Screenshot 2: Showing Data Streams
The call attracted thirteen participants, from which the first ten were invited to take part as there was only time and resources to make ten new controllers. Half of the participants were located locally and the other half were from other places in the UK. For a variety of reasons, four of the participants could not complete the study. Of the six who completed, one was female and five were male, and their ages were between 18 and 40.

After the final interview, participants were asked to complete a background questionnaire. Five of the six participants returned responses. To give a picture of those who took part, here are the questions from the questionnaire and a summary of their responses. For questions 1 and 2, the number of years of experience for each person was calculated as the sum of the years of experience with each instrument or tool.

1. Please list any acoustic instruments that you play, along with the number of years of tuition you have had with each instrument, and the number of years that you have actively played it for.

One participant had no experience of acoustic instruments; the others all played two or three instruments including drums, piano, guitar and voice. The average number of years of active play was 21.2 (min: 0, max: 46). The average number of years of tuition was 6.5 (min: 0, max: 24).

2. Please list the main computer music software applications you have used, and the number of years of experience you have of actively using each package.

The following software had been used by the participants: MAX/MSP, Ableton Live, Traktor Scratch, Pro Tools, Logic, Cubase and Common Lisp Music.

The average number of years of experience was 11.3 (min: 10, max: 13).

3. Please list the musical controllers you commonly use (MIDI or other).

The following controllers were listed: Kenton Control Freak Live, Monome 40h, Non-MIDI synths and effects units, Novation Remote 25, Novation Launchpad, Korg Nano Control, Behringer DDM 4000, Korg Microkorg, M-Audio Oxygen8, Generic joystick, 88 key weighted piano, Livid Ohm 64, Behringer BCR 2000 and iPod Touch.

4. Please rate your expertise in Ableton Live on a scale from 1 to 7, where 1 means novice and 7 means expert.

The average rating was 3.9 (min: 1, max: 5.5).

5. Please estimate the number of hours you spent using the controller (just give your best guess).

The average was 14.3 hours (min: 6.5, max: 25).

6. Please estimate the frequency of use (e.g. once per week).

Participants responded as follows:

- Two or three sessions over a couple of weeks.
- It was more like a long-ish session sporadically.
- Two per week.
- Once per fortnight.
- Usually around 3 times a week.

7. Do you think you will continue to use the controller in future projects?

All participants said that they would use the controller in the future.
6.5.2.2 Method

The study began with an interview and tutorial for each participant. The local participants were met with in person, while remote participants were sent the controller and contacted over Skype. During the interview, the software was set up on each participant’s computer and they were given a tutorial on how to use the system. Further information was always available for reference using the website created for the study. Participants were told that they could get in contact with queries at any time during the study. They were also asked to record their experience in a way which suited them; for example with a diary, screen shots, audio examples or videos. These items would be brought to the final interview where they would be discussed. At the end of the period of the study, each participant was interviewed either in person or remotely using Skype. These interviews were semi-structured; there was a list of topics which the participants were asked to discuss or comment upon, but otherwise the conversation was allowed to take any direction. During in-person interviews, a controller was available to aid demonstration of motions and to aid participant recall.

6.5.3 Data

The vast majority of the data collected in this study came from the interviews which took place at the end of the study. The interviews lasted on average for 44 minutes. Three hours and 41 minutes of interviews were recorded and transcribed, resulting in approximately 18,000 words of text. This was coded and analysed using a grounded theory approach (as described in section 4.3.5.2). Only two participants submitted any media supplemental to the end of study interview. One person supplied some screen shots taken when they were using the controller and these were discussed in the interview. Another submitted screenshots, a brief audio file and a document they had used to take notes about their experience during the study. This document was coded and included in the grounded theory analysis.

6.5.4 Results

Analysis of the results led to the discovery of five main categories: the controller, aspects of control, software use, mapping and the system in use. Supporting quotes are given where they supply further illustration.

6.5.4.1 The Controller

Controller Design. Participants were asked about their feelings on the design of the controller. Most comments concerned the form of the foam cube. Three participants commented that the cube format was considered to work well.9 The controller could have benefited from being larger, particularly with performance in mind.10 Alternative shapes

9Participant 4: ‘I think it’s a brilliant shape because it’s got all these different approaches’, participant 3: ‘Generally I think the square works quite well. There’s points on it for reference, that’s why you can remember where things were which is handy’, participant 5: ‘And I like the idea of the cube, it’s kind of rubiks, you’re kind of used to that sort of thing’

10Participant 1: ‘I don’t know, maybe just because it felt a bit... like if you were standing holding the cube you feel a bit naked or something, there’s not much there.’
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were suggested such as a pyramid, a ball and a flat panel. One suggestion was to make completely customised shapes, for example creating a controller based on an artist’s logo. Another suggestion was to make a set of varied shaped controllers which could be used in different scenarios as required. Some participants considered the possibilities of different foam densities, one feeling that denser, slower foam could be better. Participant five felt constrained by the wires, proposing that a wireless controller would be an improvement.

Controller Physicality. Two participants commented that they liked the tactile feeling of the controller, although participant three felt it was not satisfying enough to use because of the density and texture.

Fragility. Three participants perceived the controller as fragile when they first used it, making them approach the controller at first with caution for fear of breaking it. This caution generally evaporated after they had explored the controller, and all the controllers survived the study without any breakages. Other participants did not feel this initial caution and were happy to explore the device without hindrance from the beginning.

Controller Exploration. There were varying approaches to exploring the ways in which the controller could manipulate sound. A common theme was to try and separate the cube into different areas, and see what each one would do with the current mapping. The participants divided the cube geometrically into corners, sides and areas and manipulated these. After this initial approach, participant three talked of how they started to explore the cube with whole motions, trying different motions such as squeezing, twisting, flattening.

Motions. Participants were asked about the types of motions they used to manipulate the foam controller. Two participants talked of how they took a new approach with every
new session and sound, much depending on what the cube was mapped to in Live and on how the mappings were configured.\(^{19}\) Three participants favoured particular motions, mainly squeezing, but also twisting and crushing the controller.\(^{20}\) Two people discussed how they used very fine-grained motions to control sound, talking of sensitive *hotspots* in the foam where detailed manipulations could be made for a particular patch.\(^{21}\) Participant 4 discussed how one of their collaborators used the controller rhythmically, punching and squeezing different points repeatedly.\(^{22}\)

### 6.5.4.2 Aspects of Control

![EchoFoam Field Study Categories: Aspects of Control](image)

Figure 6.18: EchoFoam Field Evaluation Interview Analysis: Aspects of Control

Controllability. Discussions centred around the lack of control participants felt they had with the controller. Two participants felt that it was just too unpredictable, while others found a mixture of unpredictable and predictable elements, some learning to adjust to

---

\(^{19}\)Participant 2: ‘In a particular session I would get to certain motions for that because that particular channel was mapped to a certain control in the device that was doing the most satisfying sounds at that time. That would change every session, I would put different things in different channels'

\(^{20}\)Participant 2: ‘Squeezing more than anything else, quite often I would have it on the desk and just squash it down and like rotating more pressure and then maybe using a finger to scrunch it,'

\(^{21}\)Participant 4: ‘I was approaching it by just squeezing and bending slowly then trying to find the little hot spots, the tickle points’, participant 1: ‘and then say the sound I wanted was like there, but I’d have to have the thing squeezed, and then my slight hand movements are going to open that up a bit and change the sound’

\(^{22}\)Participant 4: ‘he was rhythmically pushing it but kind of remembering roughly how he was pushing it and developing little patterns rather than just kind of doing slower squeezes and bends which is what I’d been doing up to then. He started rhythmically punching it and squeezing it one at certain spots again and again. That was actually a really good approach I would say.’
or embrace the less controllable elements of the system. Of the users that felt it was too uncontrollable, they perceived the controller as working randomly and found this frustrating. Lack of control was considered by two participants to be both a strength and a weakness of the system. The degree of controllability was heavily linked not just to the physical controller but to the system as a whole; the mappings to Live and the synthesis modules being mapped to. As the number of channels mapped to Live increased, so did the instability of the system. This instability could be reined in by carefully refining the mappings.

Precision. Focusing in more detail on specific aspects of control, participants discussed the system’s precision and repeatability. The system was considered to have mixed levels of precision, in that the controller was very non-linear and some combinations of control areas and mappings worked better than others. Participant one felt that the ability for detailed control was its best quality. Two people learnt to adjust to the levels of precision in the controller, both through adjusting their expectations and choosing mappings and sounds that suited the system’s way of working.

Repeatability. Three participants considered the foam to have approximate repeatability, although very precise repeatability was difficult to attain. Repeatability was also affected by the transient and nonlinear nature of the mapping system, where the entire behaviour of the controller could easily change with small adjustments to the mappings. Participant one used visual feedback from parameter controls in Live to aid repeatability.

Intuitiveness. Three participants commented that they considered the system to be intuitive
in use; both in terms of the act of manipulating foam and in terms of the way it could be used to explore timbre spaces. 34

Expressiveness. There were mixed opinions on how expressive the controller was, ranging from participants being undecided about it to them feeling that it was very expressive. 35 The degree of expressiveness was tied in with the range settings; carefully refined mappings could be used to limit or balance nonlinear behaviour, making the interface more playable and more musical. 37

Multiparametric Control. Multiparametric control was something the participants weren’t accustomed to, having used more conventional MIDI controllers beforehand. Participant one commented on the advantages of being able to control multiple parameters in this style, 38 while participant two commented on how it was more difficult and took practice. 39 Three people talked of a balancing act to set up the parameters correctly for their patches, for otherwise moving one parameter could make another dependent parameter move to an undesired setting or move totally out of control. 40 This balancing act also made the system interesting to play, and led to the discovery of new and unintended settings. 41

Bimanual Interaction. Everyone was asked whether they used the system with a single hand or both hands, to a range of responses. One participant would use two hands on the foam to explore a setting initially, and then move to single hand later. Others used two hand with the foam for most of the time. Three participants used the system as a whole bimanually, manipulating the controller with one hand while operating the computer with the mouse in the other hand. 42

6.5.4.3 Software Use

Software Usability. The reports back from the participants on software usability for the ‘EchoFoam Live Link’ application were all positive, with only one minor bug reported.

---

34 Participant 8: ‘It’s the thing we know, we know the movement of it, we know how to squeeze something so that felt, that does feel very intuitive’
35 Participant 1: ‘I like exploring in the sounds and it’s not something that other controllers are that conducive to ... it just felt like it was a really intuitive way of doing it, and a very expressive way of doing that’
36 Participant 6: ‘It was expressive in a way, in a very abstract type of way. I’m not sure to be honest’
37 Participant 1: ‘it could be potentially very expressive interface but if used with a lot of thought and care I think’, ‘sometimes especially with smaller ranges set on the software you kind of restrict yourself anyway to those regions and then it kind of gets a bit expressive’
38 Participant 1: ‘it was very layered and textual stuff that I was doing so it allowed me to be doing quite a lot at once. I could have just mapped it to a couple of things and then recorded that as a sort of single layer but I was doing a few things at once going on at the same time and then seeing how those could sort of intermingle and change over time’
39 Participant 2: ‘Knowing what you’re doing and what is affecting what, I think without a fair bit of practice to really follow mentally and I guess in sort of in a sense of physical movements, to follow that many sounds and movements all at once is quite a feat.’
40 Participant 8: ‘Certainly, for some bits when I had things multi-mapped, there would be one thing that was where I wanted it to be, and then the other bit, when I would get to the bit in one sound that I wanted, the other bit could go totally out of control. So that was tricky but it was something to play against which was kind of interesting.’
41 Participant 8: ‘I would be trying to think about something else that it was mapped to at the same time, if I focus on that thing and then the other thing would go, so there’s just a constant sort of of balancing act. In a way, I guess trying to balance all of the parameters so it can make interesting sounds because there were always things that would come in against what you were consciously thinking about trying to get it to sound like. Yeah I like that.’
42 Participant 1: ‘I was using it mainly in one hand I think ... While I was using it the other hand was doing click on or off things’, participant 2: ‘I was doing that with the mouse, tweaking them as I was squeezing to find the range I wanted.’
People commented that it worked well,\textsuperscript{43} and was clear and intuitive in use.\textsuperscript{44}

**Software Usage.** Three participants discussed the particular features of the software they used. They used a range of features; some made use of everything including search functions and range editing while others used just the minimum mapping functions to connect the controller up to Live. The random population functions were popular for exploring settings quickly and providing starting points for further exploration.\textsuperscript{45}

### 6.5.4.4 Mapping

**Synth Mappings.** Five of the participants felt that the system worked best for interacting with less precise,\textsuperscript{46} and less rhythmic material,\textsuperscript{47} such as slowly evolving ambiences and pad sounds.\textsuperscript{48} There were a number of reasons for this; a pad can be a safe sound, such that less predictable control signals from the system will not necessarily stand out as sounding bad.\textsuperscript{49} Pad sounds also match the physicality of the foam,\textsuperscript{50} which is usually in motion as it expands back to its uncompressed position. Participant three felt that this relationship helped them to explore the controller.\textsuperscript{51} The speed of control with the foam and its less precise nature made it more difficult for controlling percussive sounds with

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43}Participant 3: ‘I think the software generally worked fine, no gripes at all.’
\item \textsuperscript{44}Participant 1: ‘Yes it was absolutely fine and it was just intuitive, it worked well’, ‘The software is great ... I like the GUI.’
\item \textsuperscript{45}Participant 6: ‘To begin with I just used the populate thing mainly for a while. Once I worked out which parameters were making the most interesting noises, like I thought when we were using it on the pads, when it was changing the transpose it was making some really nice artefacts, especially when it was going up really far, it was going past transposing it +24, so then I started to manually assign parameters.’
\item \textsuperscript{46}Participant 6: ‘Some parts of it were really interesting, there was a whole soundscape that you could create. That’s what I meant by that it was good for things that if you didn’t really want to control them precisely and you just wanted things to happen ... For getting weird kind of abstract sounds it was quite nice’
\item \textsuperscript{47}Participant 4: ‘however for soundscapes and stuff like this, longer sounds and then things with more like depth and less melody and rhythm, for those it was actually a lot nicer’
\item \textsuperscript{48}Participant 2: ‘The main thing that I found that I quite liked to use it on was pad sounds, that’s what it was ideal for, with sort of slowly evolving subtle textures, so for that I think it did work really well.’
\item \textsuperscript{49}Participant 3: ‘you’ve got a consistency to a pad, and then if you use the controller with that, you’re kind of altering things within that but you still have a general kind of sound going on underneath’
\item \textsuperscript{50}Participant 2: ‘Going back to the start I mentioned it was always more appropriate for pad sounds. The sounds that you seem to create if you map it properly of course sort of mimic the motions that you are doing in the sense you know you’ve sort of, you can squeeze hard and it will do a lot smaller noticeable quicker things, slower movements all sorts of be reflected in the sound manipulation as well’
\item \textsuperscript{51}Participant 3: ‘using it with something like a pad enables you to morph a sound that’s ongoing so you get more of an idea about what the controller’s doing’
\end{itemize}
sharp attacks.\textsuperscript{52} Participant one preferred the control for more detailed mappings.\textsuperscript{53} Participants gave examples of the mappings they used. These included:

- Mapping to analogue-style synthesiser parameters such as filter attack and resonance, envelopes and tuning.
- Mixing between wavetables.
- Controlling a variety of effects.
- Controlling spectral processing and buffer slicing in Max for Live.

Channels. Participants had the option of creating mappings for up to ten channels. They typically used the controller with a high or full number of mappings, although not all of these mapped channels were necessarily significantly affecting the sound.\textsuperscript{54} Using a

\textsuperscript{52}Participant 2: ‘I wouldn't even think to use it on percussive sounds or even affects processes on percussive sounds, partly because I want to have a lot of control, I want for the reverb on just that note I want it on, or send its two a delay channel, I want quite tight control. I would see it as sort of, it couldn't be discerning enough to do it in a musical way the, it would sound random sort of effect one. I really see it as being more in the sort of evolving textury[sic] tones more than anything.’

\textsuperscript{53}Participant 1: ‘I think it was the best thing it worked for, just going into really detailed bits of the sounds’

\textsuperscript{54}Participant 6: ‘Mainly I used it with the full amount of parameters and then used it on Ableton's 'Analogue' synth’, participant 6: ‘When you open it up it just comes with three automatically, so I started using that for a little bit and then it didn't take me too long to get up to eight, I played around a little bit and then once I'd worked out how to do it I just started playing around with eight. But then on occasion when there would be two or three that weren't doing much but I still liked the sound, I just left it. So it would probably be on the four or five that were actually affecting.’, participant 1: ‘I just used eight or ten, but not all of them were doing something interesting but I suppose maybe ... I used ten but maybe only like five or six were properly doing something’
higher number of channels could, dependent on the mapping, adversely affect control.\textsuperscript{55} This was because the number of codependencies in the system increases exponentially as the number of channels increases, and the controller becomes more unpredictable. Participants tended to start using a smaller number of channels and build up to using more as they felt more comfortable with the system.

Mapping Process. There were several comments about how the mapping process needed to be approached with care to achieve good results.\textsuperscript{56} ‘This was because of the non-linear nature of control requiring more fine adjustment,\textsuperscript{57} and the need to balance the codependent relationships between parameters.\textsuperscript{58}

Ranges. Following the importance of mapping refinement, setting good ranges was the cornerstone of this exploration. Participant four discussed how they would adjust each parameter manually to reach the optimum setting.\textsuperscript{59} Correct ranges could make a seemingly unusable setting work, correcting for troublesome parameters such as envelopes or filters that could silence a patch if set incorrectly.\textsuperscript{60}

Randomisation. The use of randomisation in the EFLL application proved to be a topic of interest in the study. Functions were available to create randomised parameter ranges, and to randomly populate the controller mappings with destinations from Live. Two people didn’t use these functions at all; one didn’t for functional reasons, because they were doing precise work. Participant two didn’t use randomisation as a general philosophy, feeling that there was no pride in the results.\textsuperscript{61} Other participants did make use of the randomisation functions, two of them making it their typical mode of use.\textsuperscript{62} Four participants discussed how they enjoyed getting unexpected results; they also found it useful when they were stuck and needed inspiration, and enjoyed exploring timbre spaces that they wouldn’t normally try.\textsuperscript{63} Participant three described an example of this when the populate function mapped the controller to the course tuning parameters on a virtual analogue synth. They would never have normally manipulated these parameters when playing that synth and found the results compelling.\textsuperscript{64} People talked of different workflows with the population functions; one approach was to continually re-populate

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[55] Participant 4: ‘I had all of them and the lowest I think was four. I always went for quite a few actually, maybe that was also a mistake.’
\item[56] Participant 2: ‘the controller holds up its side of the bargain if you can get things rightly set up on the computer. Sometimes it wouldn’t be as successful but I’ve found that some pretty much with a bit of ... as long as I got reasonable parameters with a bit of affecting the ranges then I could get it to ... represent my movements a bit better.’
\item[57] Participant 1: ‘it’s something you really have to refine to get it working well but I think it’s definitely something that’s important specially with the nonlinear mapping’
\item[58] Participant 1: ‘I think the more you use the more you have to put in their time to refine it as well. ... if one thing gets to a nice place ... something else that was happening could get a bit out of control.’
\item[59] Participant 4: ‘just certain effects like phasors and flangers for example, it was really important to the change the range of each parameter’
\item[60] Participant 2: ‘I thought that the ranges were essential because lot of the time, just to keep it in a usable acceptable sounding point, because as soon as you would map something before you set any ranges, the control here would go ‘bffffffff’ and that parameter would be no use, you might close a filter for example and you can’t hear anything’, participant 2: ‘It seems the range settings are really important to stop this just waving about all over the place’
\item[61] Participant 9: ‘Obviously there’s a chance that your results could be great but there’s no pride in having set something to random ... we as human authors can always appreciate efforts more than anything else.’
\item[62] Participant 3: ‘The populate function I found really useful in that it would apply random stuff and a lot of the time I wouldn’t look to see what it was doing, i’d just keep repopulating it and squeezing it until it started making interesting sounds.’
\item[63] Participant 4: ‘The random thing was a nice idea but because if I had something that’s had like an tons of parameters in it and like one of the VST’s, and it would pick out all these ones that I wouldn’t actually use.’
\item[64] Participant 3: ‘when you are using a pad and you use the octave shift and the frequency and the course tuning, because I would never use them. If I was composing and writing something normally I’d never think, I’d never
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
until a satisfactory setting was found. Another was to re-populate and then fine tune the setting, re-populating again if needed.

6.5.4.5 The System in Use

Figure 6.21: EchoFoam Field Evaluation Interview Analysis: The System In Use

Approaches To The System. Participants reported two main approaches to exploring the system. One was to treat it as a mechanism for discovering new sounds. The other was to explore its potential as an instrument.65

Learning Curve. Feelings varied about the learning curve of the system. At one extreme, the controller was viewed to be quick to learn because the act of manipulating the foam felt intuitive.66 At the other end of the spectrum, the foam was viewed as too inaccurate or random67 and therefore difficult or impossible to learn properly. Frustration with the interface inhibited progression. Participant three felt that part of the learning involved

---

65 Participant 2: ‘In a compositional sense I didn't really use it as a sound finder, I was really just using it as an instrument unto itself’

66 Participant 1: ‘It's the thing we know, we know the movement of it, we know how to squeeze something so that does feel very intuitive’

67 Participant 4: ‘it's hard to define a learning curve when you can't really define at which point you would have mastered something random. It's the random factor which makes it hard for me to say that.’
being able to predict the accuracy of the device, adapting to the imprecision. Three participants described a gradual progression in learning the system; they started off with simple mappings and as they felt more confident or felt like discovering more they would make the mappings more complex to control. For participant four, the learning took place in using the software rather than the controller.

Workflow. Peoples’ workflow patterns could be categorised broadly into two approaches: setting up then refining, and working in gradual increments. The use of the random population functions was popular for those taking the refining approach. A random setting would be generated and explored, after which any undesired settings could be changed to improve the sound. The incremental approach involved starting from a small number of mappings and targets, and gradually adding in more mappings to more destinations, refining these settings along the way. This incremental approach prevented the mappings from getting unmanageable or confusing by doing too much at once. This process of adding settings was exploratory, and could lead to the discovery of new sounds and new tangents.

Visual References. While using the controller, three participants said they would mainly look at the parameters in Live. This gave another reference for the position of the foam aside from physical feedback, and aided with exploring the foam and with repeatability.

Creative Process. Participants were asked about how the system fitted into their creative process; the overall feeling was that the system was good as an exploration tool for discovering new sounds, and that it was very useful for exploring unintended paths, and for sparking creative ideas.

Four participants felt that its use as an exploratory tool was one of the most positive things about the controller, something that more conventional controllers are not con-

---

68Participant 3: ‘It goes back to that thing about the nature of the device and the way that it is imprecise, and how much can you work with that? On a level where you learn, perhaps its about understanding how much you can predict what it’s going to do, learning in that sense.’

69Participant 2: ‘As each session goes, you start to get the feel of what movements are affecting what parameter in what way’, participant 1: ‘Even though it can be unpredictable and random, it’s something that I think I would like to work with for a long time and develop’

70Participant 4: ‘the only path I could define as a learning curve was getting to know the software part. just understanding that. Then, after that... coming to soundscapes probably there was a bit of getting to know which ranges to use, being able to quickly look for where the major disturbance was when it wasn't sounding so right, I guess that took a little while.’

71Participant 6: ‘The populate thing was quite good to get a grip of one pad or one synth, so it was really handy just to be able to go boom and that was that. You could sort of play with it a while and then, because sometimes one of the parameters wouldn’t really necessarily be doing that much, so I’d manually change that one to the frequency of the first filter or whatever. That’s what I mainly used it I think.’

72Participant 1: ‘I set up the live set and then I would just think about which things I wanted to map to it, map up a few, get those working, get the range going and then think OK, what else could I try linking it too as well, and then maybe choose some new parameters, take something off if it wasn't working so well, so just constantly kind of changing and seeing what things it worked for’

73Participant 2: ‘I did it in a sort of constructive sense; I would start off one at a time, the more that you add the easier it is to get lost, or maybe get one or two mapped in and then I would start searching for a range, be satisfied with that and then I would build, I wasn't really approaching it sort of add up and then muting channels off, I was just building extra, control by control until I was satisfied.’

74Participant 2: ‘If I've got something going and I may be made a couple of loops to go along with it, with my hands in a certain position I would stumble across the sounds I quite like’

75Participant 5: ‘my focus was on what sort of position my hand was in, because it's about emulating that sort of knob twiddling thing, it's about turning this foam square into a form that equals something, but it was about... my memory would be thinking about my hand is in this position and that knob is there but all those other knobs are in those places on Ableton as well, but I wasn't really looking at “I've got the foam like that”, it was more “what's it doing to the screen”’
Participant six described how they would navigate sounds and pick out the best bits, and participant one talked about how they enjoyed this process. The systems’ strongest function was for starting the creative process, the system lending itself to the discovery of unexpected results. This would happen through the physical act of using the foam, and through mappings in the software. With high levels of complexity and a large range of possible outcomes, it was easy to come across new sounds. The system in many ways forces you to do this in its natural workflow, where you set up mappings and explore them, and you don’t know in the first instance what you are controlling. This unexpectedness is never eliminated from the system, still occurs at later stages when refining parameters. The populate function built on this to add more potential for creating ideas. Participant three compared the system to Schmidt and Eno’s Oblique Strategies, a set of cards which give suggestions that may help an artist with new ideas or to overcome creative blocks (Eno and Schmidt, 1975, 1978). They emphasised the system’s position in the creative process as a compositional aid.

Novelty of the System. Participants overall considered the system to be an unconventional approach to musical control, compared to conventional linear MIDI controllers. Participant two discussed this aspect of the system, commenting on how this approach was refreshing and interesting. This new approach could be difficult to adjust to as a new mindset was needed, one participant commented that they needed to learn to ‘let go’ to use the controller.

---

76 Participant 1: ‘it was completely new interaction ... because that’s something I like exploring in the sounds and it’s not something that other controllers are that conducive to.’

77 Participant 6: ‘it’s definitely a thing that you have to play around with for a good while and the pick out which bits were nice or which params were nice so its definitely an exploration type of deal.’

78 Participant 1: ‘I like the kind of freedom it gave you to explore an area, you were in control of where that could go with the mappings’

79 Participant 1: ‘it can make interesting sounds because there was always things that would come in against what you were consciously thinking about trying to get it to sound like. Yeah I like that.’

80 Participant 2: ‘with a mouse you can only really control one thing at a time, it’s a bit different if you have got something mapped to midi knobs, there are certain sounds that’s you can only get when one thing it is set too low and one thing is set too high, you very rarely come across that, whereas this, just by chance and squeeze will throw that sound at you’

81 Participant 6: ‘you’d end up creating this soft of weird abstract sounds with it just because, too be honest, I didn’t know exactly what I was controlling all the time which was kind of nice. So yeah I certainly thought that it has its purpose in this kind of semi-random fashion.’

82 Participant 3: ‘The thought that I had of it mainly and the physicality of it and the way that it affects properties kind of randomly, it kind of reminded me of Brian Eno and his Oblique strategies. If you come to a dry patch in you composition, you go to them the foam reminded me of it in a way because it’s the same kind of thing, especially with the populate function. If you were to get stuck or get bored of a sound or composition it’s a quick way to find something new by accident’

83 Participant 3: ‘I think it would be really useful as something to bring in to randomly change your sound for you and refresh it, help you find new sounds, ways of working that you wouldn’t usually use, which is extremely useful because people search for that kind of thing all the time when they’re composing, different ways to work and different ways to get stuff that they wouldn’t otherwise come across. I know for me personally, composing, I can kind of get very stuck in a certain way, it’s really easy to get a system of composing that works well enough for you not to feel that you have to change it, but then sometimes I think you really need something that will just put you out of your comfort zone, and find new ways of working that you wouldn’t otherwise do. I think that’s definitely the best thing about it for me’

84 Participant 2: ‘the approach to using the controller is important. I’ve been approaching it with the 0-127 midi knobs and on off button slider mindset. Those are clearly better controllers for this type of control. Why bother re-creating it. It actually a refreshing approach to think a bit at the start to set up acceptable parameter and usable ranges. Then just give it a squeeze.’

85 Participant 2: ‘it’s novel and new and different, like a totally different approach, I like it, for me that’s quite an interesting thing.’

86 Participant 2: ‘Overall it’s a totally different approach so it takes time to figure out exactly what you’re doing, it’s fun’

87 Participant 2: ‘I think the main thing with using it is learning to let go, because with all other controllers its
6.5.5 Discussion

6.5.5.1 Methodology

Before analysing the results from this study, a discussion of the methodology and its effectiveness will help to put the them in context. Overall, some very rich and detailed results were collected from the six participants who completed the study, leading to a large set of interview transcriptions for analysis. The participants had a variety of aims for using the system, and used it in a variety of musical scenarios. These findings could not have been discovered in a controlled, laboratory based study. An example of this is where one participant discussed using the controller in an improvisation session with friends, the insights this gave them into the system and how this changed their opinion of the controller. Only a study like this can encompass this kind of spontaneous use.

Some aspects of the study did not go as well as possible. Unfortunately 40% of the participants did not complete the study, due to varying circumstances outside the control of the researcher. While obtaining results from all ten participants would have been ideal, obtaining 60% has still given sufficient data about the controller. Further to this, because of the very open ended nature of the study, there are some areas of use and issues raised where the participants followed different paths and did not cross over. The results describe the stronger, saturated threads in the results, but because of this reduced overlap, there are some weaker threads which, while compelling, were not significant enough to consider in this analysis. They would be interesting to follow up, though that would be outside of the scope of this thesis. One answer would have been to give the participants a more restricted piece of software to use for the study, but this would have had less chance of capturing their interest over the course of the study. A larger number of participants may have helped with this issue of overlap (if the time and resources to support this had also been available), but may also have increased the number of weaker threads in the results. Lastly on the subject of participants, all subjects were students, and involving other non-academic musicians in the study would have expanded the scope of the results.

Finally, participants did not submit as many supplementary materials as was hoped for. They were asked to keep a record of their experience with diaries, sound recordings, screen shots and so on. While two participants did submit some data (see section 6.5.2.2), others failed to keep records, and this highlights an issue in the design of the study. The collection of these additional materials relied purely on the will of the participants, who were already giving up a significant amount of time for little material reward. Some sort of motivation scheme may have been put in place to encourage record keeping, but this may have conflicted with the ethos of the study which was not to interfere with people’s creative process and environment. In future studies, any motivation measures would have to be carefully chosen to preserve this balance as much as possible. As there was little supplementary data recorded, the majority of the results are from the participants’ recollection of their experience in the final interview.

To summarise, there have been methodological issues which have detracted from the completeness of the results. Overall however, the study has yielded a large set of useful data, which total accurate control more or less, this is not that approach so that was probably the biggest challenge, just a totally different mindset’
has helped to build a compelling picture of the EchoFoam system in the wild.

6.5.5.2 Analysing the Results

The controller provoked a mixed range of reactions from the participants. This went from fairly negative from two participants to a much more positive view in the rest. Certain elements were more enthusiastically received than others; the differences in reactions to these elements reveal some interesting general points about the participants’ use of digital music controllers and how they fit into their creative processes.

From a functional point of view, the system as a whole proved to be very robust. None of the controllers malfunctioned during the study, and the reactions to the software usability were all very positive with only very minor complaints. From this, it follows that the results are reactions to the system itself, rather than being due to usability problems.

A very prominent theme was controllability. Participants found varying degrees of instability in the system, originating from three possible sources. Firstly, the foam itself; the physical material is always trying to return to its original form and therefore always in motion for a period after you manipulate it, which creates possibly unwanted control signals. The foam is also complex to manipulate, requiring the user to work in three dimensions rather than typical one dimensional controls used in scientific-style music controllers. This makes it difficult to achieve more precise results without practice. Secondly, the multiparametric and nonlinear nature of the controller means that there are always surprises, and forces the player to adopt an exploratory strategy for each new mapping. Interestingly, some participant perceived this nonlinearity as randomness, although the mappings were in fact consistent from initial random settings. Thirdly, the system would become more unstable as more channels were added, due to increased complexity in the mappings and increased possibilities in sonic output. The participants generally found that the unstable elements of the system could be brought into line with carefully refined mappings, and this seemed a successful overall strategy for using the controller. This issue of controllability underpins all other prominent themes in the results.

Given the unconventional nature of the system, some participants found it difficult to make the shift in perspective towards the exploratory approach needed, or simply disliked this mode; a couple of participants had a strong preference for linear, separable controllers. Participants who achieved the most with the controller took an emergent approach, exploring what the controller could do for them rather than trying to impose a preconceived function onto it. This variation in participants’ approaches could be due to the cognitive styles of individual participants (Guilford, 1980). This theme is explored further in section 8.4.3 of the conclusions.

A strong thread in the results concerned the system’s place in the creative process, which was widely considered to be at the idea generation phase of creating a piece of music. Participants found the device to be best for finding unknown sounds, and for creative inspiration. The system was indeed designed for this kind of work in mind so this is not a surprising result, but it is interesting to analyse why this is the case. The key feature is that there is a degree of unpredictability about the system, in the way the mappings are set up and the way that
the physical controller works. Most controllers and sound engine combinations have some
degree of unpredictability in the output, but in this system it is made explicit. The output
of the controller is complex so you must explore new settings to find out how the motions
map to the sonic results, to discover how each motion changes the sound. Further to this,
the system’s precision forces it away from the more subtle refinement stages of composition.
Only one participant felt that it was precise enough to achieve very subtle results, the others
feeling that it lacked enough accuracy for detailed work. The use of randomness in the map-
ping process strengthened the system’s place at the idea generation phase of the composition
process, and proved to be popular with some participants who enjoyed exploring sequences
of random sounds and refining the results.

Something that all participants agreed on was that the controller was at its best when
mapped to the control of slowly evolving textures and ambiences. This reflected the physi-
cality of the foam. Further to this, these kind of sounds provide a constant reference when
exploring unpredictable mapping landscapes.

6.5.6 Conclusions

Having analysed the data from the field study, the following conclusions can be made:

- While some people enjoy multiparametric, non-linear control, others dislike it, prefer-
ing linear, separable controllers.
  This reflects and adds weight to the same conclusion in the timbre space exploration
  study (see section 7.8).

- Imprecision and unpredictability were both hindrances and the greatest strengths in the
  system.
  These factors led to unintended use and creative inspiration. They also limited the
  system’s use as a refinement tool.

- For successful use, a considered approach to mapping was required.
  Without careful mapping, the system could become unmanageable in some cases. Un-
  predictability and imprecision could be compensated for with careful attention to pa-
  rameters, leading to use for more detailed work.

- The system is most useful in the idea generation phase of the creative process.
  Participants enjoyed using the EchoFoam controller for creative inspiration, and for
  finding sounds that they wouldn’t normally come across.

- The system has its place among other more conventional controllers in the computer
  musician’s toolset.
  It provides a type of control that is not possible with conventional MIDI controllers,
  and is a useful tool to complement them.

6.6 Summary

This chapter has described the development and evaluation of EchoFoam, a system for mal-
leable, musical control. The evaluation results, combined with the results from the Phalanger
studies, contribute towards a wider picture of multiparametric control. These results will be considered together in chapter 8. Before this, there is one final study to present. This is a formative study of the RECZ system, a meta-mapping system for multiparametric controllers, designed for the exploration of large parameter spaces. This study used both Phalanger and EchoFoam controllers; it reveals some points of comparison between the two controllers, and provides further data for the discussion of multiparametric control.
Chapter 7

Multiparametric Exploration of Timbre Spaces

'A lot of our experience with gear is, if you know it well enough, no matter how simple it is, you can find something that it perhaps wasn't intended for.'

Rob Brown (Richardson, 2008)
Chapter 7. Multiparametric Exploration of Timbre Spaces

7.1 Introduction

This chapter explores the application of the Phalanger and EchoFoam controllers to a specific computer music problem: the exploration of timbre spaces. In this context, timbre space exploration is the act of navigating through the different possible outcomes of a sound synthesis process, parameterised by multiple, continuous controllers. Such a parameter space may have several dimensions, resulting in a huge number of sonic possibilities, and a tool to help navigate this space intuitively can be extremely valuable.

This exploration task was inspired by the first EchoFoam evaluation study, where participants haptically explored six dimensional timbre spaces. The results suggested it would be interesting to test high-level strategies for controlling the subset of parameter space within which the controller was working, in order to help the user explore the full space more effectively. The results from the study also showed some participants felt the behaviour of the controller to be unpredictable and imprecise in some cases, so imposing a larger controllable constraint onto its output could complement the behaviour well, making an interesting combination of order and unpredictability.

Both controllers are very similar on a data level in that they stream continuous, multiparametric, codependent data. This means that they can both be plugged into the same software process, creating an interesting opportunity for comparison. The comparison would be especially interesting considering the two opposing styles of tangible and intangible interaction.

The continuous outputs were mapped to continuous synthesis parameters to allow exploration of the spaces. With Phalanger, moving or changing the shape of the hand changes the sound. Using EchoFoam, deforming the shape of the controller changes the sound. The software mapped its inputs through an ESN in order to change its dimensionality to match the number of synthesis parameters being controlled. The controllers become too sensitive with larger parameter spaces, so a navigation system was developed to enable high level control over the subset of the parameter space in which the controllers are working. By moving and refining the working range, a timbre space can be progressively explored to find a desired sound. The search process was developed by focusing on three progressively more complex scenarios. The first tested a simple scenario, using a four dimensional parameter space. The second scenario tested a higher level of complexity using ten dimensions, and the final scenario explored if and how one might control a huge space with forty dimensions. The system is used bi-manually, while one hand is used for detailed search with one of the input devices, the other hand controls high level search parameters with MIDI and the computer keyboard.

The system has been named RECZ, after the four principal operations involved in its use: randomise, explore, centre, and zoom.

Reactions from two musicians aided the initial development, after which an evaluation study was carried out.

7.1.1 Research Questions

The project was approached with the following questions in mind:
1. Realtime control of the size and position of a subset of a set of parameters: is this a useful way to navigate a timbre space?

2. How does this approach compare to using conventional editing tools such as a GUI or knobs and sliders?

3. How do the two controllers vary in their ability to control this process?

4. Is it possible to interactively explore a continually controllable synthesis algorithm without knowledge of its underlying workings?

7.1.2 Unpredictable Control

A motivation of this study was to explore accuracy and unpredictability of control. Gelineck and Serafin (2009b) commented on this issue in their survey of electronic musicians. 16 of 18 of the musicians they interviewed said they preferred tools that they don't fully understand or are unpredictable in some way. The two interfaces used in this project have accuracy proportional to the skill of the user and were perceived in previous studies by some users as unpredictable and imprecise compared to conventional controllers. It is compelling to see how this style of interaction can fit into the more precise world of digital music by imposing a structured framework. By applying these two controllers to the task of timbre space navigation, this issue is explored further.

7.2 Related Work

In the area of timbre space navigation, evolutionary methods (e.g. Dahlstedt, 2007) have been well researched. Using interactive evolution, synthesis patches are encoded as individuals in a large population and evolved with genetic techniques to navigate the search space. Although effective, these techniques suffer from the bottleneck of human evaluation of fitness, which reduces the efficiency of the process. Seago, Holland, and Mulholland (2008) explored timbre space navigation, proposing two strategies; multidimensional line search and the use of adapted Bayesian filters. A controller-based approach is taken by Van Nort and Wanderley (2007), who used a graphics tablet and mapping engine to navigate complex sonic spaces.

This project fits between these areas, applying multiparametric controllers to the problem of timbre space navigation. A study by Dahlstedt lies in a similar area to this work (Dahlstedt, 2009). He investigates multiparametric mapping strategies, controlled with a variety of MIDI devices. He tests two strategies, one based on navigation through the parameter space with vectors, and the other based on a gravity analogy. Like the techniques used in this study, both allow meta-control of the scaling of mappings across the timbre space, and both use randomness for initial settings. Dahlstedt names this technique dynamic mapping.

The initial development of RECZ will now be described.
7.3 System Architecture

The timbre navigation system consisted of a collection of different programs and modules. The programs that run with each controller exist as separate OpenFrameworks applications, so an overlay application was designed that could host the timbre search engine and be integrated with both pieces of software. Figure 7.1 shows an overview of how the system was setup. Ableton Live was chosen as the sound engine; the software communicated with Live using liveOSC\(^1\), an OSC/Python interface that runs as part of Live. This provides a convenient way for the timbre navigation system to query the amount, type and ranges of synthesis parameters in Live, and automatically assign control streams to them.

7.4 Exploring Timbre Navigation Strategies

What we have already is the input from two different controllers, both of which can control an arbitrary number of parameters in an arbitrary way. With the foam, the user explores the parameter space by deforming its shape, and with the hand tracker the user can manipulate parameters by moving and changing the shape of their hand. In both cases, the sound will change in direct relation to body movement. When controlling larger subsets of the parameter space, small motions amount to very large timbre changes, so in terms of controllability, working in a smaller subset is better for fine tuning of the sound. This means some kind of strategy for moving and narrowing the subset is required. Both controllers also output code-dependent parameters, which means that with direct mapping it will not always be possible to reach every available timbre, so a strategy is required to compensate for this.

A timbre space navigation engine was designed with these issues in mind, the development of which is now described. The development took place over three progressively more complex scenarios. Overall, a blackbox approach was used; the system was designed with the aim of navigating any synthesis process with continuously controllable parameters, purely with controllers and no GUI.

7.4.1 Scenario 1: A Four Dimensional Timbre Space

The control streams were mapped to four parameters of a virtual analog synthesiser. For this scenario, the core of the navigation process was designed. To create variable subsets within which to explore with the controllers, each controlled parameter was assigned upper and lower bounds to create a working range, and also a polarity to determine if the mapping would be inverted. Pressing a key on the keyboard randomised these ranges and polarities, creating random areas of the timbre space to explore. The next step was to facilitate control of the subsets, to allow gradually refined navigation through the space. To achieve this, first a global percentage multiplier was applied to each range, so that the ranges could be narrowed around their centre points. A continuous MIDI controller was mapped to this. Secondly, a mechanism was introduced to move the centres of the ranges; pressing a key on the keyboard caused

\(^1\)http://livecontrol.q3f.org/ableton-liveapi/liveosc/
Figure 7.1: System Architecture
the ranges to centre on the current value of each parameter, allowing navigation through the space. With these functions, the workflow for navigating the parameter space was as follows:

1. With the ranges set at full, explore different random subsets of the timbre space until something in the area of the desired result is found
2. Centre on the area of the desired sound and zoom in a little by shrinking the working ranges
3. Explore the new ranges, getting closer again to the desired sound
4. Repeat the last two steps until the final result is reached

One issue was that using uniform randomness to determine the ranges sometimes led to tiny ranges on one parameter, limiting the scope of exploration. To remedy this, the random number generator was mapped through a sigmoid curve, making larger ranges more probable.

Figure 7.2: Exploring A Timbre Space

Figure 7.2 shows an example of how a four dimensional timbre space might be navigated. In each of the six steps, the columns represent four synthesis parameters, the shaded boxes represent the working range for these parameters and the + or - indicates mapping polarity. In (a) and (b), different random ranges are trialled to reach a suitable setting to start refining from. In (c) the ranges are re-centred and in (d) they are scaled down. In (e) and (f), centering and scaling is repeated, arriving at a small subset of the possible space.

This solution showed initial promise for navigating this smaller timbre space. The next challenge was to try exploring more dimensions.
7.4.2 Scenario 2: A Ten Dimensional Timbre Space

The system was mapped to ten parameters across two plugins, a sampler and a chorus that processed the sampler’s output. With this number of parameters, the process still seemed to work effectively. Up to this point, each output from the controller was mapped to the same parameter on the synthesiser. However, given the nonlinear nature of the controllers, each output stream behaves differently from another, which may limit the extent of the search space which can be navigated. To solve this, when the ranges were randomised, the parameter targets for each output stream were now randomised as well. To enable further control for the navigation process, code was added to enable mutation; pressing a key on the keyboard caused Gaussian randomness between -10% and 10% to be added to the bounds of the ranges, allowing subtle variations in the exploration space. The addition of these new features helped further improve the control over navigation. The next scenario to explore was the case where a synth had more parameters than could reasonably be output from the controllers.

7.4.3 Scenario 3: A Forty Dimensional Timbre Space, Navigated With 10 Control Streams

The VOPM\(^{2}\) softsynth was chosen for this scenario, an FM synthesiser with over forty parameters; forty of these were selected for control by the navigation engine. This was an interesting challenge as it involved nonlinear control of a highly nonlinear soundspace, and also because FM suffers from difficulty in mapping between gestural input and synthesis parameters (Lazarini, Timoney, and Lysaght, 2008). At first this scenario seemed to produce no sound on many settings. It was found that this silence was caused by one key parameter when the value was above 20%, so this parameter was removed from the set of targets.

As there were fewer control streams than parameters to control, the target parameters were selected as a random subset of the available targets, and could be changed again randomly by pressing a key on the keyboard. Selecting a new random set of targets left the previous targets on the values they were at when the settings changed, so each new random jump navigated further through the timbre space. The nonlinear nature of this timbre space meant that some settings were silent or would jump very suddenly to a different sound, so a one level undo function was added enabling the user to jump back from an unwanted setting. Navigating through a larger set of target parameters with random target selection in this manner allowed each new setting to be explored in an embodied way with the controllers, and rejected with the undo function if the new set of targets didn’t take the user in the right direction. To widen the search options further, a function was added to randomise the ranges of the currently selected targets while preserving the unselected ones.

7.5 Initial Reactions

Some initial thoughts about the system were gathered from two musicians, during informal interview sessions. During both interviews, debugging information was showing on the screen

\(^{2}\)http://www.geocities.jp/sam_kb/VOPM/
at the start; both musicians found the experience to be much improved with the visuals re-
moved so they could concentrate on the controller. Most importantly, both musicians found
the system engaging to use. Both preferred the hand tracker as the controller, finding it eas-
ier to keep points of reference. One attempted to navigate from a distorted sound to a clean
sound and back again, and achieved this successfully. They found that with the hand tracker
they could return consistently to a previous point in the timbre space, and felt that their ability
to do this would improve with practice.

One issue was with using the range centering process; when the working ranges are moved
to a new centre, the position on the controller now corresponds to a new position in the
parameter space so the sound changes. This can disrupt the flow of navigating the search
space, as it’s sometimes difficult to find where the sound you had centered on is in the new
search space, although it should always be possible to find it. Another issue was with the size
of ranges, one interviewee felt it would be better to always start from much wider ranges or a
completely full range.

7.5.1 Discussion
The initial reactions demonstrated that the system could work successfully, although some
refinement was needed. The main issue was the interaction between the range centering
process and the current state of the controller. Strategies need to be found to smooth out this
process which in turn will improve the flow of the navigation experience. Another issue was
widening the random range selection which could be solved by providing MIDI control of
the sigmoid curve which maps the random range values; the user could determine how likely
ranges were to be large.

One interviewee commented that the system was good for making broader adjustments
to the sound, but really fine adjustment was difficult; bearing this in mind it’s interesting to
consider where this type of system fits into the composition and editing process. Gelineck
and Serafin (2009b) observe that musicians need more accurate control when they come to
the final stages of a composition, so this system may fit in best at the earlier stages of creative
exploration. Any settings discovered with the system can be fine tuned with a mouse and GUI
later.

In terms of control, an interesting property of the system is the use of randomness; ran-
dom values are used to move around the search space in search of a good place to begin fine-
tuning parameters. This is necessitated by the blackbox approach to parameter control and
also by the nature of the controllers. To determine mappings by something other than ran-
domness, for example manual control, would require the attachment of meaning to variables
in the system in relation to the sound being controlled, however given the embodied nature
of the controllers, meaning in this system is derived from listening and physical interaction in
an explorative process. Considering this, using randomness seems to be the most appropri-
ate approach, although varying the distribution of randomness, for example with sigmoid or
Gaussian mapping, can increase the level of control.

An interesting aspect of this system is the role of bi-manual hand use. Treadaway (2009),
discussing hand use in creative practice, describes how in manual activities the dominant hand
is used for micrometric and internally driven actions while the non-dominant hand is used for macrometric and externally driven actions, reflecting differences between the left and right brain hemispheres. This pattern of hand use is echoed with this system, one hand being employed for detailed exploration of the sound space while the other controls meta-level search parameters.

Returning to the questions posed in the introduction, on the issue of whether this system can plug in to any continually controllable synthesis process, a key issue is the selection of parameters. In any synthesis engine, as observed in the FM synthesis scenario, there are certain parameters (for example master volume) that hold significance over others and should be excluded in a timbre space search. Parameter selection also depends on the intended sequencing of the sound. For example, including envelope attack in the search space for a sound played as staccato would not be relevant. Setting the initial target parameters is something that could be controlled by a GUI, and is part of the wider creative search process.

Two questions in the introduction concerned the comparison of the two controllers used with the system and also the comparison of the system with conventional control methods; there is not enough data to answer these yet, and a formal user evaluation will help to find some answers.

7.6 Evaluation

Having received positive feedback from the informal feedback sessions, it was decided to carry out a more formal laboratory based evaluation, focusing on core aspects of the system. This study took place in spring 2010.

7.6.1 Participants

Six people took part in the study, (two female, four male). Participants were advertised for on university mailing lists and through word of mouth. Four of the participants were music students, one was a DJ who used digital tools, and the other was a researcher who used digital music tools. Participants had received between zero and nineteen years of musical training, with an average of 7.2. All were experienced users of at least one computer music application. Two of the participants had taken part in the previous evaluation of the EchoFoam controller.

7.6.2 Scenario

There was a significant amount of information for the participants to take in during the interview session; in learning how to use each controller, and in learning how to use RECZ. To try and simplify the study as much as possible, a single scenario was set up for the participants to explore. They tried this with each controller at two different levels of complexity.

Each controller was mapped through a trained ESN to output ten streams of data. These streams were mapped via MIDI to a patch in Ableton Live. The patch consisted of a sampler processed by a chorus, playing a major-7 chord pad sound. The chord played continuously, while the participants could manipulate sound parameters with the controllers.
The ten controller destinations were:

1. Sampler filter frequency
2. Sampler filter resonance
3. Sampler filter morph
4. Sampler shaper amount
5. Sampler FM modulation amount
6. Chorus delay time
7. Chorus LFO amount
8. Chorus LFO rate
9. Chorus feedback
10. Chorus dry/wet

This combination of parameters gave an expansive timbre space to explore, with plenty of variation between possible sounds.

The high level search parameters were controlled with a laptop keyboard. A single slider on a Kenton ControlFreak MIDI controller was used to scale the working range.

7.6.3 Method

There were two phases in each session. To begin with, the participants were asked to explore each controller, without using the meta-search functions. They were asked to report when they had a feel of how the controller worked and were ready to explore more functionality, after which RECZ was explained to them. They then experimented with each controller together with the RECZ. After this, they were interviewed about their experience. To allow for individual differences between participants, there were no fixed timings for each phase of the experiment. The sessions lasted for between 30 and 45 minutes. Interviews were semi-structured, and recorded as audio, lasting for an average of fifteen minutes. The transcriptions were analysed using a grounded theory approach (see section 4.3.5.2).

7.6.4 Results

The interviews were coded according to grounded theory technique, and the resulting concepts fell into five categories: the system, the search process, control, player experience and methodology (see figure 7.3). The results will now be described, along with some supporting quotes where they supply additional detail.

7.6.4.1 About the System

Two participants who had taken part in the previous evaluation of the EchoFoam system (see section 6.3) commented on how this compared to their previous experience. Participant six
Figure 7.3: Results: Concepts and Categories
found the controller still to be familiar from the previous session. They also felt that RECZ had enhanced the experience of using the EchoFoam compared to when they used it first.

All participants made positive comments about the system. For example, participant two enjoyed the playful nature of interaction, and participant five enjoyed using their hands in this way. Participants two and three considered the controllers to be easy to pick up although participant four had trouble adjusting to the foam.

Some interesting comparisons were made between the two input devices, and in general the qualities of Phalanger were preferred to those of the EchoFoam controller. Comments were made about Phalanger being better in terms of latency, freedom of motion, ease of interaction, repeatability and immersion. One participant felt the foam was better for fine control when used in conjunction with the search process.

Several application contexts were suggested for the system. These included interacting with live instrumentalists, recording human motion with EchoFoam, control of guitar signal processing, and the control of DJ effects. Participants made some suggestions for improvements and additional features. One suggestion was for the use of two hands for controlling Phalanger, in a sculpting metaphor. For RECZ, parameter freezing was suggested, so that individual streams could be frozen as the search came closer to the desired sound. Navigation way points were another request, allowing the user to bookmark points in the parameter space to return to later.

7.6.4.2 Control

In terms of general controllability, a level of subtlety and detail could be achieved with the system. In particular with Phalanger in conjunction with RECZ, one participant described how they made broad and then detailed changes to the sound. People outlined some of
the initial difficulties in controlling the foam, including repeatability\textsuperscript{17} and holding the same sound. The inherent latencies in the foam were a problem for three participants,\textsuperscript{18} but participant six felt that they adjusted well to this after an initial period; they felt comfortable with both interfaces after exploring their constraints.\textsuperscript{19} Phalanger was generally considered to be easier in terms of repeatability, however, the search process was considered to enhance the repeatability of the foam by one participant who had tried it before.\textsuperscript{20}

There were several comments about the multidimensional approach that the system takes. Participant 6 considered it to be intuitive in use,\textsuperscript{21} and two participants valued the holistic approach to exploring sound.\textsuperscript{22} Participant four considered to system be expressive, although participant three found the process difficult to control\textsuperscript{23} and participant two felt there should have been fewer parameters.\textsuperscript{24}

7.6.4.3 About RECZ

Reactions to RECZ were generally very positive.\textsuperscript{25} The system was considered as a good complement to the two controllers,\textsuperscript{26} and was found especially useful to compensate for control issues with the EchoFoam.\textsuperscript{27}

Specific aspects of RECZ were discussed. Starting with the randomisation or search spaces, while participant two disliked randomness in general,\textsuperscript{28} others found this was a useful way of exploring different aspects of the timbre space.\textsuperscript{29} In particular it was a good method

\begin{quote}
Participant 5: ‘When I was just playing around with it I had very little means of just understanding the ranges of the different parameters and arriving at similar sound again’

Participant 5: ‘I thought that it's slightly annoying that there is that lag in the foam and I know that there's nothing that you can do, it's just built in because it needs to expand and contract.’

Participant 6: ‘I think it takes a moment to understand how fast you can go with it. It takes a moment I think for both interfaces to just get used to each other and see what kind of pressure you can have, what kind of speed you can have but then once you're in it there's a familiarity you can come back to’

Participant 6: ‘Yeah I think this really works in terms of getting repeatable sounds. I don't know what I said in my last interview, but I do think that I said something about being not so able to so easily getting to the same sound again, whereas this time around I think it was much easier. And I think it was to do with the dimensionality and it has to do with being able to be more in control of finding this place you like and exploring it’

Participant 6: ‘I think it's very intuitive, I would prefer that to any knob twisting or twirling. In fact I think both of those interfaces are extremely intuitive and the dimensionality is... you don't really think about it, it becomes something you work with’

Participant 5: ‘To a certain degree, at least for me, I sort of stopped thinking about the single parameters, I became more a place, and I think that's much better anyway if you have that number of parameters, if it is just one space that you navigate, you stop thinking about different parameters or dimensions in that’

Participant 3: ‘it was difficult to maintain one part of a sound and change other bits’

Participant 2: ‘I feel perhaps its current implementation, maybe there are too many parameters being accessed that my feeble mind can't really grasp and find it a little bit too random in nature’

Participant 2: ‘I think really that addition of that search function did a lot to the way, how engaging and how enjoyable it is to play’. Participant 6: ‘How did the search process feel in general? Very intuitive. It was gratifying.’

Participant 5: ‘the search function really adds to the way you play this because... with a cello, if you put a finger somewhere you kind of know of what to expect but with a very complex multi-parameter synth you kind of change your hand slightly... you're never quite sure whether you can reproduce what you've just done so with that search function its really nice’

Participant 5: ‘the feature that you can zoom right in kind of takes you back to where you were before the jump, and from there you kind of open very carefully, you can open the design space again and explore sounds around that centre, and I think that was a very nice way of playing around because you capture things. I found that even more useful with the foam because it’s so hard... it's harder to control and find things again’

Participant 2: ‘I spend years controlling music, it feels a bit wrong to let the control be an algorithm and be randomly generated. I lose that sense of the sound is mine, that I am gesturing, that I am creating’

Participant 4: ‘Often coming up with a sound is quite laborious. I’ve got a very basic knowledge of how to
for discovering unexpected sounds. One person stated their preference for exploring larger spaces, describing some random settings as too limited.

The centering function was also discussed. Four participants commented on how this was a useful feature, although the jump in setting caused by the centering took some adjusting and could interrupt the flow of exploration. Participant six commented on how they liked this delineation of flow.

Three participants talked about how they enjoyed the process of discovery afforded by the search system. Participant three felt it compared favourably to interactive evolution. The participants discussed the workflow they favoured when using RECZ. This typically involved zooming right in to a constrained setting and then moving outwards again, slowly opening up the space. Constraining the search space in this way allowed subtle manipulation of the sound.

7.6.4.4 Player Experience

Five of the participants commented on how they enjoyed the freedom of motion available, in particular with Phalanger. Using the foam, fewer degrees of freedom of motion were possible so this restricted the possibilities of expression in comparison to using the unconstrained hand. Participant six considered Phalanger as freeform enough to express a personal style to adjust the basic parameters to get to a sound. Having that random element really would help me', participant 1: ‘I think all settings are good for a start. Because when you start moving or touching you are going to get another different sound from the first one so, it’s just a point to start, and if you don’t like it you change it ... it’s very easy, I like that. It’s a great idea’

Participant 4: ‘The randomisation is a nice feature as well because it takes you somewhere you don’t expect to be. Just by playing around you wouldn’t yourself find the way there, but randomisation certainly is something that is in that respect very good’

Participant 5: ‘I think one of the best things is that you can centre around something that you found interesting and I used that methodologically more and more often’

Participant 4: ‘It took a little bit of getting used to, having to let go of where you were... you need to let go after you’d centered it? To get back to that.’

Participant 6: ‘In the beginning I didn’t like it but I got used to it. It’s like a full stop in a sentence. It’s like, ok, stop you’re moving on. In a way it helps you also to switch, if you switch your imagery or switch your mindset for a particular sound. Yeah but I don’t know what it would be like if it was continuous’

Participant 1: ‘That is much more intuitive, you can find things that I will never think about’, ‘...it became just a soundspace that I could explore. The discovery process was the fun part’

Participant 3: ‘I like the way the its done a lot. I had thought about doing a similar thing with just randomisation and genetic algorithms and just doing audio feedback. It’s a lot more fun moving your hand and playing the thing than like being like, ok next sound. With this you have control over it’

Participant 5: ‘I found a sound, centered it, then zoomed in so that I could reproduce the sound that I found ... and come out again and see that the space around that sound is. For me that was the means of exploration; find a sound that is interesting, centered it, zooming right in to that sound, had it reproduced and then went from there’, participant 5: ‘But when I found something I quickly centered it and zoomed right in, then I could let the foam expand and I had the sound still there, and then I could kind of open up the space again,’ participant 6: ‘I started somewhere and then slowly zoomed in. I’d zoom down to really close to see what the difference was and if I found a place that I thought was really good then I would stay there for a while and then I move around a bit until I wanted to move on’, participant 6: ‘I would go to a random preset and then I would say, ok that sounds quite holistic. I mean this is what I think I was thinking... let’s see if this space has some areas which are interesting, and then I would hang out for a while, move around, find something I could centre on or not, and then if it was not that interesting I would move on to the next one’

Participant 4: ‘I noticed you were zooming right in quite close to...’ Then you get those subtle tweaks, when the resonance is making a tone; I enjoy those kind of sounds’

Participant 1: ‘When you are using normal software, you are more constrained, you have not so many possibilities’

Participant 6: ‘With the foam I found that it was mostly pressing on areas or turning it in certain ways, so I found that this was more constrained, and hence I couldn’t get the sense of sculpting’
of interaction.\textsuperscript{40} Continuing the theme of personalisation, participant five discussed how they created their own parameter set of hand motions.\textsuperscript{41} Participant six talked of their sense of dialogue with Phalanger, again creating their own language of motion.\textsuperscript{42}

For participant five, the visuals available in Phalanger helped them to see the possibilities of different hand shapes they could use to interact with the system, and to see how the system picked them up.\textsuperscript{43} There was more discussion of the use of visual reference while using Phalanger; it helped participant four to use the system\textsuperscript{44} although they weren't completely sure why, while participant six was much less focused on the screen.\textsuperscript{45}

The feeling of embodiment when using the two interfaces was a key topic in the discussions. Participant six described the connectedness they felt when using Phalanger,\textsuperscript{46} between the imagery in their head and the motion of their hand. With Phalanger, participants used their proprioceptive senses to explore the soundspace,\textsuperscript{47} in contrast to exploring the material interface of the foam with touch,\textsuperscript{48} the foam representing an abstraction of the sound. Half of the participants talked of the use of metaphor when using the system. Especially with Phalanger they talked of moulding\textsuperscript{49} or sculpting\textsuperscript{50} the sound. For this latter participant, this use of imagery and metaphor was part of a deep sense of engagement with Phalanger.\textsuperscript{51} They

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{40}Participant 6: ‘because it’s so freeform it doesn’t... it’s part of the adventure rather than a constraint. It feels very free, very idiosyncratic. I think we have ways of moving, everyone does, and you’re not constrained by anything, and that’s what I liked about it’
\item \textsuperscript{41}Participant 5: ‘I made my own parameter set by using the space I had with my hand, so that was like lifting it off the surface, doing different shapes. And they obviously didn’t necessarily map onto the parameters directly but it was my own sense of the synth space. So I quite liked that.’
\item \textsuperscript{42}Participant 6: ‘And I have to say that there is a sense of dialogue ... because of the dimensionality with the hand movement. Because then you’d start to create a certain hand movement which you could think of as the syntax of the interface or the dialogue that you’re having’
\item \textsuperscript{43}Participant 5: ‘I looked all the time at the screen actually ... I watched the screen I think mainly because I like the green hand, it looked funny. And I also got a sense of what the system actually picked up. Probably looking at the representation rather than the hand itself, you become more aware of the shapes that you can produce. I wouldn’t have thought about all the different shapes I could do if I’d just looked at my hand, but seeing the recording on the screen I think helped to become aware of that’
\item \textsuperscript{44}Participant 4: ‘To begin with it was easier to use than the squeeze thing but that’s because there was some visual feedback it was giving me, even though it wasn’t feedback that was actually saying what was going on. Something to focus on maybe, I’m not sure’
\item \textsuperscript{45}Participant 6: ‘most of the time I wasn’t really aware of the visual so much. I was really in my head’
\item \textsuperscript{46}Participant 6: ‘So it was all much more connected , the imagery in my mind, the gesture in terms of making objects in space, caressing dimensional objects in space even though there weren’t any, as well as the directing of the sound into a direction that felt it was something I want to explore’
\item \textsuperscript{47}Participant 5: ‘I think in the initial exploration, with the hand I kind of had more time to listen to the sound because my hand was doing... its my hand, I know pretty well what its doing right? I don’t need to think about what my hand is doing’
\item \textsuperscript{48}Participant 6: ‘The adventure I was just telling you about, it’s a more internal journey in that case with the camera, and this is more a focused journey so in other words with the foam I was looking at what the foam can do for me, I was putting that into my objective and the camera interface.. the objective became more let’s see what it looks like where I’m going. Its not a hierarchical thing, it’s not about better or worse, it’s just two different things I feel’
\item \textsuperscript{49}Participant : ‘I came at it with the same idea where I might use my hands to sort of open and close my hands this area so the camera sees a rather large area, a block of space that I mould and in the same sense this foam is another block of space that happens to be smaller so I was kind of coming at it with the same sort of logic’
\item \textsuperscript{50}Participant 6: ‘I was really in my head, and in fact at one point I was thinking of it actually being more like a sculpturing process, I was sort of embracing the forms in the space... I had a dimension metaphor so I was thinking I could sculpt the sound. I had the sense that I could actually, when I made a movement, I was embracing, I was caressing something, it wasn’t just air.’
\item \textsuperscript{51}Participant 6: ‘The camera interface provokes kind of an entrancing quality, it’s definitely a deep immersion which caters to all the different senses’
\end{itemize}
also imagined a metaphor while they used the search process. The foam controller, with fewer degrees of freedom, had much less possibility for the use of metaphor, or to provide a semantic link between the player’s motions and the resulting sound.

The were comments on how the system could be used as an improvisational tool, and how using it for a performance would be a visual spectacle, although one person felt it might be too random for live performance.

### 7.6.4.5 Methodology

This is a brief category but worth noting. The following was said by a participant who had taken part in the previous EchoFoam evaluation: ‘I liked the sound better than last time, so it was more fun to play around with.’ This is continued confirmation of a previously noted methodology problem with this style of study; the musical material can influence the players opinion of the controller being evaluated.

### 7.7 Discussion

Overall, the results were very positive about several aspects of the systems the participants tried during the study, especially concerning RECZ and the use of Phalanger in this scenario. The results highlighted some differences between the two interfaces, and demonstrated how an increased sense of embodiment underpinned the successful aspects of the systems.

The reaction to RECZ was very positive. It worked well as a sound discovery and exploration mechanism, and it worked well as a means of high-level control in a complex multiparametric system. One potential issue with the system was with the centering mechanism. Participants in the initial evaluation sessions found that centering the subsets caused a jump in the sound output, and the player would have to explore with the controller to get back to the original point they were at before the jump. In this study, the centering process was less of an issue; although the same effect still occurred, one participant saw it as a positive break in flow, and others bypassed it when they used a strategy of zooming far in and then slowly outwards. This style of use of the system was one of the more unexpected results of the study. The system was designed with the view of gradually zooming in towards a sound, instead participants tended to use the strategy of zooming in to near maximum and then scanning the space by zooming out and then in again at high zoom levels. At the higher zoom level, the effect of the jump when centering can become less noticeable.

Looking at the differences between the two controllers, participants were generally much more positive about their experience of using Phalanger than the EchoFoam controller. The key to this difference was the high degree of freedom of motion afforded by Phalanger, which was much higher than that afforded by the foam. This allowed the player a finer degree of control, but most importantly allowed the player to build a semantic relationship between

Participant 6: ‘There was that sound and that sound and now you can go to that sound but you can change it slightly. You can explore a bit further. So it became this tree that you can go to, and I think it really works better with your imagination too in terms of visualising, because I know I had visual imagery before but it was just a more static imagination whereas this was more of a travelling kind of imagination.’
their hand motions and the sounds they were generating or exploring. While the more limited motion of the foam forced the player in certain directions, Phalanger’s freeform interaction allowed their movements and imagination to roam freely while playing the instrument. This allowed metaphors to be built by the players, and with some participants this created a deeper sense of engagement, connectedness and dialog with the system.

7.8 Conclusions

Having analysed the results from both the informal and formal evaluations, some conclusions can be made about this system.

- Continuous multiparametric control can be a successful mechanism for sound exploration.
  Some participants had an engaging and enjoyable experience using the two controllers for timbre space exploration.

- Participants were divided in their opinions concerning the holistic style of control.
  Some participants valued holistic control, while others found this difficult. This adds weight to Hunt and Kirk’s conclusion that some people prefer to think in terms of separable parameters, and therefore find multiparametric control challenging (Hunt and Kirk, 2000).

- The search system worked successfully.
  Reactions were positive, indicating that this mechanism of high level control of the subset of explorable search space could be a valuable tool for musicians. In terms of interactivity, one possible factor for the system’s success in this scenario was the use of bimanual control (Wilson, 1998, chap. 8). The players could use one hand for detailed control with Phalanger or the EchoFoam, while using the other for higher level exploration, controlling the search engine with a slider and keys. This builds on our natural mode of interaction when using bimanual systems (Treadaway, 2009).

- Intangibility can be a strength as well as a weakness of a controller.
  Previous studies with Phalanger showed that the lack of physical resistance in the interface could be a problem for some users. However, in this scenario the lack of tangibility was a definite advantage. It allowed freedom of motion, and in turn allowed better sound-motion correspondence and an increased engagement with the system. Speculatively, could the use of metaphor compensate for the lack of physical resistance? Does metaphor create imagined resistance, in some way making the system more ‘tangible’?

- In systems with a large degree of freedom of motion, a choreographed approach to control can benefit the players experience.
  Some participants created a language of control to use with the system, and felt that they benefited from it. When using a complex multidimensional system, creating a choreographed language of motions is one way of delineating the large space the user is working within. It can also help the player with repeatability, and with memorising larger structures.
Chapter 8

Discussion

‘I think that electronic technology offers us the possibility of divorcing ourselves from the necessity of virtuosity, without divorcing ourselves from the possibility of intense and meaningful interaction with our instruments.’

Don Buchla (Diliberto, 1983)
8.1 Looking Back

Before starting to make conclusions from the studies carried out for this thesis, the story that brings us to this point is briefly summarised. At the beginning a research area was set out which focused on musicians interacting with standard computers to create music. It was established that some difficulties for computer musicians using tools designed for production work are related to the low quality of embodied interaction that the systems afford, through limited bandwidth input devices.

A design space was set out, listing desirable qualities of new interfaces for GUI based digital music tools. Based on this, two new interfaces, Phalanger and EchoFoam, were designed. These interfaces were created principally with the aim of affording a high quality of embodied interaction, exploiting the perceptual-motor skills of the user. Both interfaces were evaluated formatively in laboratory based studies before being tested in field studies. As a study in further engaging with multiparametric interaction, an interactive system for exploring complex timbre spaces was designed, named RECZ. This system could use either controller as an input device, and was evaluated with both in a laboratory based study.

Having described and discussed the results of these five individual studies, I would like to reflect on the combined results in order to elicit conclusions about both controllers individually. I will then analyse the combined results to reach some more general conclusions about the research questions set out at the beginning of the thesis. I will start by reviewing the methodology used in this thesis, both to frame the validity of the results and to provide critical feedback for those considering using these methods themselves for the evaluation of digital music controllers.

8.2 Review of Evaluation Methodology

In chapter 4, a methodology was set out for evaluating the systems built in this thesis. The unique nature of the evaluation of digital musical controls was discussed; this is a novel and difficult problem for HCI, and there is no standard, well tested technique for evaluating player experience. The methodology I have used in this thesis is a conglomeration of evaluation and analysis techniques drawn from HCI and sociology, adapted for a specialised and complex problem. Given the novelty of these techniques applied to computer music, I would like to consider their effectiveness, and look at how they could be improved both on conceptual and practical levels.

8.2.1 Formative Evaluation Methods

The case study of evaluating the Wiimote as a musical controller (in section 4.2) sets out the issues surrounding the use of laboratory-based studies for gaining insight into the use of musical controllers. Three more formative evaluations like this have been carried out for this thesis. All were based on the methodology adapted from lessons learnt running the Wiimote study; all the studies involved participants carrying out pre-designed musical tasks with new controllers,
using preset musical materials. Data from the three studies came from post-task interviews with the participants, and all the data was analysed using a grounded theory approach. All three studies focused on player experience, and were purely qualitative. Reflecting on these studies, there are three further principal areas where weaknesses were apparent. These issues are additional to those already mentioned in the reflections in section 4.2, on practice time, variations in skill levels and unnatural musical settings.

- **Aesthetic Preferences.** Given the short length of the studies, all musical materials were set up beforehand, and were identical across all participants to preserve consistency. For example, in the formative evaluation of the EchoFoam system, all participants tried the same phase modulation patch. An issue that became apparent, and which participants commented on in two of the three studies, was that aesthetic preference concerning the musical materials may affect the participants’ view of the controller. There is no easy answer to this; there is no such thing as neutral musical material. It would be possible to allow participants to create their own patches in a study, but this would bring additional complexity, and distract from the main focus of the study.

- **Novelty Factor.** When a new controller or a new technology is used for the first time, there may be a novelty or ‘wow’ factor which lends the controller a more positive light than is actually the case, the positivity being directed towards the technology rather than practical aspects of use. For example, it might be fascinating and exciting to use a hand tracking system for the first time, and this excitement may colour the participant’s opinion of faults in the system. This ‘wow’ factor is something that would naturally wear off over time, but not necessarily within the period of a short study.

- **Confidence.** Not all participants were clearly comfortable with exploring a controller for the first time while sitting with a researcher. This is especially the case in studies with non-musician participants who have little or no performance experience. This confidence factor means that some participants will be shy about exploring an controller to their full ability, and will not be able to give high quality insights compared to someone who does not feel they have to hold back in front of the researcher.

Focusing on the positive outcomes, all three studies yielded valuable insights into the controllers they evaluated, and highlighted important issues surrounding their use. These insights were largely beyond the intuition of the researcher, making the results very worthwhile. For the two studies that preceded field studies, these laboratory-based evaluations revealed key usability issues that needed to be resolved before sending the controller out for more in depth evaluation. Had these issues not been recognised, they would have affected the quality of results in the studies that followed.

Overall, there are pronounced issues when using this style of controlled study, and most issues are rooted in the way these studies take place in contrived scenarios. Having said this, there is no doubt that this kind of study is extremely useful, especially in the early stages of design. All results of these style of evaluations must be considered in the context of these methodological problems. Practically, a balance must be considered between the need to obtain fast early results which are critical for steering the design of a system, against obtaining truer reflections on an instrument from observing its use in a more natural environment over a longer time period.
8.2.2 Field Evaluation Methods

In section 4.3.3 a case was set out for the use of field evaluation to evaluate musical controllers. The principal reason for this was to try and obtain a truer picture of musical interaction that can only take place outside of a controlled setting. In doing this, usage of an instrument is not limited to the designers’ intentions, and creativity is encouraged in a natural environment. This also means usage is socially situated, and allows the player to gain skill and experience of using an interface over time.

Both EchoFoam and Phalanger were evaluated using field studies. Reflecting on these studies, there were a number of issues concerning this style of study:

- **Participant Motivation.** In both field studies, participants were asked to collect data about their experience of using the controllers such as diaries, photos and audio clips. While some participants put effort into doing this, others were much less diligent in this respect. Motivating participants to keep records is a difficult issue, as the researcher must be careful to keep a balance between gathering more information and interfering in a study in a way which will colour the results. Further to this, gathering too small an amount of data can also colour the results. In the Phalanger evaluation, participants were unpaid volunteers, and in the EchoFoam evaluation, participants received the small reward of a free controller and software, so perhaps a greater payment for participation may have motivated participants. One strategy would have been to require submission of regular diary reports, though this goes against the aim of allowing the participants to use the controller in a freeform way, and unnaturally restricts the format of data being collected. It would also be difficult to enforce for unwilling participants. Another strategy could be regular phone interviews but again this could be intrusive to participants.

- **Usability.** Software and hardware made for a field study needs to be robust enough to work effectively outside of laboratory conditions; usability issues will colour the results. Achieving this level of quality can be difficult as the system being tested is typically in a development stage, made by a small development team, and using experimental techniques for interaction. While there were few of these issues in the EchoFoam study, there were a number of difficulties with the Phalanger system, mostly concerning lighting and skin detection. Sometimes usability problems are difficult to pick up until a system goes out for real-world testing. In running this style of study, issues will invariably reveal themselves, so possibly the best strategy is to be ready to resolve any issues as soon as possible and send software or hardware updates to the participants. In this way, usability issues will have a minimal effect on evaluating user experience.

- **Open Endedness.**

Both field studies were designed to be as open ended as possible. The software was built to allow completely freeform use of the interfaces. Phalanger was completely configurable; users could train it to respond to any set of hand poses and map it to any parameters in their music generation software. EchoFoam allowed a number of mapping configuration options in the software, and could be connected to any continuous parameters in Live. This meant that participants could explore the interfaces and software in any way which they preferred, and fit the interfaces into their own working practice. Limiting the interfaces to perform a contrived task would contravene the aims of a field study of a creative tool. The difficulty with this approach is that the participants can follow very different paths and have very different experiences with a controller. This can yield good results because it highlights different uses of a system, though it also means that there may not be much overlap between individual participants’ experiences. As a
result it may be difficult to find common threads that can be cross-referenced between individual results. This may leave a small number of strong threads from which to make conclusions. It follows there may also be a larger amount of weaker threads that seem compelling but do not corroborate well between users.

- Time. This style of field study is very time consuming to run. Software and hardware must be developed that is robust enough to survive real-world usage and abuse by participants. Following this, participants must be found, trained in the use of the system and interviewed after and possibly during the study. Data must then be compiled, transcribed and analysed. This all adds up to a large commitment in time and energy, but the reward is a set of detailed results.

8.2.3 Combined Methods

In evaluation of the two controllers, both formative laboratory-based and field based evaluations were carried out. It was intended that these two styles of study would complement each other. The field study would compensate for the methodological shortcomings of the formative evaluation, moving from a contrived scenario to the very natural scenario of the artist in their own environment. Further to this, the formative evaluation would be a useful way to obtain early results, and to help orient the field study to obtain the best results. In the aftermath of the two studies, the success of this combination can be examined.

It’s evident that the formative studies were a valuable precursor to the field studies. For both interfaces, the formative evaluation helped to iron out bugs and identify important functional issues concerning the controllers’ usage. For example the formative evaluation of Phalanger identified ergonomic and performance issues that were corrected before the field study. The field studies revealed information about usage that couldn’t be obtained in the controlled setting of the formative evaluations. For example, the EchoFoam field study saw the controller being used for a variety of different musical styles, by artists in their own studios, and revealed how the controller fit into peoples’ typical creative process.

Overall, it seems that the field studies needed the input from the laboratory-based studies to guide them in the right direction, whilst the results from a laboratory-based evaluation aren’t enough on their own to get a wider picture of a controller. These two methods have complemented each other well, each one needing the other.

8.2.4 Evaluation Concepts

The data from the interviews conducted for this thesis was analysed using a grounded theory approach. One of the outputs of this is a set of categories which emerged from the analysis of participants’ responses, illustrating the concepts around which the data was clustered. This collection of concepts may prove to be useful to others designing controllers or running similar studies. For designers, it highlights issues which may be important to the users of multiparametric controllers. For an evaluation study, it provides a list of framework around which an interviewer may wish to structure an interview session. The word cloud also provides a compact summary of the combined analysis of the studies.

These concepts are illustrated in a word cloud in figure 8.1 and are also listed as text in appendix C. In the word cloud, more frequently occurring concepts appear in a larger font.
To create this list and word cloud, the concepts were collected from the grounded theory analysis of the interviews in all five evaluations of Phalanger and the EchoFoam system. They were then sorted alphabetically and normalised, using the following rules:

1. Concepts that were very specific to one controller were generalised if possible. For example, ‘comparison-to-old-foam’ was changed to ‘comparison’.
2. Concepts that were too specific to generalise were removed.
3. Concepts with identical meanings but different names were merged.

Duplicates were preserved in the list, to indicate the frequency of occurrence.

8.3 Combined Results

The two interfaces created for this thesis have been evaluated with two studies, and were also contrasted in the timbre space exploration study. This has yielded three sets of evaluation results for each system. In this section, I will triangulate from these studies for each controller, to build a more complete picture of each system; their strengths, weaknesses and overall success. This will be done within the framework of the design space set out in section 3.5, the evaluation results revealing the level of success of the controllers in each category.

8.3.1 Phalanger

8.3.1.1 Convergent Interaction Model

Phalanger’s design fits in very well to the convergent model of interaction. It takes input from the movement of an unconstrained hand, which gives the system an extremely high EDFM. This motion is tracked with a camera, and typically reduced to ten parameter streams which describe the high level geometry of the hand. A further discrete parameter stream is available for describing the hand shape as recognised by a trained SVM, although this parameter was not used in the timbre space navigation study. These inferred parameters can then be mapped to any musical parameters or further mapping algorithms.

This large freedom of motion was simultaneously the most positive aspect of the system, and a cause of a number of difficulties in interaction. Focusing first on positive aspects, users in the field study found the system to be very expressive, as did participants in the RECZ study, who appreciated the freedom of motion possible compared to the foam controller. The method by which the hand was tracked and reduced to a small amount of parameters meant that gestures could be repeated in varied ways to achieve the same effect. In turn this meant that users could employ ancillary gestures, bodily gestures that do not generate sound but form part of the expressiveness of playing an instrument. Ancillary gestures can be seen as an ‘integral part of musical performance’ (Wanderley, Vinesa, Middletona, McKay, and Hatch, 2005), and accommodating this type of motion increases the potential for musical expressiveness. The freedom of motion afforded by the system also allowed users to discover a personal style of interaction, something that was commented on in both the field study and the RECZ study. This personal style was revealed in how users employed different gestures...
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to play the controller, and also in the way they could configure their own set of hand positions to communicate with the system.

The large freedom of motion also created some difficulties. One participant in the field study found that creating a language of motions to communicate with the system was problematic because it was difficult to imagine how to configure the system. The large freedom of motion also meant that it was possible to create gestural mappings that have no correspondence to the sonic output, and this lack of symbolic connection could detract from the experience of using the system. A significant factor that influenced participants’ view of the system was imprecision, and this was closely related to the freedom of motion; with no physical feedback users relied on proprioceptive and visual senses to operate the system. Some users in all three studies had no problem with this, and in fact found the system to be accurate; other users found this more challenging, and felt the system lacked accuracy and repeatability.

Overall, the convergent model embodied within Phalanger was a successful aspect of the system, but it also added some significant complexities to interacting with the system, which some users felt uncomfortable with.

8.3.1.2 Open Design

There are two important factors in openness of design. Firstly comes the potential for use in a wide range of scenarios, acknowledging that the system will be used outside of the intentions of the designer. The other factor is fault tolerance, making sure the system is robust in a wide range of situations and environments. Phalanger seems to have the potential to be used in a large range of musical scenarios. The laboratory-based evaluation demonstrated the system in a range of situations with varying types of control. Following from this, participants in the field study took varying approaches to the system. The RECZ study demonstrated another application for timbre space exploration, and further showed that it could in theory be used by any system which takes multiparametric input. The system however is lacking in terms of fault tolerance, and the principal cause of this is oversensitivity to lighting changes in the environments. While this system works robustly in a constant lighting environment, changing lighting causes errors in the skin tracking which propagate through the system. This gives the system a lack of portability, and means it would be difficult to use in performance with stage lighting.

8.3.1.3 Learning Curve

The laboratory-based study showed a mix of initial reactions to trying out the system; some participants quickly adjusted and others found it difficult to use, partly due to its unconventional nature. This study however only reveals data about an initial short period of use. The field study revealed that in the long term, the learning curve was more manageable. Users became steadily more competent over time, at both playing the controller and at training it with new hand positions.
8.3.1.4 Continuous Control

All control in Phalanger is continuous apart from the discrete output from the hand position classification system. This gives the system the potential for fluid operation of an interface or sound engine, though the nature of this operation is largely dependent on the mappings the user has created.

8.3.1.5 Intuitive Control

Users in both the field study and timbre space study found Phalanger to be intuitive to use. For example, one comment was that it was ‘instinctive and natural’. The field study revealed that intuitive feeling in use was enhanced when sonic output corresponded symbolically with the players’ hand motion.

8.3.1.6 Fine-grained Control

Some users of Phalanger did not feel that the system was suitable for fine-grained control, feeling that it lacked accuracy and repeatability. Other users however felt the opposite, and the reason for this cannot yet be explained. In the timbre space study, one participant talked of making both broad and detailed changes in the sound, also finding they were able to reproduce gestures. In the field study, another user talked about a close bodily connection with the music, and described the expressive potential as similar to an acoustic instrument. From this evidence, it seems that Phalanger has the potential for fine-grained, expressive control, but this may be the feeling of a minority of users.

8.3.1.7 Uncontrol

Uncontrol concerns the non-linear, unpredictable behaviours of a musical system, and their balance with linear, predictable behaviours. The results from the field study showed that a degree of uncontrol was inherent in the system, but also showed that this could be a factor people enjoyed when playing the system; it allowed freedom for error in a similar way to an acoustic instrument. The timbre space study showed that the the level of uncontrol could be reduced when used in conjunction with RECZ, which allowed interactive control of constraints to the parameter space. Overall it seems that, dependent on the chosen mappings, there is potential to manage the degree of uncontrol. Unpredictability will always be present in the system due to the intangible nature of its use, but this can be optimised through careful configuration. Further to this, for some users, uncontrol enhanced their experience of using the system.

8.3.1.8 Summary

In summary, the combined results show that Phalanger meets the aims of the design framework well; it affords the necessary types of control, has a manageable learning curve, has a convergent model of interaction, and can be used in many varied musical scenarios. The area where it falls down is fault tolerance, where it becomes unstable in variable lighting environments. This is a key issue that needs to be solved.
8.3.2 EchoFoam

8.3.2.1 Convergent Interaction Model

The EchoFoam controller has a high EDFM; it takes a very large set of motions as input, which includes all the movements a user can employ to manipulate malleable foam with one or both hands. The controller outputs a twenty-five dimensional stream of data describing the shape of the foam, and this data is reduced in dimensionality, typically to between one and ten control streams that are mapped onto musical parameters. Being a tangible system, the EchoFoam controller is more constrained in use than Phalanger. This was evident in the timbre space study, where participants almost universally preferred Phalanger’s larger freedom of motion. Further to this, EchoFoam users have less freedom to create metaphors, connecting actions with sounds. In all three studies, participants were divided into two camps that either enjoyed the high level, global control afforded by this model, or preferred the separable parameters in conventional controllers.

The tangible medium through which motion was captured caused some problems. The foam material suffered from latencies due to its slow expansion rate. Some also found it hard to operate, feeling that repeatability and accuracy were difficult, and that there wasn’t enough physical feedback. Overall, the convergent model in this system was the root of its strengths, but also for some users it caused some significant problems in interaction.

8.3.2.2 Open Design

In terms of potential for varied applications, the studies demonstrate EchoFoam being used in a reasonably wide range of scenarios. Principally, it was used as an instrument for the exploration of timbre spaces. In addition, the field study showed the controller being used for detailed editing, and collaboratively in a group setting. In terms of musical material, participants universally found it to be more useful for continuous sounds rather than percussive sounds, so this is one limitation in openness. Although users have explored and discussed its potential as a performance tool, it may prove more suited to studio work.

The system has shown itself to be highly fault tolerant. In the field study there were only a few minor software issues. Further to this, no participants experienced any hardware problems, so it seems as if the system is very robust.

8.3.2.3 Learning Curve

Both the laboratory-based and field studies showed a mix of learning curves. The results from the laboratory study are limited because of the time spent using the system, though it showed the initial reactions of users, some of whom found the controller difficult to pick up and some of whom adapted easily. The field study revealed that while most users found the controller easy initially, some found progression difficult. This was related to controllability issues, and skill needed to control the mappings system effectively.
8.3.2.4 Continuous Control

All control in the EchoFoam system is continuous, both in the physical controller and in the software. This means that interaction can never take place in ‘analytic mode’ (see section 2.3), all control is performative.

8.3.2.5 Intuitive Control

Users in all the studies found the EchoFoam controller to be intuitive to use. People talked of having a direct, tactile connection to the sound, and also believed that the act of manipulating foam felt natural.

8.3.2.6 Fine-grained Control

In the initial study, most participants felt that high accuracy would be difficult with the controller. There were mixed reactions about repeatability, some feeling it was reasonable and others finding the foam material complex to manipulate and perform the same motions twice. Before the field study and the RECZ study, the sensitivity of the controller was greatly enhanced, and RECZ added interactive control of the parameter space. With these factors changed, there was still a group of users who found the controller difficult to use accurately. However, some users also found the controller to be accurate enough for detailed work. The key to this was the parameter space system; with carefully configured parameters the controller could achieve a good level of accuracy. This level of accuracy however did not compare to conventional MIDI devices because of the nonlinear nature of the controller and mappings; with codependent multiparametric control, there is always a balancing act happening between altering parameters.

8.3.2.7 Uncontrol

Uncontrol was one of the most important aspects of the EchoFoam system, and this was highlighted in all studies, where participants used it for discovering new and unexpected sounds. Uncontrol is made explicit in the EchoFoam system; the control streams are codependent and nonlinear which means that for each new mapping, the user is forced to explore how the controller works in that particular configuration. This means that as mappings change, there will always be new surprises for the user. Participants in the studies enjoyed using the controller discovering unexpected new sounds, and for creative inspiration. Uncontrol was also the biggest hindrance; some users did enjoy this kind of behaviour in a controller, and some found it too difficult to use, perceiving at as being too random.

8.3.2.8 Summary

The evaluation results show that the EchoFoam system has fulfilled the general aims of the design framework, but with some prominent problems. Firstly, the potential applications could have been wider, a key problem to address is how to map this system to more percussive sounds. Another issue is the way in which the system captures motion: the latencies in the foam have caused problems, and some people found the malleable material difficult to
use for musical control. This seems to be related to user preference; while some users have very much enjoyed and adapted to using the material, others found it difficult or plainly did not like it. Lastly, the degree of uncontrol proved to be very high with some mappings, and some users felt the system was too unpredictable. Participants in the studies have had strong preferences concerning this system; in general while some had a rewarding experience, others felt uncomfortable with it.

8.4 Emerging Themes

Being that both Phalanger and EchoFoam have been created within the same design framework, they both share some key properties: they are complex, multiparametric, nonlinear interfaces with codependent control streams, that emphasise an embodied approach to interaction with digital music systems. There were several strong themes which emerged from the combined results of the evaluations of both systems, which yield some more general insights into the use of this class of system.

8.4.1 Metaphor, Imagery and Sound-Motion Correspondence

The Phalanger field study emphasised the importance of metaphor and imagery in creating successful, intuitive mappings between motion and sound. Looking at the results from the other evaluations, this issue is highlighted further, and is emphasised by the differences between Phalanger and EchoFoam. In the EchoFoam results, participants in the formative evaluation talked of satisfaction when a sound-motion correspondence existed. In the field study, there were no reports of any participants using metaphor or imagery when using the foam. This is in stark contrast to the Phalanger system where these were important concepts concerning the system’s use. The RECZ study highlighted the contrast; participants talked of the freedom that hand motion gave them to create metaphorical links between their actions and sound, with people talking of sculpting and moulding the sound, and describing some vivid multisensory imagery during use. They also reported that EchoFoam felt restrictive in comparison, and did not allow the freedom for metaphor in the mappings.

Three interrelated concepts concerning this area can be seen in the results: metaphor, imagery and sound-motion correspondence. Participants felt enjoyment and satisfaction when sound-motion correspondence existed in mappings. With Phalanger they employed metaphor and imagery to create the symbolic link between motion and sound; the results also show that when this link doesn’t exist, it can detract from the experience of using the interface. One can look to Jensenius’ work to find some insights into these results (Jensenius, 2007).

Jensenius focuses on the relationship between action and sound. He stresses the strong perceptual relationship between them, and talks of two types of connection, action-sound coupling and action-sound relationship. Couplings are based on real-world experience, while relationships are artificially created connections for artificial sounds such as those generated electronically. Jensenius proposes that to construct a good action-sound relationship, it should be modelled on real-world action-sound coupling, and stresses that this is an important factor when designing mappings in a musical controller.
Looking at the two controllers through this lens, it needs to be emphasised that both systems have very fluid mappings. With EchoFoam, the mappings are often changing and explicitly need to be explored, and in both systems the mappings are very configurable by the user. When using RECZ, the mappings are in continual flux as the user explores the sound space. Further to this, as these are multiparametric controllers, when one mapping changes, the entire control landscape changes. This change may be dramatic even with small mapping changes due to non-linearities in the mapping algorithms. As these mappings change, it is the responsibility of the user to try and create any artificial action-sound couplings. As Jensenius says, the best couplings are based on real-world examples, and this provides a good possible explanation of why users preferred using Phalanger for timbre-space exploration. Given the large freedom of motion available with the system, it allowed the users to create their own perceptually matched way of interacting with the sound space, and gave them freedom to use metaphor and visual imagery to create the symbolic link between motion and sound in an abstract space. It is also a possible reason as to why playing the interface was more difficult when this symbolic link could not be made. EchoFoam on the other hand, provides a pre-set metaphor of malleable manipulation, and does not give the player such freedom to make metaphorical associations.

This shows that the capacity for metaphor and imagery can be an important part of controller design, especially where mappings are in flux, as is usually the case in digital music where the user controls the mappings. It highlights the potential that intangible control elements have for allowing the user to realise metaphor and imagery, and therefore create perceptually matched action-sound relationships. How different would the experience of the EchoFoam controller have been if it contained a small accelerometer to make an additional stream of intangible motion based control?

8.4.2 Choreography and Language Creation

Given the large EDFM of both controllers, the creation of a language of motions with which to use the controllers was an important issue for some participants in the evaluations. Conventional scientific instrumentation style controllers show their controls up front, and modes of interaction can be derived from visual inspection. These controllers afford a large number of ways in which they can be manipulated that were not obvious to the user without exploring such options themselves. The results demonstrate two types of language creation, namely explicit creation through configuration and language creation as a way of exploring and subdividing a parameter space.

In the Phalanger field study, language creation was explicit as the user could configure the system to respond to a customised set of hand positions. This meant that training the system became a skill in itself, involving creativity to define how the system would interact with the user, and requiring choreography and performance skills to create the sequence of gestures needed to effectively train the machine learning system. From my own experience of training Phalanger, I found myself creating detailed sequences of gestures to train the system for a particular scenario. I would then repeat these sequences with subtle differences to retrain the system for varied outcomes. To this end, I made an informal notation system to keep track
of the sequences while I trained the system. As I spent more time using Phalanger, acting out these gesture sequences became more intuitive; it felt as though training the program was as much of a skill as using the configured system. Each training sequence became a small choreographed performance, which I needed to perform well in order to achieve the desired outcome. This style of interaction with machine learning systems is a relatively new issue for HCI, and is explored in depth by Fiebrink, who created ‘The Wekinator’, an interactive machine learning tool, and studied musicians who applied it to digital music systems (Fiebrink, 2011). This topic is also addressed by Ashbrook and Starner (2010); they recognised that designers frequently have little expertise in machine learning, and created ‘MAGIC’, a tool to design and test gestures.

While training machine learning tools is one aspect of language creation for these controllers, the other important aspect concerns how players subdivide a complex and abstract multiparametric space into their own language of smaller motions. The evaluation results showed users of both systems discussing how they created their own language, more so with Phalanger where there was more freedom of motion, one participant describing these motions as the syntax of communication with the system. Participants in the EchoFoam field study talked of the vocabulary of motions they used with the system, describing them in terms of ‘squashes’, ‘twists’, ‘crushes’ and more. They also talked of how they mapped the cube into sections such as corners, so the vocabulary may have been a combination of motion descriptions and cube locations. With Phalanger, this language was described more in terms of metaphor, such as using a DJ deck.

To summarise, for the designers and users of multiparametric controllers such as the ones in this thesis, language and choreography are important elements to consider for improving user experience. Where the controller presents an large, abstract, explorable parameter space to the user, it’s important to employ strategies to make sense of this area. It’s also important to understand that a better language will create better symbolic links between motion and sound.

8.4.3 Cognitive Styles and Multiparametric Control

Looking at the evaluation results as a whole, there has been a marked range of reactions to the controllers from the participants in each study. These reactions have ranged from enthusiasm to the systems in some individuals to dislike in others. In no study was there universal approval for a controller. In terms of results this is quite acceptable as universal approval was not the aim of the evaluations, but rather to understand the use and strengths and weaknesses of the systems. However, the interesting theme here is the wide spread of reactions. The results show this range of reactions in two areas: first the participants’ overall opinion of the controllers, and second, their initial ability to use the controllers effectively. As noted in the formative study of Phalanger, some people felt instantly comfortable with the system while others found it more difficult to use at first. It seems that participants’ reactions were divided along two sets of poles concerning control style preference and general musical approach. In terms of control style preference, participants were divided between linear and multiparametric control. Some disliked the inseparability and codependence of parameters
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of the multiparametric approach. Others enjoyed the more holistic approach, and felt that conventional MIDI controllers were more limited in comparison. The participants’ approach to music creation was where other divisions appeared, some preferring a more exploratory, emergent approach, and others preferring a top-down approach. This was particularly evident in the EchoFoam field study, where the controller almost forced an emergent approach.

There are a number of factors which may explain the breadth of reactions. A few participants commented on how they felt established in the way they used equipment and were less willing to adapt to a new approach. Further to this, the overall novelty of these multiparametric controllers may have been a factor, as participants were very unlikely to have used a similar system before. Beyond this, many participants felt uncomfortable with the lower precision levels in these controllers, compared to the highly accurate controllers they were accustomed to. A more universal explanation for these differences may be rooted in cognitive styles.

A cognitive style describes an individual’s way of processing information (Steinberg, 2001), their preferred and habitual approach to organising and representing information (Riding and Rayner, 1998). Cognitive styles are typically described along bipolar axes, for example Pask proposes the holist-serialist dimension. Holists take a global approach to a task, focusing on the broader conceptual overview while serialists focus on small units, building up to the bigger picture which emerges later in the process (Ford, Wilson, Foster, Ellis, and Spink, 2002). There are several propositions of dimensions along which to label cognitive styles, Riding and Rayner group them broadly along two axes: wholist-analytic and verbal-imager. The wholist-analytic axis, analogous to Pask’s holist-serialist dimension, describes whether an individual has a tendency to organise information structurally into wholes or parts. The verbal-imager axis shows how an individual tends to represent information when thinking, either as imagery or verbally (Riding, 2001). An individual’s overall cognitive style is their position along these two dimensions. Their cognitive style influences behaviours such as learning, motor skills and social behaviours.

Eaglestone et al. (2008) found that the way composers approached composition tasks mapped well onto the global-analytic axis. Within their sample, the predominantly dominant global style composers tended to establish a structure and refine it, while the analytic style individuals tended to take an emergent approach to the process, building a piece from small components. Gelineck and Serafin (2009b) also found two similar global modes of composition, which they call the worker and the explorer. These dimensions map well onto the approaches of the participants in the EchoFoam field study, where the EchoFoam system seemed to work more successfully for those who tended towards an overall emergent, analytic approach to music creation. While this maps well onto compositional approach, it’s not so obvious how cognitive styles might correlate with control style preferences. Speculatively, since parameter codependency and non-linearity lead to a level of unpredictability in an interface, a more explorational approach to learning may be required, making multiparametric interfaces more suited to analytic individuals. Conversely, the higher accuracy and separability of MIDI controllers may be more suited to a global/refinement approach.

A recent user study on individual interactivity preferences explores this area further. Kim, Lim, and Suk (2011) investigated different attributes of activity including continuity, concur-
rency and qualities of movement; they found that individuals have diverse preferences for
some of these attributes, and that these were related to individual differences. Interestingly,
they discovered that their participants expressed preferences for concurrent vs sequential and
continuous vs discrete interaction. Furthermore, they found that preferences were diverse con-
cerning concurrency; this echoes the results here, which show a range of preferences con-
cerning holistic control vs separable parameters. They also found that 70% of participants
preferred continuous to discrete control, which adds weight to the general approach of these
controllers. Kim et. al's study was conducted using mouse control of a GUI, it would be
fascinating to explore this area further in the context of digital music controllers.

8.4.4 Uncontrol

Uncontrol has been a prominent theme throughout the evaluation results. Uncontrol (initially
discussed in section 3.5) describes the unpredictable behaviour in a system, and encompasses
the concepts of nonlinearity, randomness, unexpectedness, repeatability and precision in the
control of a musical instrument. Uncontrol was an element in the design space set out in
chapter 3.

Looking through the evaluation results, issues surrounding uncontrol occur frequently,
and were a key factor in the usage of the two controllers. Users of Phalanger in the formative
evaluation found that fine control was difficult, and felt the interface was suited to less accurate
types of control. Others commented on elements of unpredictability in the system. This was
emphasised further in the field study, which showed how uncontrol exists in a delicate balance
in the instrument. Freedom of movement was a valued part of interacting with Phalanger, but
this also meant freedom to make errors of control; this created a trade off between the quality
of embodied control and uncontrollability.

The EchoFoam system was shown to exhibit uncontrol in a number of areas of its func-
tionality. In fact, uncontrol was one of its most defining qualities for the participants in the
evaluations. The system exhibited highly non-linear behaviour, and this was coupled with
complex behaviour of the foam to create a large degree of unpredictability in the system. This
level of unpredictability led to one of the most positive uses of the system as a tool for the
discovery of new sounds.

RECZ showed itself to be very effective at damping the level of uncontrol in both con-
trollers. Results showed that with carefully selected mappings, a higher level of detail and
precision could be achieved. For example, in the EchoFoam field study, one participant felt
the system was precise enough for detailed work. They also took a considered approach to
mapping which contributed to this level of precision.

The results reveal some interesting insights into the nature of uncontrol. Before exploring
these in more detail, I will briefly review what current research tells us about uncontrol in
digital music systems.

Jordà highlights the interconnectedness of non-linearity with uncontrol. Non-linearity
is seen as a source of uncontrol, but it can also provide more powerful higher-order control
(Jordà, 2005). He believes that non-linearity should not mean complete uncontrollability or
unpredictability; the performer needs trust in an instrument, and should be able to pull it back
from non-linear behaviour when needed. Gelineck and Serafin’s (2009b) survey of computer music composers highlights unpredictability as an important factor in the design of musical systems; the participants enjoyed the surprises and accidents resulting from less predictable elements of the tools they used, and the majority felt that ‘too much control can kill the creative process’. Magnusson and Mendieta’s (2007) survey of digital musicians revealed similar attitudes, one of the respondents is quoted as saying ‘full control is not interesting for experimentation, but lack of control is not useful for composition’. Bertelson et al’s case study of two digital music composers shows how lack of control is an important element in the composition process. One composer talks of how his Max/MSP patches could reach a level of complexity which is difficult to follow, leading to unpredictable behaviour and creative inspiration. The other talks of the ‘glitch’ aesthetic of using errors and accidents as source material (Bertelsen et al., 2007; Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold, 2009). These studies present a view of uncontrol as something that is welcomed by composers as a source of creative inspiration, and as an important element in skilled control of an instrument. The evaluation results add to these studies to build a more detailed picture, presented here as a mini-taxonomy of uncontrol.

8.4.4.1 A Mini-Taxonomy of Uncontrol

Figure 8.2 summarises the concepts surrounding uncontrol. Two groups of sources of uncontrol are evident, physical and virtual. Physical sources comprise uncontrol elements present materially in the controller, or due to the manner in which the user must interact with the controller. With the EchoFoam controller, the foam itself contributed to uncontrol because the material was always trying to decompress back to its default state, influencing the control streams as it did this. The foam itself is a complex nonlinear system, which is manipulated by the user to control sound. With Phalanger, the intangible nature of the interface was the principal source of uncontrol; freedom of movement led to freedom for player error. Virtual sources of uncontrol arise from mappings and algorithms processing the control data. For the controllers in this thesis, the ESN mapping method introduced elements of uncontrol because of the non-linear nature of the mappings, coupled with a slight inherent instability in the ESN outputs. For both interfaces, further elements of virtual uncontrol could be added by the player when the control streams were mapped to sound parameters. The EchoFoam study showed how important the choice of mappings was in achieving a reasonably stable, playable system; the system could easily lose too much stability given the wrong choices.

The causes of the existence of uncontrol fall into two groups: explicit and implicit. Explicit uncontrol is a deliberate uncontrol element introduced by either the designer or the user of the system. For example, the EchoFoam Live Link software allowed the random selection of mapping destinations and ranges by the player; the player could deliberately inject unpredictability into the creative process when looking for creative inspiration. Implicit uncontrol exists as a side effect of the principal design aims of a controller, for example output instability from an ESN or variability in hand motion.

The evaluation results reveal a little about perception of uncontrol. Interestingly, several participants in the EchoFoam studies perceived unpredictability in the controller output as randomness, when it was in fact due to the nonlinear and complex nature of the system. This
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Figure 8.2: Uncontrol
is most likely because the nonlinear behaviour obscured the relationship between action and output, to an extent that it seemed to be random. This perceived randomness unfortunately deterred them from persevering with certain aspects of the system.

The effects of uncontrol are both positive and negative. On the positive side, uncontrol can lead to a heightened sense of engagement with an interface, and has the potential to model levels of embodied control as seen in acoustic instruments. In terms of the creative process, uncontrol can provide creative inspiration to the player in the form of unexpected results. On the negative side, uncontrol can lead to frustration with an interface and can interrupt or stop the learning process. It can also negatively impact repeatability.

Obtaining a good balance of uncontrol is an important factor in the design of a musical interface. The results concerning perception of uncontrol as randomness suggest that this balance is individual to each user, and is most likely related to control skill levels and also expectations of how a system will function. A level of uncontrol that is too high will not encourage the user to try and understand the dynamics of an interface.

The transition path to uncontrol describes how a system moves between control and uncontrol. This path may take many forms, from a gentle curve to a binary jump. This behaviour has a fundamental effect on the experience of using an instrument, because it determines how easily the player can control the transition from linear into nonlinear zones and back again. A gentle curve will allow the user to test out areas of uncontrol, but retreat back to safer and more linear behaviour when desired. At the opposite end of the spectrum, a binary jump into non-linear behaviour may leave the player trapped in a non-linear zone, unable to return to normal playability.

8.4.4.2 Damping Nonlinear Behaviour

The evaluation results show an interesting function of RECZ, where the users employed it not just to traverse a parameter space, but also as a mechanism for damping nonlinear behaviour in mappings. Both the EchoFoam field study and the timbre space study show examples of participants narrowing the search space in order to limit or lessen unpredictability in the system. Further to this, the field study showed that this was a key element to successful use of the interface, and that even detailed control levels could be achieved as the search space was constrained. A high level search system can act as a well-matched complement to the complex behaviour of a multiparametric input device, realising a balance of controllable uncontrollability. It’s reasonable to suggest that this system could act as a generic tool to enhance the behaviour of other multiparametric input devices. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the results point to a variability in the way in which users perceive and explore elements of uncontrol. This emphasises the usefulness of the RECZ, which provides a continuous and user controllable level of damping to the system, adjustable to individual needs.

8.4.4.3 Summarising Uncontrol

The results have emphasised the significance of uncontrol in the design and use of musical interfaces. The mini-taxonomy breaks down uncontrol into smaller elements that can be analysed by the designer in order to achieve a better understanding of their system, and to
help fully exploit the benefits of uncontrol. With controllers that aim to enhance a sense of
embodiment through complex motion capture, uncontrol is always going to be a key issue
in many aspects of interface and mapping design. It is important that the designer provides
strategies for the user to deal with positive and negative aspects of uncontrol, as it is important
for the user to be aware of the significance of uncontrol elements.

8.4.5 The Creative Process

As has just been discussed, both controllers exhibited a higher degree of uncontrol than is
typically associated with conventional interfaces for digital music tools. Despite this, the
evaluation results still showed that the majority of participants considered them to be useful
controllers, albeit for a more limited range of applications. This shows that less precise con-
trollers do have a place in the computer musician’s toolbox, raising the question of how these
tools best fit into the creative workflow for digital music.

There is a limited body of research available that focuses on the creative process of com-
puter musicians. Gelineck and Serafin’s (2009b) survey of electronic music composers is one
of the most revealing. There are some key points in their findings that relate to the results
presented here. Firstly, they mapped out the creative process and found three overall phases:
an exploratory phase followed by an editing phase, and finally a pragmatic phase. The results
here confirm the exploratory phase of this model, the EchoFoam field study showing that par-
ticipants used the system for exploration and inspiration early on in the composition process.
More significantly, Gelenick and Serafin found that the composers in their study preferred a
level of unpredictability in the tools they used, and commented that designers should be aware
of the levels of unpredictability in a tool and how it fits into the composition process. The
results of the evaluations again confirm this, as the level of uncontrol in the interfaces had a
direct impact on where the participants felt they were useful. This was especially evident in
the EchoFoam study, where the majority of participants favoured the system for the explo-
rative phase, where unpredictable behaviour would lead to interesting new results. Also, users
of Phalanger felt that it was better for broad gestures rather than fine adjustment, and further
to this it showed itself to be a very good device for exploration with the RECZ system.

There is one case where the results contradict Gelineck and Serafin’s conclusions. They
placed unpredictability on the opposite end of an axis with intuitiveness, suggesting that an
unpredictable tool cannot be intuitive and vice versa. The evaluation results suggest other-
wise; users from all studies reported the controllers as feeling organic, natural or intuitive in
use, showing that these two concepts are not mutually exclusive. The reason for this is most
likely the specialist focus of these two systems, which is on embodied interaction. There is
no doubt that unpredictability in many software systems can result in behaviour which im-
pedes intuitive use; conceivably this could happen when the user loses control of a system
and cannot bring it back to normal behaviour, as a quality of the transition path between
linear and non-linear zones. EchoFoam and Phalanger have been designed with the aim of
exploiting innate perceptual-motor skills in interaction, putting the user in very intimate con-
tact with the process they are controlling; this may mean that it is easier to pull back from
zones of unpredictability into more linear zones. It may also mean the user has an intuitive
sense of the unpredictability in the system. This suggests that Phalanger and EchoFoam have a well defined place in the computer musician’s arsenal, as tools that are aimed squarely at the exploratory phase of the composition process. Further to this, the evaluation results show that some users liked these controllers more than conventional controllers, which they felt had more limited expressive potential, or lacked an embodied connection. This shows a clear need for this class of controller, that takes a highly embodied approach to motion capture, and exhibits higher than average levels of uncontrol. The majority of input devices available for computer musicians follow the scientific instrumentation paradigm, and are more suited for editing and refinement than uncontrol and idea generation. We need more controllers that are specifically aimed towards exploration and inspiration.

Currently, with the advent of mobile music creation apps, there is a trend towards a more granular approach to music creation, using many small tools rather than following the whole composition process through a single DAW environment. This approach could work well for musical controllers as well, where an artist could reserve different input devices for different musical contexts.

To summarise, EchoFoam and Phalanger have been shown to provide an embodied and intuitive approach to less precise control. While they are not necessarily suitable for refinement and editing, there is a clear place for them in the exploration phase of the creative process, and a clear need for more interfaces that prioritise embodied experience over precision.

8.5 Summary

Five evaluation studies have been presented in this thesis. In this chapter, the results were considered together, to reflect on the evaluation methods, the design aims, and to examine the emerging themes and issues surrounding the multiparametric controllers in these studies. The next chapter presents the conclusions drawn from these results.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

‘I believe in deeply ordered chaos.’

Francis Bacon (Kimmelman, 1989)
9.1 Towards a Model of Multiparametric Interaction

The results in this thesis represent one of the most in-depth studies into multiparametric control since Hunt and Kirk’s (2000) work. The controllers tested here are different in some significant ways: they use a higher number of parameter streams and the system does not necessarily need the user’s energy for a sound to be made. However, the overall approaches are very similar, and both studies can contribute to the wider picture of multiparametric controllers. In this section, Hunt and Kirk’s results will be compared to the results in this thesis, and then the results examined to see how they add to Hunt and Kirk’s work. In doing this, we can establish a more detailed model of multiparametric work, to aid both designers and users.

Hunt and Kirk listed some major conclusions about their studies, and three of them are particularly relevant and comparable to the work here:

- Mappings which are not one-to-one are more engaging for users.

The results have shown repeated examples of participants having an engaged and intimate experience with the sounds they were controlling. This was particularly evident in the RECZ evaluation, where some participants felt a high sense of connectedness with the sound space they were exploring. In the evaluation of EchoFoam, participants had a distinctly different experience with the foam compared to the linear mapped sliders and in some cases felt that the foam enhanced the experience; as one participant said, ‘It’s more related to human touch than it’s related to the very limiting one dimensional moves that you can make with the MIDI controller’. Hunt and Kirk emphasised how their participants had fun with multiparametric control, and this has also been evident in all the evaluations here. They talked of long term potential; all the users in the EchoFoam field study said they would consider using the controller after the study finished, as did one of the Phalanger users. Generally, it’s clear that multiparametric control can provide a very engaged experience, but there are also some caveats: multiparametric control is not suitable for every situation, and it’s not suitable for all users.

- Complex tasks may need complex interfaces.

Hunt and Kirk’s results showed that as task complexity increased, so did the performance of their multiparametric interface. There are no results here that are directly comparable as no quantitative measures have been taken, but we can look at examples in the results of similar situations, the most prominent one being the RECZ study. This gave the users the relatively complex task of navigating a ten-dimensional sound space. They did not attempt this with one-to-one mappings on a MIDI controller, so we have no evidence of how this experience would have compared. However, the results do show some participants effectively navigating this space with the two multiparametric controllers with very little training time, acknowledging a highly engaging experience. This shows a relatively complex task being performed with relative ease, so goes some way to confirming Hunt and Kirk’s conclusion. Further to this, in the formative EchoFoam evaluation, some participants talked about how the foam was a more intuitive approach to the sound exploration task than the sliders, again showing the success of a multiparametric interface in a relatively complex task compared to an interface with one-to-one mappings.

- Some people prefer to think in terms of separate parameters.

It’s very clear that the results here confirm this. There have been participants across the studies who expressed a preference for separable parameters. Hunt and Kirk propose
that this may be due to a preference for analytic mode thinking in some individuals. More recent research (Kim et al., 2011) suggests the existence of global interaction style preferences. This area needs to be investigated further in the context of computer music interfaces.

Overall the results here seem to confirm Hunt and Kirk’s findings, and they have more to add to the overall picture of multiparametric control:

- **Multiparametric control is a good approach for enhancing the quality of embodiment in musician-computer interaction.**

  This has already been suggested by Djajadiningrat et al. for applications in the domain of product design (Djajadiningrat et al., 2007). It can also been seen that this approach shows promise for musicians interacting with digital music tools. All studies have shown examples of participants experiencing engaged, intuitive control over musical parameters, with comments that the interfaces felt organic and natural. The two controllers exploited two natural ways of connecting with the physical environment: hand motion and manipulation of malleable material. However, these are not typically associated with the control of music, which brings us to the next point:

- **The role of metaphor and sound-motion correspondence is vital in creating good mappings.**

  Better mappings tend to involve a perceptual connection between action and sound. With the complex level of control inherent in multiparametric interfaces, providing this connection can help the user to make sense of a complex input device and large parameter space. Conversely, mappings which make an unnatural connection between action and sound can detract from the user's experience. One way to aid the user in establishing these connections is to provide control elements that allow the freedom of motion for the user to involve imagery and metaphor in interaction. This research suggests that intangible control elements, e.g. video tracking, range sensors or accelerometers, can be used successfully for this.

- **A choreographed approach to multiparametric control can enhance user experience.**

  When using complex body motion as input, a choreographed approach can help users create a language of interaction to interact with a complex and nonlinear parameter space. It establishes a personalised means of communication and helps to subdivide the space into manageable units.

- **Designers and users should adopt a considered approach to uncontrol.**

  In a complex multiparametric system, a degree of uncontrol is unavoidable. Uncontrol will increase with the level of parameter codependence and nonlinearity. It’s important for both designers and users to consider the level and nature of uncontrol in a system, both to take advantage of its benefits and to help manage the negative effects such as high unpredictability or reduced repeatability.

- **Skill in the choice of mappings is as important as skill in physical operation of the controller.**

  With generic, open ended systems such as the controllers in this thesis, the choice of mappings is as important for successful operation of the controller as skill in manipulating the control streams. This is both in training a system in how to respond to motion, and in choosing the ranges and destinations of the control streams. Well considered mappings can limit complex or unpredictable behaviour.
• The multiparametric approach lends itself to the exploratory phase of music creation. With a system that presents a complex, nonlinear parameter space to the user, an exploratory approach is typically required. This style of operation inevitably leads to unpredictable results which are of artistic interest, letting the controller be very useful for the exploratory phase of music creation. With carefully chosen mappings, these systems can also be valuable for detailed work, although this needs to be approached with a different mindset from the linear, separable controllers which are typically used for fine adjustment. With scientific style control being employed in the majority of digital music systems, multiparametric controllers can make a valuable alternative addition to the control options usually available for digital musicians.

• Meta-mapping controls can make a valuable complement to a multiparametric controller. Systems such as RECZ or EFLL software can provide a valuable set of tools to direct multiparametric control, and can help to manage some control issues. For example, RECZ can help to damp nonlinearity, and the channel muting in EFLL helped to solve issues with parameter codependency. Using an interactive meta-mapping tool also encourages bimanual interaction, a natural mode of interaction for humans where one hand performs fine detailed work while the other carries out coarse adjustments (Treadaway, 2009).

• Multiparametric control does not suit all users. Both this and Hunt and Kirk’s work shows that some users prefer separable parameters. Further to this, the RECZ study and the EchoFoam field evaluation showed how some users do not seem to enjoy an explorational approach to musical control. The reasons for both these factors could be explained within the framework of cognitive styles or interaction style preferences, and more research is needed to explore this area.

• Multiparametric control lets us make intuitive sense of unintuitive parameter landscapes. A good example of this is the control of phase modulation synthesis in the formative EchoFoam evaluation. With separable linear controllers, there is a tendency to try and match controls to perceptually meaningful synthesis parameters. The multiparametric approach gives us the opportunity to take perceptually meaningless synthesis parameters, and make intuitive sense of them through an embodied approach. This opens up the landscape for synthesis and DSP control to include obtuse and complex methods of sounds creation that we would naturally tend to avoid using.

9.2 Future Work

9.2.1 Phalanger

Since the development of Phalanger, a key change has occurred for developers of computer vision interfaces, which is the arrival of the Microsoft’s Kinect (Microsoft, 2010), an affordable 3D camera, coupled with an active development community surrounding it. The obvious progression for Phalanger is for it to be adapted to work with the Kinect as a camera. This would help to solve the key problem of lighting variance causing tracking instability, and would also enhance the possibilities of the system with rich 3D tracking.
9.2.2 EchoFoam

There are a number of directions this research could take in the future. Firstly, variations on the sensor could be tested; different form factors and different conductive foams. Participants in the study were asked to suggest shapes for the foam: their answers included large balls, spheres with spikes and asymmetrical shapes which would help to map locations in the foam to sounds. There were several comments on the controller's potential as a collaborative tool, and it would be intriguing to explore this as well.

Other materials, for example conductive rubber or silicone (e.g. Zheng and Shimada, 2008), exhibit similar properties to conductive foam, changing electrical resistance when deformed. The techniques outlined here could be applied to creating malleable controllers with these alternative materials, making an interesting comparison of tactile sensation.

9.2.3 A Generic Multiparametric Template

There’s a huge amount of scope to experiment with new controllers that vary the multiparametric model, but follow the same data flow, for example, groups of range sensors, continuous hall sensors, quantum tunnelling composite pressure sensors or whisker sensors (Mistree and Paradiso, 2010). All of these could be used to create interfaces which output multiple streams of data, and capture motion in a detailed way. The EchoFoam circuit board detailed in appendix A provides a generic method for reading multiple analogue voltages into a computer, and the RECZ system provides a generic way of mapping these to musical parameters.

9.2.4 Mapping Techniques

There is still a large space to explore in the use of reservoir computing techniques, such as echo state networks, in the mapping of sensor data for human-computer interaction. ESNs are ideal for processing temporal data streams. This thesis has seen them used for dimensionality reduction. They can also be used for gesture recognition, and signal generation. Their black box operation makes them ideal for creating mapping engines that take complex sets of data streams and produce output that is useful for musical control, giving them great potential as a generic tool for dealing with complex input data.

9.2.5 Embodied Control and Multiparametric Controllers

The evaluation results highlight a number of avenues for further exploration in the area of embodied controllers and digital music tools. Language creation is of particular interest. Given a large and complex parameter space, what different cognitive strategies do musicians tend to use to create a language of interaction? How important is creativity in this language creation? And how much bearing does the nature of language creation have on specific aspects of user experience and usability? Coupled with this is the use of metaphor and imagery with controllers. This research tentatively suggests a connection between intangible control elements and the capacity for imagery, it would be interesting to explore this further. Uncontrol has been another prominent topic. The evaluation results have contributed to a more detailed picture but this is still far from complete. The path between control and uncontrol seems a
compelling and key area to explore. Is careful definition of this behaviour the best strategy for creating controllers which are highly rewarding to use? Lastly, individual differences have been a key theme in the results, with sometimes polarised reactions from participants about the controllers. What is the relationship between individual differences and preferences concerning the style of control presented to participants in this thesis? Can it be framed within cognitive style, or from other areas of research in this field? And how could this information be used? It could help individuals to choose types of controllers that suit their personal style of interaction, and also highlight areas in control style where more control options are needed.

9.3 Summary

In this chapter, the combined results from the five studies run for this thesis were reflected upon, beginning with the evaluation methodology. Two types of study were employed; formative laboratory based studies and field studies. In examining the experience of running the formative evaluations, pragmatic issues concerning aesthetic preferences, novelty factor and participant confidence were highlighted. Focusing on the field studies, key issues concerned the time taken to run the study, the open-ended nature of participant experiences, system usability and participant motivation. Overall it can be seen that these two styles of study complemented each other well; the formative evaluation obtains fast results and prepares the groundwork for the longer field study. The field study compensates for methodological shortcomings found in the formative evaluation, and can yield a rich set of data concerning the use of a controller in the artist’s own workflow and environment. This style of evaluation not only helps to discover functional problems, but also paints a detailed picture of user experience which is valuable for both improving the next iteration and inspiring new designs.

Following grounded theory analysis of the interviews, a set of categories emerged describing the results. These were collected together, normalised and presented as both a summary of results and as a list of concepts concerning multiparametric interaction that may be useful to other researchers.

The EchoFoam and Phalanger controllers were presented. The evaluations provided three sets of results which were combined to build an overall picture of each controller. This was done within the context of the design framework proposed in chapter 3. The results showed that Phalanger fitted well into this framework, the main exception being fault tolerance; the system experienced difficulty in varying lighting conditions. The results also highlighted issues concerning the large degree of freedom of motions possible with this system, leading to unpredictability in use and difficulties surrounding creating a language to communicate with the system. The EchoFoam system had some significant successes in providing an intuitive mode of interaction for the exploration of parameter spaces. It also had some significant problems with accuracy and difficulty in use; participants had strong preferences as to whether they liked or disliked this malleable style of control.

Several strong themes emerged from the collected results, concerning the wider theme of multiparametric interaction. It was found that metaphor, imagery and sound-motion correspondence play a key role in the use and design of these controllers. This in turn had a bearing
on choreography and language creation, elements which should be considered by users and
designers for enhancing the experience of using these devices. It was found that uncontrol
was a significant factor in the use of these systems, and the results were used to build a taxonomy that highlighted the sources, causes, perceptions, effects, balances and transition path of uncontrol. They also emphasised how a considered approach should be taken to these issues by designers and users. The last emergent theme was the creative process; the results showed that there is a place for this less precise style of control in the explorative phases of musical creativity.

Finally, the results were compared with Hunt and Kirk’s initial work on multiparametric control, and combined to build a more detailed picture of this style of musical interface. Multiparametric interfaces can provide a very rewarding, engaged and intimate experience of musical control for digital music tools. They also exhibit some significant difficulties in use in certain situations, but these can be reduced by user awareness of issues such as uncontrol and mapping techniques.

These controllers can provide a powerful experience in certain areas of musical control; the results point to a pluralistic approach to the control of digital music tools being very beneficial to the musician. Instead of using generic tools for every task, we can have a richer and more rewarding experience by drawing from a collection of controllers that are appropriate for different creative scenarios.
Appendix A

Building an EchoFoam Controller
A.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how to make an EchoFoam controller. The instructions describe construction in a cube shape, with 25 data streams. The design is intended to be flexible, and can be adapted as needed to make customised shapes. The circuit shown here can be expanded to output up to 64 data streams.

A.2 Materials and Tools

The Controller

- Low density ESD foam
- 32 swg enamelled copper wire
- Liquid Tape
- An Arduino board (or compatible clone)
- General purpose glue

Electronics

- Stripboard
- Electrical tape
- Heat-shrink tubing in two colours
- Single core wire, in five colours
- Two 74HC4051 analog (de)multiplexer ICs
- A 4.7M preset resistor
- Male and female PCB pin headers

Tools

- Stanley knife
- Ruler
- Soldering equipment
- Multimeter
- A disposable lighter

A.3 Instructions

A.3.1 Making the Controller

1. The foam arrives in sheets. Cut this into individual squares, making enough so that they can be put together to form a cube.

2. Cut 10 equal lengths of enamelled copper wire. These will form the cable between the cube and the Arduino.
3. Scrape the enamel from the ends of the wires with a Stanley knife. Test each wire with a multimeter to make sure that a contact can be made.

4. Create the first end-piece by tying five of the wires into a foam square, in the four corners and in the centre. All the wires should enter the foam through the same point, in the centre of one of the sides. After this, they can be threaded in and out of the foam until they reach the contact point, in order to create a more stable hold. At the contact point, thread the wire through and out of the foam and fold it back on itself tightly.

5. Repeat the last step to create the other end-piece.

6. Mark each foam end-piece with coloured heat-shrink tubing by placing a piece over the wires right next to the foam square. Do not melt the tubing yet as you may need to move the wires around to verify which ones belong to which contact point.

7. Make the contacts which will plug into the Arduino (see figure A.1):

(a) Cut 10 3 cm lengths of single core wire, two in each colour.
(b) Strip 1 cm from each end of the cut wires, leaving the coloured section in the centre.
(c) For each end-piece, take five different coloured wires. Wrap each copper wire around a single core wire and solder it on. Make sure that the colours are consistent with the contact positions of the wires for both end-pieces. Melt heat-shrink tubing around the connections, using a different colour for the contacts from each end-piece.
(d) Melt the heat-shrink tubing next to the foam square.
(e) The contacts you now have should be colour coded such that you can tell which end-piece they are attached to, and which contact area they are tied to.

8. Glue the foam squares together to create a cube, making sure the end-pieces are placed so that the contact wires are facing inwards. Place glue around the edge of each square and in the centre. Be careful not to use too much glue as this can make hard lumps in the controller.

9. Twist the copper wires together.

10. In a well-ventilated room, brush Liquid Tape onto the wires to form them into a single cable.
A.3.2 Electronics

This section describes how to make an Arduino shield containing the circuitry necessary to read data from the foam controller and send it to a computer.

1. Cut out a 20 x 26 piece of stripboard.

2. Figure A.2 shows the stripboard layout, and figure A.3 shows a circuit diagram.

3. Assemble the stripboard as shown. The male pin headers should be placed through the stripboard holes so they protrude on the metal side - this way they can plug into the Arduino pin headers.

4. Place electrical tape over the USB socket on the Arduino. This insulates the socket from contact with the stripboard.

5. Plug the finished board into the Arduino (see figure A.4)

6. Plug the foam connectors into the board, one colour into the top set of pin sockets and one colour into the other set.

A.3.3 Testing

The arduino code is listed in section B.4.9. Check the serial window to see the output from the controller, and make sure that the values change as you move the foam. Adjust the preset resistor to get a good output range; ideally values should work within the full 10 bit range of 0 - 1023.
Appendix A. Building an EchoFoam Controller

Figure A.3: EchoFoam Circuit Schematic

Figure A.4: The Finished Circuit Board
Appendix B

EchoFoam Live Link Manual
This section presents the contents of a website set up for use by the participants in the EchoFoam longitudinal field evaluation. The website was created to help them to set up the controller and to provide a reference for usage instructions.

### B.1 About

EchoFoam Live Link is software that lets an EchoFoam controller communicate with Ableton Live 8.x.

The EchoFoam system is a hardware/software combination for using conductive foam as a malleable controller for interaction with digital music tools. The design philosophy leans towards an exploratory approach to interacting with software, both through the nature of the controller and through mapping techniques.

The Live Link software facilitates various ways of controlling continuous parameters in Live with the EchoFoam controller.

![EchoFoam Live Link Screenshot](image)

Figure B.1: EchoFoam Live Link Screenshot
B.2 Getting Started

The first stage is to connect up the controller and get it talking to the computer, the hardware setup page has details about this.

After this, you'll need to install the EchoFoam Live Link software, and a supporting library.

B.2.1 Hardware Setup

You will need to install some USB drivers to connect with the Arduino board, these can be found here: http://www.ftdichip.com/Drivers/VCP.htm.

To connect up the controller: there are ten wires which need to be connected to the circuit board. With the circuit board positioned so that the two sets of terminals are on the right hand side, insert the 5 wires with black wrapping into the top terminal, in the following colour order from top down: black, red, silver, green, blue. Then take the remaining wires and insert them into the lower terminal in the same colour order.

Next, plug the USB cable in and connect the controller to your computer.

B.2.2 Software Setup

You need libflens installed to run the software. You can download this here, then you need to copy it to somewhere in your library path such as /usr/lib or /usr/local/lib. To access these folders, type [cmd][shift]-g in a finder window and enter the folder path. You'll need to authorise the copy by entering your password.

The next step is to install the scripts which allow the controller to communicate with Live. Open your Live folder (probably something like /Applications/Live 8.1.3 OS X), ctrl-click on the Live' application, select Show Package Contents, and navigate to Contents/App-Resources/MIDI Remote Scripts. Download the scripts from here, and then unzip and copy the LiveOSEchoFoam folder into this folder. This software has been developed to work with the Live 8.1.3, if you are using an older version and don't mind getting the latest update then please do. If not, the software will hopefully work fine anyway, but I can't guarantee because I haven't tested with older versions.

To configure this in Live, (re)start Live, and go to the MIDI/Sync panel on the preferences pane. Drop down one of the Control Surface menus, and select LiveOSEchoFoam from the list.

Finally, drop the EFLL folder anywhere on your harddrive, and run the EchoFoam-LiveLink app. To test whether the software is working, press d' to view the incoming and outgoing data streams. Press d' again to hide them. Any problems, please email me.

B.3 The EchoFoam Controller

The EchoFoam controller is a malleable controller; you can use it to explore parameter spaces by deforming and manipulating the controller, a different sound corresponds to each different possible deformation of the foam.
The controller is a multiparametric, non-linear and continuous streaming controller. It outputs a constant stream of 25 parallel parameters which describe the current shape of the controller. The software includes a mapping engine, which takes these 25 parameters and maps them to the number of parameters required for what you need to control in Live. These mapped parameters change continuously as the shape of the controller is manipulated, and each single position of the controller will output a consistent set of parameters.

Due to the physical nature of the controller and the way in which the parameters are mapped, the output of the controller is non-linear. Some areas of the controller will have more effect on the output than others, and you can only reach some settings by deforming one area of the foam to a certain shape and then manipulating another. All this means that you need to take an exploratory approach with this controller. The sound is embodied within the foam and you need to explore with touch to see how manipulating the foam will affect the sound. The relationship between the controller and the sound will change across different mappings, you will need to explore each one individually. This is an different to approach to the world of linear MIDI controllers, and may take some getting used to!

At more complex settings (e.g controlling ten dimensions at once), the controller can become very sensitive and possibly difficult to use. To help with this, the software provides high-level control over mapping to aid in narrowing the search space and reducing sensitivity. This same mapping logic can be use to navigate through large parameter spaces.

One practical note the controller is one large foam sensor and doesn’t contain any internal electronics, so don’t be afraid to squash it, twist it etc.

### B.4 In Use

#### B.4.1 Cautionary Advice

This software is a beta, and realistically there will be some usage scenarios I haven’t covered in development, and so possibly some bugs. To this extent, please use this on a copy of your Live sets, rather than the original. Just in case

#### B.4.2 Scope / Limitations

Live Link will let you modulate continuous parameters on devices within Ableton Live. Mappings unfortunately will not work with return or master tracks, but will work with normal tracks.

#### B.4.3 Overview

The basic function of Live Link is to connect an EchoFoam controller to Live, to control continuous parameters. Expanding on this basic function, there are different ways of choosing parameters to control, and options for controlling how the controller maps onto these parameters.

Data arrives at the software from the controller as 25 continuous streams. This raw data needs refining before it can be used, so it’s passed through a mapping process (using a recurrent
Echo State Network), which outputs the number of streams which you require for controlling parameters in Live. You can choose to map to between one and ten streams. These data streams are non-linear and interdependent; only through exploring the mappings by manipulating the controller will you be able to determine exactly what the mappings do.

B.4.4 User Interface

1. Range Slider
   This slider modifies the width of the channel ranges, changing all ranges on all channels by the same factor.

2. Channel enable checkbox

Figure B.2: EchoFoam Live Link User Interface
When this is green, data is being sent to Live; when it’s yellow, no data is sent.

3. Curve Slider
   This changes the chance that random ranges will be large. Set high to get (mostly) large random ranges, and low to get (mostly) small ranges.

4. Channel bar
   This represents a channel, where data is received from the mapping process and then sent to Live; it shows the parameters that the channel is mapped to and the working range of the channel. You can click on a channel to select it; a selected channel is indicated by a yellow bar on the left hand edge. When one or more channels are selected, the populate, random, centre and clear buttons will only apply to the selected channels.

5. Range modifier bars
   Drag these to manually change ranges.

6. Parameter listen checkbox
   Click to arm a channel; Live Link will listen for the next device parameter to be modified in Live and set this as the channel’s parameter.
   If pressed by mistake, click again to disarm.

7. Channel range
   This represents the working range for this channel.

8. Play/stop button
   Click to stop and start data being sent to Live.

9. Increase/decrease channel buttons
   Click to increase and or decrease the number of channels in use.

10. Populate channels button
    Click to randomly populate the channels with parameters from the currently selected device in Live.

11. Randomise ranges button
    Randomise the channel working ranges.

12. Full ranges button
    Click to maximise ranges on all channels.

13. Centre ranges button
    This button centres the working ranges on the current value in each channel.

14. Undo button
    Undoes the last action on the working ranges.

15. Configure button
    Shows the configuration panel.

16. Clear channels button
    Clears all the channels.
B.4.5 Choosing Parameters

There are two ways of choosing parameters to control:

- Choosing single parameters
- Populating with randomly chosen parameters

Any device which you choose to control in Ableton will be tagged with a number in its title which looks something like ((238974234). This is so Live Link can keep track of the devices it connects to when tracks and devices move around within the song. Please do not delete these tags, you can edit the rest of the title though as long as you do not edit the tag.

B.4.5.1 Choosing Single Parameters

To select a singe parameter, arm a channel by clicking on the arrow button to the right, and then go to Live and move the parameter you’d like to assign. The details of this parameter should now appear in the channel’s display.

B.4.5.2 Populating with Randomly Chosen Parameters

The ‘Pop’ (Populate) button on the bottom button bar selects a set of random parameters from the currently selected device in Live. This facilitates random exploration of the parameter space of a device, which can yield both pleasantly and unpleasantly surprising results! Live Link knows nothing about the meaning of parameters in the device you are selecting them from; it may start to modulate master volumes or module on/off switches, resulting in little or no sound. On the other hand it may select a serendipitous set of parameters, and a really great soundspace to explore! Use at your own risk.

Note that there are some issues with the Live API with detecting the currently selected device. The ‘Pop’ button will appear greyed out if it doesn't know which is the current device. Sometimes changing to another track and then back again will help Live Link to detect the device.

B.4.6 Controlling the Search Space

Live Link provides high level control of the parameter space in which the controller is working, which can be used for navigating through a large search space, and narrowing it down to find a sound you want to use.

Firstly it’s necessary to introduce the concept of the working range. This is the sub-range of a parameter’s total range within which one output from the controller can move, for example between 15% and 67%. Live Link lets you manipulate the working range of each channel, thereby letting the controller work within constrained sections of a larger multi-dimensional parameter space. Each set of working ranges, depending on the sound the channels are mapped to, will gave a different feeling to the manipulation of the controller.

The simplest way to modify the working range is to hit the Rand button, which randomises all the working ranges. Hitting Full maximises all the working ranges. The curve slider changes...
the chance of a random range being large; to explore larger areas of a parameter space move
this slider towards the top. to explore narrow sections, lower the value of a slider.

The process of manipulating ranges can be used to navigate a search space, zooming in on
the sound you want. When you have the controller moved such that the kind of sound you
are aiming for is being heard, hit the centre button and this will centre all the working ranges
on this point. Moving the range slider will narrow these ranges, limiting the working area to
sounds closer to the centre of the ranges. Repeating the pattern of explore-centre-zoom lets
you navigate and narrow the search space until you reach the desired sound (or press Rand to
start over).

B.4.7 Key Commands

‘d’: debug mode. This shows two data graphs; the first is the 25 sensor readings from the
EchoFoam controller, and the second is the outputs from the mapping process.

‘r’: rand
[return]: center
[left arrow]: undo
‘f’: full range
‘p’: populate
‘1’: toggle selection for channel 1
‘2’: toggle selection for channel 2
‘3’: toggle selection for channel 3
‘4’: toggle selection for channel 4
‘5’: toggle selection for channel 5
‘6’: toggle selection for channel 6
‘7’: toggle selection for channel 7
‘8’: toggle selection for channel 8
‘9’: toggle selection for channel 9
‘0’: toggle selection for channel 10
‘-‘: invert channel selection
[backspace]: clear channel selection

B.4.8 Adjusting controller sensitivity

The foam from which the controller is made can sometimes change over time, particularly
with heavy use, and start to lose sensitivity. To compensate for this, the sensitivity can be
increased in two ways.

1. The configuration panel. You can move the gain slider to change the sensitivity.

2. The sensitivity dial on the circuit board. If your circuit board has a small potentiome-
ter near the USB port, you can move the central dial with a screw driver to adjust the
sensitivity.
When adjusting the sensitivity, hit the \( d' \) key to show the input from the sensor (in the top half of the screen), and adjust so that the parameter streams take up roughly the middle section of the graph.

### B.4.9 Using the Arduino for other projects

The Arduino can be used for other projects; this will require uploading new code to the board so if you want to change it back to work with the EchoFoam controller, you'll need this script.

```c
int val;
int addr[3][3] = {{0,0,0},{0,1,0},{1,0,0},{1,1,0},{0,0,1},{1,0,1},{0,1,1},{1,1,1}};

void setup() {
  pinMode(2, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(7, OUTPUT);
  Serial.begin(115200);
}

void loop() {
  for(int j=0; j <= 4; j++) {
    digitalWrite(5, addr[j][0]); //1
    digitalWrite(6, addr[j][1]); //2
    digitalWrite(7, addr[j][2]); //4
    for(int i=0; i <= 4; i++) {
      digitalWrite(2, addr[i][0]); //1
      digitalWrite(3, addr[i][1]); //2
      digitalWrite(4, addr[i][2]); //4
      delay(0.000655);
      val = analogRead(0);
      Serial.print(val, DEC);
      Serial.print(0);
    }
  }
  Serial.println(00);
  delay(10);
}
```

The EchoFoam circuit board is an 'Arduino Shield' which can simply be pulled away from the Arduino and put back when required.
Appendix C

Collected Concepts from Interview Analyses
C.1 Collected Concepts from all Interview Results

Abstraction
   Affordances
   Applications
   Attention
   Bimanual Interaction
   Body
   Calibration
   Channels
   Cognitive Load
   Comparative Interfaces
   Comparison
   Composition
   Constraints
   Continuous Control
   Control
   Controllability
   Controller Design
   Controller Exploration
   Controller Physicality
   Creative Process
   Creativity
   Data Flow
   Degrees of Freedom
   Difficulty
   Dimensionality
   Embodiment
   Engagement
   Enjoyment
   Environment
   Ergonomics
   Exploration
   Expressiveness
   Familiarity
   Feature Request
   Feedback
   Fragility
   Fun
   Gesture Recognition
   Hand
   High Dimensional Control
   Imprecision
   Instrumentness
   Interaction Style
   Intuitiveness
   Language
Appendix C. Collected Concepts from Interview Analyses

Latency
Learnability
Learning Curve
Mapping
Metaphor
Methodology
Motion
Motions
Multiparametric Control
Musical Practice
Musicality
Negativity
Novelty
Performance
Physical
Physical Feedback
Physical Manipulation
Positivity
Precision
Randomisation
Ranges
Reliability
Repeatability
Responsiveness
Usability
Usage
Software-Hardware Interactions
Sound Exploration
Sound-Motion Correspondence
Suggestion
Tangibility
Training
Triggering
Trust
Usage
Visual Feedback
Visual Reference
Workflow
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